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FLOWERS FROMTHE 4lXBMPOST
‘A guest editorial reviews CanLit’s

progress - and ours i in the p&t five years

By ROBERT FULFORD

ANN~XRSAR~ZS  LKE this one produce thoughts &XXII  the
past. and in this case I think not just of the immediate past
- the five years Boo/x  in Canada has been publishing -
but of the two decades or so in .which I’ve been involved
with literature as a journalist. a critic. and ao editor. During
this time the central problem for all of us, however we may
have separately defined it. has been the creation of a literary
community in English Canada.

Literature springs from many sources but surely the mosi
necessary one is a lively community of readers and writers.
editors and publisheys;  what the film people longingly call
*‘an industry.” lo various ways. Books in Canada has been
addressing itself.to  this issue since the day it was founded.

The problem is as old as Canada, yet it presents itself in
each generation in a different shape - and calls forth from
each wave of ivriters a separate response. My generation,
the one that reached its 20s in the 1950s.  approached it in

What has happened is that serious literature in
English Canada has built, for the first time, a
structure to con&in its activities.

the way least likely to bear results. (I can claim only hind-
sight knowledge: I didn’t know at the time how wrong we
were.! Our mistake was to set our sights far loo low. We
were modest. inoffensive young chaps: we didn’t want to
impose our views on anyone. We didn’t expect much from
Canadian society and we didn’t really think that Canadian
society could expect much.fMm us. Ours was the literary/
journalistic equivalent of the Quiet Diplomacy practiced by
our cousins and uncles in Ottawa. We wanted to be liked, or
at least tolerated, but we never imagined we could impress
anyone.

If we were academics we accepted the rigid structure of
Academe and the slow but steady - and inconspicuous -
rise towards tenure. If we were journalists we accepted the
nearly totalitarian conditions of big-corporation newspapers
and magazines. whose goal was always an agreeable and
profitable blandness. If we were creitive  writers we ac-
cepted whatever few crumbs might be granted us by the
publishing houses or the CBC or the theatres.  We wanted,
above all. to prove we couldfir in.

Of course this is self-parody and OF course there were
magnificent exceptions. like Mordecni  Rich!er;  just as there
were exceptions in earlier generations, like Earle Bimeys
and Irving Layton. These people never accepted meekly the
role of occasional entertainer offered to them by an apathe-
tic Canadian society but instead asserted boldly their indi-
vidual selves. Such was the tone of our literary life. how-
ever. that these towering figures failed to influence most of
those around them. They were sports, and their careers were
to be admired but not emulated.

4 Books  in Canada. May. 1976

It’s no news that all this changed sometime.late in the
1960s. but it’s still worth pointing out that the change has
not yet been entirely understood and’is still a long way From
being assimilated. What changed fundamentally was the
attitude of literary people tdward their own lives and their
own work, and toward society as a whole. These.changes
came slowly, in bits and pieces - there never was a man-
ifesto, ao inconvenience for future historians-and it’s hard
to track them. Yet I know as well as I know anything that
the very air we breathe as literary pepple  has changed in the
last decade and that in recent years we have embarked on
something fresh and new.

What has happened is that serious literature in English
Canada has built, for the first time. a structure to contain its
activities. The structure remains unsound. of course. From

’ .

time to time bits of it fall off. There is no way of being sure,
when-you  wake up in the morning, that the House of Anaosi
or the ~&alrat  Rericw or CBC Anlhology or the University
of Toronto writers-in-residence program will still be there.
But the strucluR  exists and  it seems to me that its outlines at
least are permanent.

It came about not because a few clever men and women
dreamt it into being but because a variety of social an-d
cultural forces converged at one point. One of these was
nationalism. which was both a cause and effect of the new
literary situation. Another was the Canada Cotincil.  handed
down to us by aristocratic anceslors  like Vincent Massey and



Louis St. Lam-em. expressing the guilt of a rich but un-
cultured society. Another was the remarkable persi~tettce  of
a thinly spread senior generation of literary men - princi-
pally lack McClelland. Robert Weaver, George Woodcock,

The men and women who are running niost of
the publishing houses today realize that the rules
‘have changed and that writing and publishing
are now a much more natuml and commonplace
aspect of Canadian life. . . .

and Malcolm Ross - in planting seeds, yearafter year, in
what must at limes have seemed very stony ground. Still
onothcr  was the courage of a few young wrhers who, faced
with a literary climate they couldn’t tolerate, set out to build
their own publishing houses and create, if necessary, ao
audience for the Canadian literature they believed should be
published: here Dennis Lee and Dave Godfrey were first
among dozens. But  perhaps the most influential force of all
was the astounding growth of serious writing and reading
that followed the introduction of mass university and col-
lege education in the 1960s. Even if the universities barely
noticed Canadian literature, they introduced hundreds of
thousands to the serious possibilities of fiction and poetry:
and this naturally encouraged, in a few thousand students,
the tendency to look around at their own culture and seek
oat the literary inspiration to be found there.

The result is that vastly more books are wrilten and pub-
lished now than anyone could have imagined a dozen years
ago. When I wrote a daily book column for the TbrontoSfar
in the early 1960s  I tried to review every serious novel by a
Canadian published in English; a?d some seasons I nearly
succeeded. Today it would take a platoon of critics to at-
tempt the same task.

The- is now a widespread feeling that the publishing
movement may have gone too far, and that there’s probably
not an unpublished manuscript left in anybody’s bureau
drawer. The people who hold this view are, almost without
exception, members of an older generation trained in a more
constricted literary atmosphere. The men and women who
are running most of the publishing houses today realize thal
the rules have changed and that writing and publishing are
now a much more natural and commonplace aspect

There is a very great difference between a seri-
ous booh publisher and a cultural bureaucrat,
and it’s disquietin to see that distinction being
lost.

of Canadian life than in the 1960s.  Tbei realize also that
literary excellence, when it comes. will be most likely to
appear 3s a singular and exce$ional  part of a larger literary
movement. Fraser Sutherland said it well in the first issue of
rVorr/wrn Journey, four years ago: “Much written about
Canadian cullure and identity is garbage. Yet out of it all a
Gogol or a Tolstoy may emerge who superbly synthesizes.
the muddleheadedness into excellence . flowers  require
the compost heap.”

Exactly. But there is a more critical issue facing the
young publishers who have appeared in the last five years:
how for can they go into politics before they lose sigh1  of
their responsibilities as publishers? 1 don’t mean Marxist
politics or elecloral politics - those are as iikely as not to
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PENELOPE’S WEB
Some Perceptions of Women in Westein
Civilization

N. E. S. G&i&s

Penelope’s Web shows that while there hrs +vays
been some prejudice against women in the pasi  -and :
against Jews, Blacks, slaves, and other minority
groups  - the real discrimination against.women had
its roots in the seventeenth century. and that only
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centurier  did
discrimination become widespread’throughouc all
aspects of s&iety. Yet during this period there was
strong resistance to social pressures on women, a
resistance that has all too often been overlooked.
After outlining some of the events that produced
the present organization of western society,
Penelope’s Web goes on to suggest the questions
that must  be examined by the women’s lib&ion
movement - questions about the position of both
men and women in our society.

May 1976. 224 pp., 16 black and white illusrntions
Paperbound S4.95

ARTIA,  Czechoslovak Foreign Trade
Corporation for the Import and Export of
Cultural Items

Exports and Imports: books. gramophone
records. recorded music, gtamophones,  sheet * ’
music, magazines. cartography erc.. postage
stamps, coins and medals, photo-tie  materials.
teaching aids. silverjewellery and Bohemian
garnets.

ARTIA,  Ve &eckBch 30, 111 27 Praha I
Tel: 246041, 246284, Cable: Arriaspol Ptaha,

Telex: 121065, 122775 arta c

Fov ~krfirsf  liaw  al 111r  Monlreal  Inhmnoliomd  Book’
Fair 1976.
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produce greal boo!& and the books may well be of great
value to the country. I mean cultural politics, the endless
round of pmm-grabbing. the squabbles ov$r.the  IPA and the
CBPC and all the other alphabet-soup organizations created
to provide organizational support for publishers. There are
times when these loom so large in the publishers’ lives that
the books themselves are forced to take second place. There
is a very great difference between a serious book publisher
and a cultural bureaucrat. and it’s disquieting to.see that
distinction being lost. In this sense th’e situation may grow
worse as government agencies cut back on their grants and
the political infighting grows more desperate.

For the last five  years Books in Canada  ins played an
increasingly central role in the English Canadian publishing
movement. Since its first issue the magazine has been
a highly welcome if also a rather unsteady guide to the in-

. ,
creasingly  complicated world it covers. I’ve never  seen an
issue that seemed to me to reach the level I wanted it to
reach, at the same time I’ve never seen one that didn’t hold
my interest in s&era] places. Bookr in Canada occupies,
of course. 2 unique position. being tieither coterie literary
journal nor mass magazine nor trade paper. It speaks neither
to specialists nor to those readers interested only in a few
best sellers. Its editors seem to assume, rightly or wrongly,
that there is a substantial commuitity  of readers whose in-
terests in Canadian writing are both broad and serious.

At its best the magazine has engaged our attention (not .:
least, of course, in the ritual bloodletting of the leuers col- :
umn) and has thus fulfilled its most importaot  function. If
the magazine has a central message it is this: out there, in
Canadian writing. there is a vast world of’interest  and valw.
It conveys that message very well. 0

How d bibliophile learned to beat
inflation ‘by collecting the atomic bomb

By AL PURDY

LIP THUS  AGE of intl?tion, the safest things to boy are sup
posedly  gold. diamonds. real estate, and maybe an oil well
or two. What about books? (The question is prompted by
the annual Toronlo  Antiquarian Book Fair, which is upon us
again: it will be held in the King Edward Sheraton Hotel
May 12-14.)  If you’re in no hurry to make a fast. buck.
conhider  that antiquarian books have kept pace with and in
some cilses exceeded the 12 per cent national inflation rate.
Cogil;lte over the fact that Bartlett’s Canndiarl  Scenery.
published in England in 1842,  was worth perhaps $20 in the
1930s.  but now sells for 5600 IO 5800. depending on condi-
tion and binding. Consider Heriot’s  Travels in the
Cun&ts,  published in England at the beginning of the 19th
century. whiclr is about the same price. And Roberl Gour-
lay. once involved in the Upper Canada Rebellion of 1837.
later wrote books that sell for nearly 51,000.  Early explor-
crs of Canada and the Arctic run  much higher than that. For

There is a hunting instinct to all th&, also com-
mon to bird-dogs and women in search of second
husbands.

instance. Captain James Cook. the globe-girdling explorer
who merely touched the coasts of Canada. fetched a price of
more than 5S.000 lhe last time I saw his books catalogued.

However. things aren’t as simple as that: you don? pick
up Cook or Champlain or John Ross’s 1819 Arctic voyage
for pe;muls.  Antiquarian booksellers know their business.
But you can be lucky occasionally. and sometimes unearth
dusty volumes worth 5100 or so at an ordinary bookshop  -
particularly in the U.S. and England where they can be a bit
careless over Canadian books. For instance. I paid 53 for A
.4mdrcd  Years AJellin’  in a Florida junk shop. The dealer
charged too much for what he thought it was. and didn’t
know the book’s real worth. 1 didn’t rush to tell him. Wrlt-
:en anonymously by Charlotte Whitton it amounts 10 an
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early history of lumbering in the Ottawa Valley, and sells
for upwards of 575 in Canada. Another time, at an Oxford
hookshop in England, I noticed Ranching with Lords and
Commas  by John Craig. (It deals with turn-of-the-century _
ranching in Alberta.) 1 reached for the book with trepidation
and tingling nerves. That Oxford bookseller was an anti-
quarian dealer who should have known his prices. But he
didn’t, at least not in this case. Craig’s book cost me 30
shillings, about 54.50 at the time, and was even then
worth 5100.

The best buy in terms of percentage increase over the
original ,price I ever found was a book about early
British Columbia coinage and currency, published by the
province. 11 was pric”ed  at live cents and worth some 535. I
found it in an “opportunity shop,” thus trespassing on the
antiquarian dealers’ own hunting preserves. Such op shops
- Sally Ann stores, St. Vincent de Pauls. Crippled
Civilians stores. and so forth - are a sooree  of endless
enjoyment for treasure hunters like myself. I found a signed
copy of Frederick Cook’s My Discowy  of the Pole in one
of them for 25 cents. Market price: 535.

.

The first question that might come to mind for a neophyte
treasure hunter is: How do you know what a book is worth?
The basic tool is ,a dealer’s catalogue, in fact a lot of
catalogues.  Sooner or later you ye liable to find every
Canadian book listed - description and price - in these
catalogws.  But the masons for high prices? There are all
sorts of them. If an early explorer wrote his own book about
his adventures (as Henry Kelsey did in bad doggered  verse),
that book is worth much mark than a later description by
somebody else. of what our tian did. (Incidentally, Kelsey’s,
manuscript was discovered - I think in Ireland - in this
cemury; hence its value is relatively low.) In other words
basic books, those that return to original sauces  of informa-
tion about place or subject, are valuable. As are books in
small editions by wv!ll-known  writers, numbered, signed
and fancied up for the bibliophiliac trade. However, the
limited and signed edition is a much more recent develop-
ment of publishing - and generally done in liter+xe, of
which more later.
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There is a hunting instinct about all this, also common to
bird-dogs and women in search of second husbands. In
some cases, you don’t even know why you pick up a book
that isn’t ao old county history, and might even be a tract on
raising aphrodisiac mushrooms. Some Four years ago in the
U.S., I bought art American govemment  publication outlin-
ing the various mathematics connected with the atomic
bomb. It was dated 1945 or ‘46 as I recall. I picked it up
with a slight curiosity, not much tingling of the hunter’s
antennae. And why not pick it up? The book was only 2.5
cents. Since I do some horse-trading in books, I took the
atomic bomb tract to aToronto  dealer. He didn’t know what
the book w&worth either, but kept it and said he’d try to
find out. Last ~ommer  1 got a note From him mentioning
casually that I had a credit of $150 at his store any time I
wanted to call. The book’s real value was at least $350. and
perhaps much mote. (I paid For the deal!r’s knowledge.) It
had a basic scientitic  relation with the first horror bombs
exploded over Japan in 1945. The Manhatten Project was
mine For 25 cents.

In a Philadelphia bookshop at a later date. I noticed a
decent copy of D. H. Lswrence’s  Lady Chrrerly’s Lowr.
Now I love Lawrence, and think him one ofthe  three or Four
modern poets I’ve learned most Fmm. But many many edi-
tions of Lod_v Choeerly  have been published; the book has
been banned, expurgated, taken to court, and probably been
burned at one time or other by sotoe small-town Pres-
byterian or Catholic. However. this copy has been pub-
lished in Florence  in 1928. Aho-a/m.  I said to myself in
italics with antennae-quivering violently: 1928 would have
been around that book’s publication date in Italy, since at
the time English and U.S. publishers were afraid to touch a
book with such explicit descriptions and language of the
sexual act. Therefore, it might just be the first edition of a
modern classic. Anyway. I bought the book For three bucks.

Here is all that remains of proud D. H. Law-
rence, dissolute Dylan, plus the long parade of
little-known scribblers, male and female trans-
mitters of passion and prophecy to paper.

and snuck Furtively away From the counter hoping the lady
clerk wouldn’t notice what I had.

As it turned out, I had very little. Lady  Clrarer/y had
been pirated by fly-by-night publishers several limes during
its first year of issue. But you’d need a bibliography to
know my book was pirated. and who carries one of those in
hip pocket or purse? My Lady Char  was worth about $15.
And I’m still searching For B copy of Birds. Beasrs und
Flo~vrs  by Lawrence. I’ve read all the poems in it already.
but such is toy esteem For Lawrence that I still want to own
a first edition. That’s love, not bibliophilia.

As For Canadian literature, any novel  or book of poems is
automatically worth $5 once a dealer catalogues  it. The
most valuable item is probably Morley Calloghan’s  No
&m’s Meor,  a 5’00~copy  edition, signed and boxed, pub-
lished in Paris in 1931. But more and more of these books
have been turning up at dealers larely:  I’d suspect Callaghan
of squirreling them away if he weren’t so rich already.

Limited, signed editions ato  almost a Fashion these days.
and their scarcity a selling point For dealers. I once  received
a catnlogue From a Cleveland bookseller describing a book
by Irving Layton: “Unsigned - rare in this condition.”
And I generally tell anyone who wants a book I’ve written
signed that it knocks JO cents off the value. Which is true.
in my case.

1 ,

SO GET ON WITH IT
A Celebration of Wheelchair Sports
Mariiee  We&man  and Jan Godfrey
A moving portrait in words and pictures of
wheelchair athletes both on and off the field
and of lheir remarkable accnmplishmente.
Features 152 black and white photos. June,
$8.95

M O N T R E A L
The Days That Are No More
Edgar Andrew Collard
Colorful vignettes which bring to life the pic-
turesque and dramatic features of life in
Montreal from the French Regime to the
end of the Victorian Age. Includes 28 line
drawings and two end-paper maps of old
Montreal. June, $9.95

Doubleday Canada Llmlted
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Anyway, let’s sum up this small treasure-hunter’s man-
ual. The aforemenlioned opportunity shops and dusty hole-
in-the-wall junk shops are the best places to pick up books
cheaply. Canadian books were generally published in small
editions, apan fmm such writers as Ralph Connor.  Gilbert
Parker, and Hugh MacLennan.  That’s one of the reasons
why their five-buck price lag remains constant. And you
have to know the names of Canadian authors. For instance.
Frank Packard. Hulben Footner, H. Bedford-Jones, Martha
Ostenso.  and many others were published in the U.S. and
Britain years ago. They am Canadians. But how would the
ordinary book-buyer know that without extensive bib-
liophilie knowledge?

The reaspns  for book collecting are many and varied. but
the best reason for me is that it’s a lot of fun. Of course I

don’t read all the books I pick up. since my own interests
run to modern literature; but book-lined walls make a con-
genial background. and give me a pleasant feeling of being
at home with things I know best. The generations gather,
the past converges, the world collects  itself in name atIer
dusty name on my bookshelves. The coloured  bindings of
cloth and leather each signify weeks. months, and years
spent in research and wiling. Here is all that remains of
proud D. Ii. Lawrence, dissolute Dylan, plus the long
parade of little-known scribblers. male and female transmit-
ters of passion and prophecy to paper. The failures might
seem slightly pitiful now - but they too took their chances
and lived the writing lives they wanted to live. I will join
them myself, nol,,long  from now. 0

A transistor reflects on Jacques Ferron, the
political doctor who writes with d scalpel

By RAY ELLENWOOD

JACQUES FERRON bears witness, never separating his own
life as a political animal and physician from the collective
mythology he creates in hi tales, making no concession to
what we might expect from him. Readers who best like his
flamboyant wit and fantasy might be disappointed at firs1
glance with IV&f  Roses (translated by Beuy Bednarski.
McClelland 8: Stewart. I23 pages, $6.95 cloth). such a
gentle tale about a bemused, innocently egotistical man un-
able to cope with his wife’s suicide, his guilt. his daughter.
The story’s unabashed sentimentality is. as usual. undercut
by the pace and incision of the telling and besides, one of
Fenon’s  great virtues is his ability to show the significance
of what seems unheroic and commonplace (or the common-
place in what seems heroic).

Wild  Roses deals with isolation and well-meaning op-
pression. The young housewife, completely alone in the
suburbs of a petroleum civiliralion.  is as out of place as the
wild roses-uprooted. domesticated love- that block the
sunlight in her bedroom window and stifle her with the

He regards so-cakl  metztal  patients as modern
lepers whose forced isolation only aggmvates
their problems. They are a major concern in a
number of his works.. . .

sweet scent her husband associates with conjugal bliss. A
child who apparently hates her only completes her depres-
sion. The husband. called Baron, functions perfectly as a
rising executive but is bewildered by his wife, nor does he
have any real  contact with his daughter once he sends her to
be kept by a c-kc  family in New Brunswick. His idealized
and guilty love of the wife-daughter excludes any other
woman. The child Rose-Aim& in turn. is not allowed to
be a chicle.  nor can she fit into her father’s lonely.

8 Books in Canada, May, 1976

businessman’s bilingual Montreal life. When the child-
turned-woman finally rejects Baron, a life-long obsession
that his wife has not committed suicide but is touring the
world from a base in Casablanca finally takes complete hold
of him and. confined to the asylum of Saint-Jean-de-Dieu.
he writes a long series of love letters that he sends to her
there. and which his daughter is surprised to find waiting for
her when she arrives by chance in the city. Rushing to
Montreal. she is too lare  to stop his own suicide.

A central snne in the book, where Bsron  visits
Rose-Aimee accompanied by beautiful Miss Higgitt. reluc-
tant child of Maritime Anglo-Saxon aristocmcy.  is at first
puuling because it seems so gratuitous. Why does Fermn
turn it into a lesson on regional history, a commentary on
relations between English and French, QstVwcois  and
Amdien,  an essay on Moncton? Because  clearly that city
and region represent a point of confused intersection be-
tween French and English. a no-man’s land that results at
best in the creation of artificial institutions like the Uniwr-
sity of Moncton. at worst in the complete death of French.

So speaks Baron in a moment of lucidity, much against
company policy. He intends to tell his daughter such things
when she is older, but never does because, in fact. he is
walking evidence of the slow dealh he sees in Moncton.
Why do we have a brief account of Louis HCmon?  Because,
like Baron. he is a pathetic character who isolated himself,
after his wife went mad, from his daughter and his people,
to die alone in Canada. These are the kinds of connections
Ferron often makes-between social forces and individual



suffering. between stories  of individuals and the history of a
people. The well-grounded folk in Wild  Roses are the two
cbiac  families who have retained their sense of family. and
(more or less) of language and culture.

The actual story is followed by another seemingly
gmtuitious document: a love letter from an inmate at Saint-
Jean-de-Dieu asylum to her husband. Ferron speaks elsc-
where of “Alinc Dupite who went mad at Sorel, far fmm
the indispensable company of her people,” and here he
writes a long introduction to her letter. He regards so-called
mental patients as modem lepers whose forced isolation
only aggravates their problems. They are a major concern in
a number of his works and in his life, since he worked at
Saint-Jean-de-D&  asylum. His crusade against the Papa-
boss psychiatrizotion of helpless people (who is more mud.
Baton or Aline?) cannot be dissociated from. say. his
crusade against misuse of Ihe poliw.

So Wild Roses treats a number of themes found else-
where in Fermn’s writings, bul in an understated way. giv-
ing a clew sense of the compassion that underlies even his
most ferocious polemic. Betty Bednarski’s  translation is
careful, fluent. and self-effacing. Her quietly formal style
seems particularly apt for this book. I think so, even though
the observation is not my own, but Dr. Feermn’s.

Wild  Roses adds to what is now a mspeclable beginner’s
collection of Fetmn in English. a taslc of his 1.5 or so
volumes of plays. stories. essays and “novels.” together
with an enormous correspondence to newspapers and jour-
nals of various kinds, all interconnected pieces in the large.
corrective, and inspiring historo-mythology  of the Qui-
be&s  written with the thorn he pokes in their sides. The
first  English translation of his work was also done by Betty
Bednatski:  a selection of the Conres. published by Anansi
as Tales From the Uncertabt  Country. In the last three
years we have had English versions of Cofnoir.  LE
Saint-Elias  and L’Amilinancbier  (The  Juneberry  Tree).  the

He Ioolcs uncommonly like Alice’s mock turtle
except for the eyes, gZinting  up or sideways,
more mocking than lugubrious, from under
bushy brows.

fiat IWO by Pierre Cloutier. the last by Raymond Chamber-
lain, all rhree Harvest House publications. My own versions
of Papa Boss  and Les Confiures  de wing (Quince Jam)
appeared in Exile 1.3 and II. I. There have been other trans-
lations of shott  pieces by various people in various places.

TPANSLAT~JN  IS A tricky business, and especially so with
Jacques Fenton. He has writer’s stoop and a small pm belly.
His neck projects  forward and up t?om a carapace of un-
kempt grey suit as he shuffles quite gracefully in his (yenr-
mund?) sandals. His nose is large and hooked. His eye-
bmws are very animated. but at rest they slope down like
inverted commas. He looks uncommonly like a mela-
morphosis of Alice’s mock turtle except for the eyes. glint-
ing up or sideways, mom mscking than lugubrious. fmm
under the bushy brows.  Face-to-face, you still feel he is
looking back 10 see if you can follow. h’s hard work to hold
the thread of allusions, gentle jokes, jibes. The voice is
quiet and often swallowed in a smile da rising, quenion-
ing. “UU uu hm?” His conversation seems easy and
rambling. but nothing is gratuitous. You must always bc

__ ,_.._ ____.  . ..-.-_._  . _ .-_

WKE UPON A TIME 1
I LOVEYOU :

AND CHERISH IT!”
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QRIEIWAL RUGSFROM
CANADIAN COLLECTIQlW

:xf: Roger F. Gardiner,  Fine Arts  Librarian. L!n
rsity of Western Ontario. Analysis: Max  Aller
nator, Canadian Museum of Carpers and Textile
lotographa:  Peter MacCallum.
xat crafismanship  and artistry have always bee
:ished  on oriental rugs. They have. in other time
Id places, often achieved the grandeur and s~auus  c
onumental  art and were the prized possessions c
shops  and kings. At the turn of rhe centor!  the
Id at a par with the finest paintings of the grew
esters  rvith prices in excess of SlOCt,OOO.  Since Blat
iday. 1929. interest is only now returning and sign
‘a full rebirth are evident.
Fgrear  interest to the connoisseur. this book is bein
ed in conjunction with an exhibition of rugs tou
6 Canada in 1976-77. Eighty rugs are fealurec
ah has a full-page illustration. some in coluur.  an
analysis with interesting historical and cornpar;

e material.

‘. Ulrich  Schurmann,  author of four speciali!
oks on rugs. has written the Foreword. The boo
mains a mop of the regions, an extensive glossar
d bibliography.

6 pages. soft cover. $7.95: hard cover.  Sl i.95

ready to do a double-take. The same applies in translating
his iooks.  but we don’thave recourse tb-voice  and eyes. -

Being much concerned with the purity of his French (his
identity). Ferron  seldom uses puns and never invents words.
On the other hood, he enjoys discovering old terms with
legitimate pedigree, long out of use. So it was with
“grrrurlire” which appeared in Con$tures  in the phrase
“suns ovooir  rrois couiiles  et dcnx  guewlires  comnrc  Lord
Acton.” a.Corrillrs” means “balls” (restes).  so I can  guess
at the meaning of their accompanimenr,  but a trtmslator
must (ideally) be sure. Ask one’s Qntbecois  friends -
nobody knows. Write the author? Seems logical. Reply by
return  ttmnslated  here. naturally):

A few days later. I receive a page torn from a book on
which is written a poem by one Marc Cerisier. apparently in
the Poitou dialect. entitled “/‘over  Gue~crlrr!”  He (it) loved
P “grrerrrlerfe”  but, like a poet. never had the courage to
lell her lit) outright before Death came to announce that his
time was up. A scribbled note says. “No need to search any
longer for the origin of glsorlire.”  That’s noi what 1 was
after. but I’m confident enough to let it stand as “three balls
and two pricks.” Of such stuff is literary history made.

In that same book there is a little poem which echoes
some of the central motifs having to do with following the
Rivikre  dir Lorrp  uphill to its sounx.  back to innocence and

the loss of it. back to a place anslagous  to Eden. In it I met
the lines:

The problem is the word goudriole  which in my Larousse
means a “broad joke” or “coarse  jest” and everywhere
el.sz I looked suggested some kind of ribaldry. The poem
itself is lightly erotic. so I made it:

A nice touch, I thought. having even considered a more
Wife-of-Bathish “dallisunce”. But Roy Chamberlain tells
me gcrndriok is an old Canadian word meaning “oats.”

E/r rew~nche  I insist that Mr. Chamberlain’s rendering of
Ferron’s  epithet for the language (orrlronnedeu~oulc-di!
Oulro~~~lnedeurforrle-dPO  of Mr. Northrop, metamorphosis
of Alice’s white rabbit (The Juneberry  Tree. page 9). as
“his fore+langungee”  (for “so lunguc foresdire"  ) is quite
unsatisfactory. as this comment from the original author
will show:

10 Books in Canada. May. 1976
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1 offer this  correction in all modesty for the good of our
profession.

Dr. Fermn is a self-confessed plagiarist who delights in
anacknowledging  his sources.  Especially when I know  he
has pillaged an ut~glais.  I feel obliged IO restore the origi-
nal. but it’s not always easy. He says the passage from
Fra+‘s  GOI/UI of Quebec in Confirwes  is stolen from
Samuel Butler. I can’t Rod it, so the readers’of  Qrrince  Jam
have  a translation from English to French re-translated into
English. with who knows whal ludicrous results?

Re;lders  of the half-dozen ve.rsions  mentioned earlier sre
getting basically ‘accurate  and readable renderings. The sub-
tle question of style and tone  is something&e. They must
realize that if there is only one Fermn (a debatable ques-
tion). there are at least four slightly different ones in transla-
tion. Betty Bednarski’s  is correct;  some.what  British around
the edges ~“Bul  I shan’t see you again! Go on, off with you,
he said indulgently. And off 1 wem.”  - Tales. page 20);
Pierre Cloutirr’s sometimes slips into Fraaglais  (“Wkll,
don.1  come and tell me you’ve just been launching a cow.
Father” - Sainr  Ek. page 14); Ray Chamberlain’s is
sometimes stuffy (“And so we go, fortunate the while to
know where we come from”  - Tlze Juneberry  Tree, page
8). If I knew where my own ticks were. I’d scratch. There is
no saying what is right or wrong.  especially with a writer

like Fermn, who so carefully walks ihe knife edge between
the colloquial (never falling into slang and jargon) nod the
formally rhetorical (never descending to pomposity): h’s a
question of taste. We all have trouble  with those long sea-
tences  that look so awkwardand  self-indulgent until you try
to break them up or rephrase them. We all try to deal with
them in OUT own way.

My own judgemen!  of a translation. atIer its basic fidelity
and readability have been established, will depend on the
precision of the rendering. I know how tempting ii is to
accept the first word that comes to mind, or the crcum-
locution that avoids problems  with a specifically chosen
word. Betty Bednanki  and Ray Chamberlain seldom in-
dulge, but Pierre Cloutier  does on occasion. In The Saint
Elias,  wheie  Ferron’s  character  explains how they built a
ship “pour  briser  /‘km de mm pays”  and then shouts
“qrtr  soit brik I’kroa dtt Go&l”. Cloutier’s says “we
wanted to be free” and “Let the Gulf release us!” (page
15). The meaning is there, but the original forceful image of
bursting out of jail has become generalized. Cloutier’s
Father Tourigny  says that His Excellency Bishop Lafleche’s
opinion “is irrelevant” (page 23); Fermn’s  Father Tourigny
mentions also that it is about as important to him as the iood
Bishop’s blowing his nose. This may seem petty, and I am
sure similar examples can be found in my own work. but in
principle such imprecision needs pointing out because it
causes the translation to lose a subrle  sharpness of focus that
the original had. Of course. who knows what has been done
to Clot&r’s  work by an editor capable of advertising The
Saint Elias  as “a Canadian ‘Fiddler on the Roof’ ” and
“just a good yam”? 0 .

WHO are the 1975 Canadian  champions in sky diving.
wristwrastling,  ball hockey, judo?

WHAT ara the terms of lhe Indian treaties7

HOW many foreign language newspapers are published in
Canada?

WHEN ara the four eclipses In 1976 (2 of the sun  and 2 Of the
moon)7

WHERE ara the Canadlan Forces  Bases and Base Dalach-
ments  lo&tad acmaa  Canada7

.
The answers to these questlons,  plus Information on hundreds
of other Canadian subjects, are in:

Y

The most @o-dale.  useful reference book on Canada availat&  anyw!we. Contains informatIon  about Canada’s People,
govetnments.  aslronomy.  universities. alleges.  Ilbmdes,  labour,  business.  law, competltlve  sports,  financial structure.
rellglon.  newspapers. magazines. assoclatlot!s  and societies, forms of address . . . and much, much more. 992 pages.
Published annually In January.
The 1978 edition  Is avellabk?  now from your favourile  bookseller or add 85c  postage & handling and order dlmdly from:

@%~~@no’[PuUleR@r53
6 Crescent Road, Toronto.  Ont. M4W 111
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Three Jews have ‘Iit d fuse under the bumof
Christendorn’and d fourth supplies the fireworks

For My Brother Jesus, by Irving Layton, McClelland
6: Stewart,  128 pages,  $4.95 paper (ISBN
O-7710-4847-5).

ByERNEST  HARRISON

TH,S REWBW  IS by a bourgeoh Wasp who has never winen’
a line of poetry in his life. Is it possible, from a background
that represents the seed-ground of Jewish persecution, to
assess the poetry of For hfy Brorherlesm?  This new work
proclaims Layton’s dedication to himself as a Jew in a more
powerful and uncompromi$ing  manner than anything he has
written. He stands on the kitchen table. waving his fist at his
per.*ecutors.  his neighbours with the pinched Christian lips,
the robbers of the Messiah. The reader, al Layton’s une-
quivocal and unambiguous challenge, is grabbed by his
soul. his mind. his artistic sense, and his balls; and he finds
himself bypnotised.  Here is the Jew at his best, his most
forthright. his wittiest. and his most frightening; realistic,
humble. and dictatorial; loving and bectoring all at once.

II would be easy to accuse Layton of picking up old
themes. and no doubt this will be done. Yet the poet, when
legislating. is entitled to foeus on those universal themes
that slatt  with the Garden of Eden.. “1 wish,” he says, “we

12 Books in Canada, M& 1976

could go back to the beginning” where there is only God
and the poet. This wistful desire occurs at the start of the
collection. By the end, the daydream is shattered and we all
know where we are, in a bl6od-letting  world of smashed
humanity. Here, however, the poet balances Eden with
Paradise and the victim is “finally at peace forever with the
violent life.”

Throughout the creative and all-embracing middle of.this
anthology, we meet the man called Christ. For a Jew, the
name matters grandly and Layton is concerned that we
understand. “My name is Jeshua, not -Jesus.”  curses the
Man throughout, a Jew ofthe  Jews and for the Jews. I have
taken part in many hundreds of Christian study groups and
asked members IO set down their picture of Christ. the
combined portrait was ahvays a reflection of the group. a
mosaic whose dominant characteristic was Western, clean,
middle-class, and Catholic (or if ‘you like, Protestant; the.
words am usually interchangeable). He was never perceived
as a real Jew. Even when we were aware of the lrap and
protected ourselves, he was a cleaned-up Jew. We were. of
course, bound to fail in our task. Only a Jew can see Jesus
whole and il is an astounding fact that Layton is the first
Jewish poet to scream the true agony of the cross. the Jesus
who knew that he would be impounded by a group who
would use him to scourge his racial brothers:

I curse ,w,. Sud 0,Tarrur.
.I ewe r0a. 0 epilepriir  Hrlfenl;cd  rod.

For I wito  prwchcd  God’s love and junk-e
Who h-mtSb~  rhe Stud ridb~Ss 10 make Jew  and  Rczwwn  /ice
See how fi your sick comw~s  my pmpfe  mrtst  hide andjlcc.

There is nothing intellectually new here, of course; many
Christians have pulled back from Paul’s embarrassing
malice. But the emotional note is new. because it is euthen- .
tic. It is impossible for those who kill the heretic to under-
stand his agony or speak with his burned tongue. The mad- .
ness of the Church can best be understood by its victims:

Perhaps the most severe madness that the Jew suffers is that
the Christian Church has so often destroyed him in the name
of Love:

The destructiveness of the Christian Church has, since
the days of Jerome, been rooted in its distaste for sexual
humanity and for women, a prajudice that continues un- ,
abated, as may be seen in the present flood of polemic
sirearning  from the Vatican. It is, therefore, no accident that
the middle of Layton’s work is sexual. It starts with Jeshua.
“If  I wed. it won’t ‘be a ghost.” cries Crazy Jane to her
Yeatsian Bishop, “But a man with a toot, a large up-

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Irving+Layton
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standing one.” Her brother Jeshua had “an eye for Mary
Magdalene.” Laymn.  of course, runs a grave  risk in talking
like this. In the early 1960s.  I wmte a silly little book in
which I skated lightly over some diep lakes. In that book
appeared a single line that ask* “Did Jesus have sexual
intemourse  with women?’ and a short Footnote that re-
peated a Conference question: “When the woman wiped
Jesus’ feet with her hair, she performed a highly sexual
action. Did Jesus at that moment experience an erection?”
Four lines out of 6.000. Yet, of the abusive letters received
in response to the work, four fifths attacked my “views” on
Jesus’ sexual activily.  Laylon, being a poet, is much braver.
He addresses Jeshua as a Jewish male “who, like myself
and my cousin Heinrich. dangled between your legs a Jew-
ish prick.” Jesus  is a passionate. exuberant Jew.

Yet the power of the Church remains. But it is doomed,
like an arch, to sink into a soFt  ground, crushing the rem-
nants of humanity until, like the Cheshire cat, it becomes
a “fading grin. It is done For, it’s had its day.” Moreover,
the verdict has been pronounced, the’doom made inevitable,
by three Jews: Spinoza,  Marx. and Freud, who “lit a fuse
under the bum of Christendom.”

The catalyst that has forced the truth.upon 11s is the
concentration camp. “The seminal and searing experiences
of our time have undoubtedly been Attxhwitz and Gulag,”
Layton declares in a magniticent  preface. “The acids and
poisons from them have emded not only old-time religiocs
and moralities but almost all the literatures wtch their in-
nocettcy inFected.  Any writer who today ignores them both
as fact and symbol condemns hims$f either to retelling
Fairy-tales or to spouting trivialities heavily seasoned with

-_ ._ . . . - -- _--

violence and/or  sex,  and finally to entering that oblivion ;
which awaits those who have not been touched by the large
moral and ‘psychological concerns of their epoch.” The har-
rowing note is struck throughout and I find myself unable to
respond adequately. Twelve years ago, a Jewish surgeon
said to me. “We walk carefully, for the holocaust may
come tomorrow.” He spoke truly,  for we could staff the
concenttatiotj  camps of Canada from the writers of letters to
the editor. Nobody reading the present attitudes to prisons.
hangings, wars, and abortioqs  would be hard pressed to
echo the King of Biobdignag’s  verdict on Gullitir’s race:
“I cannot  but fonclude the bulk of your natives to be the
most pernicious race of little odious vermin that nature eve+
suffered  to crawl upon the surface of the earth.” Once
more., we can identify iritellectually  with the product of our
vicious and fearful hatreds. but - unless we are Jews-we
are denied lhe immediate sense. 1 have read Layton’s earlier
work with pleasure, but little more: this time I Fouttd’myself
weeping and wishing. For a moment. that 1 could be a Jew
- though only, genuine Wasp that I sot, for a moment.
Layton never falters in his vision that Auschwitz was a
pmdttct of the “anti-sexuality. anti-life bias al the heart of .
Christianity.‘* The year, he says, “is haemorrhaging badly
. Eumpe  bleeding t6 death with its murdered Jews.
Finis.” Europe, of course. put. surely, North America can-
not escape his anger. It is, therefore. odd to find Layton
perceiving the hope of his race as lying in the United States.
“Yet look! Beyond the tourist museums Columbus.”
Perhaps, for once. a Wasp may sense more readily that the
hatred that screams “Crucify! Crucify!” is the same hatted
that screams “Hosantta!”

Inthis  fint’Canadian_authored  book on soccer in
the English language, Georgas  Schwartz has pro-
duced a work to inform both the novice and
seasoned player.

Through scores of photographs spatially  taken
for tlte book, Mr. Schwartz carefully illustrates

.tbe rules of the game and numerous pla$ng
situations.

GEORGEi SCHWARTZ began his soccer
Red Star Olympic team1 ..:,\ career  as a plaver for the

in 1943 when- ihev became Parisian chamaionr. II
He continued playing both in Europeand in Canada

, ae~ over the next 20 years. He is a frequent sports ,
_ _ _ oommentator for Radio Canada as well as the

Canadian correspondent for Mimfr du Football
de Frame.

$4.95 (paperback)
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Despite the hurtful lrolhs  proclaimed, Layton’s anthol-
ogy is neither pessimistic nor divi$ve. Being a Jew. he does
not. even in the midst of the agony, cease fmm jesting. That
awful fragmentation. which Augustine impnsed on Christ-
ians in the name of unity, does not affect him. Life is seen
whole and so humour  is a necessary part of wretchedness. A

i witty reversal occurs when he solemnly assumes  us that some
of his best friends are Christians. It flatters him that we have
selected a Jew lo worship and he has no doubt but that
Jeshua will, in return  for our prayers. throw in a well-
deserved bonus. Yet he cannot embrace the faith. “How
ciln one Jew believe in the divinity of another?”

This book of poetry. welling fmm the heart. is properly
structured. the poems selected carefully and in order. We
are pressed from-three well-chosen epigraphs, through a
resounding foreword, to a poetical pilgrimage from birth to
death, and possibly beyond. There is nothing here of
Lavton’s  usual, sometimes perverse, rendering difficult of
thi’ngs  simple. His thought is clear, beautifully balanced.

as he understands Jeshua. There are necessarily many love
poems here but the women in them remain shadows, more
prostitutes than friends and lovers, more the presenters of
flesh than real females of equal stalure  with himself. There
is a touch of arrogance  and harmful fantasy, for example, in
the Playboy nonsense that pictures the rare loving of a
woman, who

This is unworthy. Even so, his Edda is ‘*a woman of wit,
charm, and liveliness” and his heart bears the image of
“the dear absent girl who hallows all.” But why absent? It
is hard for a batiered  Wasp to know when a Jew is serious
and when he is joking.

Ye1 this is nit-picking. The poetry remains, well-wrought
and strong, aware of love and hatred at the heart of man:
There must be, said John Wain,  a spot that is the saddest on
rbe earth’s edtire crust, the locus  of torment. Layton +s
offered us that spot. The gods are desperate and, as we read_ .

and true. Layton’s verse, we cart  share their ddsperation.
The only wish I have is that he worild  understand women This is his fittest work. q

MACGREGOR Finalist Jakober
By Betty Wilson ADRIFT

C U L T U R E By Randal’
LITERARY ARTS BRANCH I Harker
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Moreover, despite the jejune at-

tempts at cleverness by some of the

petrels
poets in their biographical statements,
they are all serious practitioners of their
art who feel that they have something td
express and who have developed their

Storm Warning 2: The New Cana- techniques to a degree where their ef-
dlan Poets, selected by Al Purdy, forts are an embarrassment to no one.
McClelland & Stewart, 159 pages. Thev  know  how to handle a freh-verse
$4.95 paper (ISBN O-7710-7204X).

By FRED COGSWELL

IT IS A I(ARE  but beneficent event when a
commercial firm of the size and scope
of McClelland & Stewari gives expo-
sure to young Canadian poets. Many of
them are, of course, familiar to the fol-
lowers of small presses and little
magazines. but the distribution,
faciiities’of  M & S can make the work
of these writers available to readers
whom small presses and litlle
magazines cannot reach. That is why
Sronn  lYnm;ng. edited by Al Purdy
and published in 1971,  provided such a
useful service to Canadian poetry. That
it was a juditious  selection both the
quality of the work and the subsequent
careers of so many poets included in it
- notably Gail Fox, Gary Cleddes.
David Heleig, Pat Lane. Dennis Lee,
David h4cFadden. Tom Wayman,  and
Dale Zieroth  - bear abundant tes-
timony.

line, how to cluster a wealth of associa-
tions about an object or an experience,
how to exploit the rhythms of the
spoken language, how to avoid estab-
lishment pladtudes  and abstractions
except for satirical purposes, how to
use the Canadian landscape and the
Canadian past for approved states  of the
Canadian soul: they are seldom pomp

-0”s  and rhetorical, and they are almost
always human.

Against this background of
achievement. I opened the pages of the
new Sfornt  Wwning  2, also edited by
Al Purdy. with the anticipation of con;
siderable  delight, for I knew that the
cunent crop of young poets was as var-
ied and exciting as that which had been
present in 1972. Delight. however, was
gradually transformed to a certain dis-
appointment. which it is the purpose of
this review to explain.

To begin wi!h, th’ere  are some tine
individual poems in this anthology. No
editor need be ashamed of the follow-
ing choices: “Grease for the Wheels of
Winter” and “The Alders,” by @ter
Trower: “Smoke Drift.” by Hugh An-
derson: “One Picture Worth a,
Thousand Facts.” by Rosemary Au-
bert: “Both Eyes Were First” and
“The  Naming of Numbers.” by Brian
Bartlett: “Honesty,” by Audrey Con-
ard: “Flies” and “Angels” by Don
Domanski: “Anna.” by Rolf Hervey;
“Death in Autumn.” by Tom Howe;
“Lifeguard”, by Lawrence Hutchin-
son: “When It/s Too Late It/s  Too
Late.” by Hans Jewinski;  “I Carry in
my Arms the Ashes.” by Terry
McCormack;  and “Famous Two-
Step.” by Wayne MaeNeil.

I do not. however, find the work of
p~ost  of these poets exciting or terribly
original. It seems to me thai most of
them are ventriloquists who have not
yet found a poetic voice of their own.
Too much of what appears in Sromt
Warning 2 strikes me as being too like
what has already been done better by
such established peels  as Irving Layton
and Purdy himself.

The poems of Storm  Warning 2 fall
into two groups. One is the personal
response to life in an urban subculture
based on the kinetic response of the
author to immediate particular experi-
ence. It is difficult for a poet in this
milieu to realize how like he or she’is  IO
thousands of other people- including
hundreds of other poets - within the
saloe milieu. and that what is new and
exciting to himself or herself is apt to
seem limited and commonplace to the
reader of poetry who has encountered it
all before. In other words. unless a poet
can. through knowledge or imagina-
tipn, get outside his own experience
and his own milieu he is in constant
danger ofparalleling rather than enlarg-
ing experience in his readers and of
establishing new clichCs  that are. in
their own several ways, as limited as
the old ones he had rejected in order to
writethe new poetry.

By far the greater number of poets in
Storm Warning 2 are poets who
rrrminare - usually at considerable
length about objects or beings in the .
landscape or about  events in Canada’s
past. They usually attempt the same
blend of tenderness and ttmghness in
attitude. of colloquial down-to-earth
language combined with metaphysical
images of a daring but homely and
“non-literary” nature that is the hall-
‘mark of the work of the book’s editor.
This sort of poetry, unless prompted by

great emotional pressure and shaped by
ruthless pruning, is apt to seem more
contrived than natural at its climax&
and diffuse and wordy id the long
stretches between. Too much of it,
even by Pwdy himself, is bound to pall
on the reader. There is too much of it in
Sromz  Warning 2 and, witb the excep-
tion of peter  Tmwer’s  poems, little of it
is up to the personal standard  of Purdy’s
own work:

I do not, then, tliink  Sorm Warning
2 is as good an anthology as the original
Storm Warning. largely because in it
tbc  editor abandoned  the eclectic policy
that was one of its glories and indulged
himself too much in his own individual
taste. At the same time, I cannot say
that there is a wriler  in this volume who
does not deserve respecl for either his
or her achievement or promise. Some.
most notably Peter Trower,  Rosemary
Aubert. Brian Bartlett, DonDomanski,
Lawrence Hutchinson, Terry McCor-
mack, Wayne McNeil, and Frasei
Sutherland (though not represented
well here) have my respect for both
potential and achievement. 0

Gay in not
so jocund
comfadnv

Common or Garden Gods, by Ian
Young, Catalyst Press (315 Blaniyre
Ave., Scarborough, Ont.),  79 pages,
$3.95 paper. . *

The Salt ITaste,  by Henry Bebsel,
DC Books (5 lngleside  Ave., Mon-
treal), 54 pages, $2.50 paper (ISBN
o-91968S-06-3).

Explorations, by Laurence
Hutchman, DC Books (see ibove),
4 5  oases. $ 2 . 5 0  paper (ISBN
o-9lkG-0+-i).  - -

E&rams.  bv Louis Dudeit.  DC
Books-(see  above).  52 pages, $2.50
paper (ISBN  0-919688-08-X).

By PIER GIORGIO  Dl CICCO

FOR  SEVERAL  years now Ian Young has
been one of the sanest, most intelligent
lyricists in Canada. And for years now
he has established a notoriety for him-
self in spite of his good poems. I say
“in spite of’ because Young is a.gay
poet, one of the best in North America
and naturally the Canadian houses have
not seen his work as either manageable
or marketable. So it is that Ian Young
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appears  in many of the belt& ao-
thologies. while the bulk of his work is
not always available except through the
American presses or his own Catalyst
PESS.

The poems in Cormnon  qr Garden
Gods will find their way into more an-
thologies for perfectly “respectable’,’
reasons. However “gay” the poems
are (a matter. finally, of little aesthetic
concern) they have a coptrol  of voice, a
quietness. and a refusal for grand gps-
tore  that is refreshing in a time of verbal
pyrotechnics. If Young experiments
wucturally. you can be smr h is well:
thought out. When the poems assert, it
is believable. The images arc no more
and no less than appropriate for the
poems. What emerges is a willingness
on the part of ihe reader to listen, to
avail himself of the poems, to be
moved. without being exhausted by
any  reforming spirit. The personality in
the poems is strong and flexible, capa-
ble of dealing with any subject clearly
and without fuss. Young is certainly
material for the beginning poet seeking
directness in his or her work.

The S&I I Taste  is one of tlie last
books to come from DC Press. It is ti
melanrc of five  poems. the firm of
which-is far too long. Its choppy verse
lines spread over’17 sections and are
dissipated over a meditation of what
appears to be the sea. Part of the poem
has been understandably published in
s&lions. But there is a singular lack of
control where line units are concerned.
“Quintela.” the shortest poem. is more
controlled and sustained in line length;
it is complete, but painfully absorbed
with the concept of time. Beissel’s  con-
cern with time succeeds best in “Mid-
winter Moon Over Montreal.” in
which the St. Lawrence becomes an
&talogue for the tlux and change of
events. Otherwise this is precisely
where Beisscl fails; he does not estab:
lish  referents for his abstracts or remind
us often enough of what he’s going on
about. The result is that all his descrip
tion achieves a transparency by which
the poems suffer. “Midwinter Moon
Over Montreal” must be singled out.
however. as one of the surest medita-
tions on the temporal in a very Cana-
dian context.

.&p/orations is the best of this lot
from DC Books. Laurence Hutchman’s
verse forms are precise. insightful and
accomplished. As in Ian Young’s
work. the personality in tH poems is
assured, and within a recogntiable
voice the poems display a range of sub-
ject matter. Hutchman  is far more adept
with a punchline. He is far less.evoca:
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live and more intent on leading the
reader by the hand. Fqrlonatcly,  his
foothold is always sure and the payoff
arrives  with every poem. The book is
exhaustive in iti ability to handle the
facts of experience and their pcrmma-
lions, whether they be travelogues or
portraitures. There  is a penchant for
specificity, but one wonders what the
poems would dare to do beyond that.

Epigrams is something less than a
provocative book, and the assumptiqn
that might save it is that of a popular
household figure who will interest all
by the dxntion  of a few generalities.
These arc indeed 52 pages of epigrams,
all authorial. some dull. some
genuinely interesting and many more
that ax simply baffling.  There is also
plain misanthropy: “If the truth didn’t
matter I’d say Layton is a damn good ,
poet.” Some editing might have been
useful, or mom p+nce in compiling
the book. But like many a book of epi-
grams, the thoughtfulness in the ocea-
sional  gem makes much of the reading
sufferable. Certainly, for Dudek fans,
$2.50 is not much for a glimpse of the
master’s mind. Cl

BKitsch
and kin

Daisies on a Whale’s Back, by
Carol H. Leckner, Fiddlehead
Poetry Books, 60 pages, $2.50 paper
(ISBN o-919197-88-4).

Landscape of Kin, by Jayne Ber-
land, Fiddlehead  Poetry Books, 40
pages,
O-919197~8&.

paper (ISBN

By DIANE ALLISON

THE POET labours  under a distinct ad-
vantage; when the, reader can find no-
thing to appreciate in his poetry  he im
mediately .blames himself for being
shallow or obtuse. scarcely considering
that the poetry itself might be empty.
Carol H. Lecknei’s  Daisies on (I
l+‘hohole’s  Back has had surpkising  soe-
cess  considering that behind the child-
like, unadorned v&es lies little sub-
stance.

. Her poetry deals with mundane as-
pects of life: bus trips. lounging in
fields. street games, divorces, lost kit-
tens. The choice of subject matter is not
open to criticism. It is her banal trcat-‘.
ment of n, her lack of fresh and enlight,-
ening depiction. her lifeless choice of

words. So insensitive is she to the
rhythm and music of words, that it is
questionable if the collection has even
earned the status of poetry. .It is really
simple prose. arranged on different
lines. Take for example “Afier the Bat-
tle ofAlgiers”:

Rather an intlated  title for so vapid a
poem.

This collection seems more the pro-
duct of a self-conscious English major
than the fruits of a disciplined, acme,
and skilled poet.

There arc, however, a select number
of Canadian women authors who are
gaining the reputation for gutsy,
down-to-earth writing% Jayne Berland
joins their ranks with her first book of
poc~ry  Landscape of Kin.  Her pqetry
focusses  primarily on the family mem-
bers that encircle her life: sons and
daughters ripening unselfconsciously
to maturity, plucky aged mothers,
experience-worn grandfathers, women
giving birth. A portion ofthe  collection
deals with features of our 20th~century
malaise - war and urban technology
- but these poems are balanced in
tone, neither cynical nor sentimental.

The visual clarity of her words, the
tangible images she uses. appeal to the
reader on the grounds that they ax
familiar and easily grasped. The de-
velopment of an adolescent daughter is
picmrcd in the “hard, brown, bud-
tipped  branches”ofa  tree in April. The
harsh impersonality of machinery is
captured in a locomotive’s “wail of
wheels on rail.”

Jayne Berland’s poems arc honest
and objective, but not clinical. What
impresses us most is the personal
warmth she holds for the characters that
people her poetry. Cl
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Tbe  most lovable,
entertaining book
of the s&aion!

Take a nostalgic trip to a .
small northern Ontario
newspaper and then  behind

scenes at the juvenile
ion industry with

Leslie Warlane  . . .
alias Franklin W. Dixon . ; .

ian who ‘ghosted
,20 titles in the

famouS  Hardy Boys series.
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e at bookstores

everywhere.
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“There’s No Better Place Than
Here”: Social Change in Three
Newfoundknd Communities
Ralph hktthews
Freedom of choice is the indisputable
right  of every Canadian. Or is it?
In 1965 the gownment  of Newfound
lsnd  launched a plan to resettle 600
-xonomicaUy  sub-marginal communl-
ties in selected “Srowth  cenues”
rcrosr.the province. One hundred and
nineteen communities submitted.
Homes and businesses were abandonec:
and people flocked to large industrial
cen&s  to look for work.
But others refused to move. Ralph
hlatthews studies three  of these corn-
munities  and their confrontation with’
so&l change.
Not all Canadians would choose to
give up their  rural existence for life in
dx cities. Given the choice. “There’s
No Better Place Than Hue” maker a
convincing plea for that right of
choice.
$8.95 hardcover; 83.95  paper

Othm  books in PMA’r  Canadian
Experience Series:
rllw.licine  Man to ntiwionary:  hlission-
ties as Agents of Change Among the
Indkms  of Southern Onhrio, 1784-
1867
by Elizabeth Graham
$8.95 hardcover; $3.95 paper
Ethnicsand  Indians:  Social Relations
ia a Northwestern GnWiio  Town
by David Stymeist
$8.95 hudcow;  89.95  paper
AmUable from better bookstores or

Love in d
crisis cl imd te

The Glass Knight, by David HeI-
wig, Oberon, 192 pages, $8.95 cloth
(ISBN o-88750-184-2) and $4.50
paper (ISBN 0-88750-185-O).

By DENNIS DUFF?’

IN HIS NEW novel about Kingston dur-
ing the Oclober  Crisis, David Helwig
continues his exploration of the connec-
tion between private experience and
public events begun in The Day Bejim
Tomorrow (1971). The earlier work
treated a hippy-dippy budding weath-
erman starling to grow up, but its chief
interes1 resIed in the journal of his
bnher. John, a civil servant turned
traitor. There was an underground-man
nastiness, a cold Rockcliff Park spite
about the man that removed him en-
tirely from the genial barbarities of his
brother Jake. While John’s analyses of
the  Cold War and ourass-kissing role in
it were perceptive, the reader stayed
quite removed from the man making
them, thus engaging his sympathies
more firmly on the side of lake.

Roberi Mallen,  the glass knight of
Ihe limp pestle, lacks the bite of John
and the bark of Jake. He has fled to a
university-press job from the pressures
of commercial publishing in Toronto (I
suspect the greatest pressure there is 10
keep from dying laughing). A decent
man who wanls IO live, and with a
woman. he cannot masler  his weaker
side sufficiently to bringthis about. He
canno abide his double-breasted wife
and during the novel becomes entnng-
led with, and loses, an Upper Canadian
ice-person. The War Measures Act is’
invoked while Robert and Elizabeth’s
affair flops, and a few photos are all
that remain.
’ Helwig’i  best fiction - the nove!la
that titles Ihe collection;The  Streets of
Summer (1969) -deals with a girl \Gho
can’t say no at rhe same time Ihat she
can’t stop maiming the men in her life.
A Joyce Oates heroine? Perhaps; a
low-key version of that type, let’s sqy,
but without any melodrama in her
make-up. With the son of firm insis-
tence on the commonalities ofeveryday
life reminiscent of Hugh Hood’s
stories, Helwig refuses to inflate Sonya
into the Earth Mother of Toromo’s
Annex. Though she swamps Ihe lives
of two contesting males, killing Ihe
one and cramping the other, her story is

not another misogynist fable. Rather, it
deals wilh the malter  of Aesop: the clay
po1 thatcollideswiththe imnone.‘lfthe
cripples of 1he world insisl on dating
dancers, they’re going to fall and hufl
themselves; hard truths. well told.

The Glass Knighr misses Ihis  com-
plexity, this reversal of the reader’s
sympathies. The female is life-haling.
(She’s had a fetus killed in the pasl, a
credible gesturerwhat bewilders is how
she acquired i1 in the first place.) She is
one of those Lady of Shallots (she looks
at pictures and’stares  out her window a
lot) who can be found ‘in EngLit
courses, bookstores, and tweed skirts.
just the soA of.woman for a man on the
rebound fmm.srx.  Robert can no more
rescue Elizabeth  from the dragon of
frigidity - Ihat smoke coming out its
noswils  is from dry ice - than he can
cross swords with the Knight of the
Unbleeding  Heart, the lapel Rosenk-
avalier.  The Government and People
sppear.no  less cold and remote than
Elizabeth, while Roben  himself funks
the rage of his dying father and the
sickness of his boss. He is lasl  seen (at
the novel’s relrospective  opening) pok-
ing through a photo album, while
Elizabeth has taken up with another
woman. a result that is credible only if
you assume Ihal personal warmth is un-
necessary in homosexual relationships.

Can such people he made to inter.%?
No. uitless they, like the narrator of
Hood’s Swing in the Garden, are
graced with a liveliness o,fmind making
them good essayisrs if bad characlers.
Of course, as the career of Dickens
shows, dull central characters needn’t
spoil a slory.  Surely the bleeding coun-
try of October. 1970, offers an excitivg
subject.

It was, after all a time of terror and no
piIy. rumour and mendacity, Constipa:
tion enthroned and Paranoia stalking
public places. Since most of EngliSh
Canada still cannot face up to the at-
times craven role h played then. it isn’t
surprising that our literature has taken
this long 10 confmnl that period. In
David Helwig, one suspected, lay intel-
ligence and wit and spiril  enough to gel’
a purchase on those events and to man-
handle them inlo literature. One was
wrong this time; Ihe whole crazy affair
gets summed up in a few asides at par-
ties and bars. excep!  for an encounler
between Roben and a contemporary
who became a Governmen MP. Here
is where the conventions of realism let
the author down, because the argument
belween the two couches itself in the
clipped snoltiness characteristic of two
such correc1  Old Boys. However, as a
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vehicle for the expression of passion or
moral conviction or even the sheer nut-
tiness of the values Our Leaders and we
stood up for then, it’s a bit deficient.
You really can? get disturbed over a
brawl between ghosts. The glass knight
of the slory, a stained-glass window
figure.  becomes another bit of literary
symbolism rather than a window on the
world.

It has to be politically significant that
no major piece of fiction - beyond
what came out in Hansard -has dealt
with the October Crisis and that this
particular effort remains unsuccessful.
That fact reveals much about the thin-
ness of OUT  culture and the inflexibility
with which that scrawniness is main-
tained. Unfortunately, the respect in
which we have IO hold any English-
Canadian writer with the grit IO attempt
to come to terms with the War Mqs-
ures Act cannot conceal the weakn&es
in the effort itself.

It would be too easy lo write that
Helwig is best at depicting deeply pri-
vate situations and ought to leave the
real stuff of human associations to
others. Thank heavens, he tries for
broader themes. and T/w? Day Befire
Tomurrow  demonstrates his potential
for social fiction. I would hope it has
not been checked. Any Canadian
fiction writer trying to handle public
matters (as opposed to the angst suf-
fered by misanthropes and oulcasts)
within a realistic (as opposed IO the
canned-archetypal) convention de-
serves all the encouragement anyone
catt  give him. q

VIde
of tiers

The Intruders, by Hugh Garner,
lVicGraw-Hill  Ryerson, 300 pages,
$9.95 cloth (ISBN 0-7082229-l).

Ry SANDRA MARTIN

LIKE A IWR  of aging lovers or a wine
with his bottle, Toronlo’s  Cab-
bagetown  and Hugh Garner enjoy an
affection based on long association and
a sense of mutual need and depen-
dence. As in so many similar affairs.
one partner has emerged over the years
as the prop and the other the propped-
up. While Garner has continued apace.
maintaining a steady entourage of fans
both critical and popular, Cabbagetown
has fallen on hard times. Once heralded

THE INTWUDRRS
by Hugh Garner

Retumfng  to the scene of his earlier ciaseic.  Cebbegercwn;set
in the 1970s.  Garner writes a strongly plotted novel wlth a rich
cast of characters, from drunks and juvenile gangsters to
various working people and rallical-chic  middle-class
intruders. $9.95

SMALL CEWEMONES
by Carol Shields

A fresh unpretentious novel about a suburban family, their
daily rituals and conflicts, their gradual growing and growing
apart and ultimate reconciliation. A Book-of-the-Month Club
Alternate Selectlon $8.95

THE STREET VJWEWE  I LIVE
by Maara Haas

“This just has to be one of the happiest, most delightful books
of the season, a joy to read and as Canadian as maple sugar.
You won’t find a funnler bock in a month of Sundays."  Quill&
Quire $8.95

MUSKO#6h:  Past and Brcsgnt
by Geraldine Coombe

No ordinary  guidebook, but a reglonal history never before
written of Ontario’s  best-known and best-loved resort areas,
highlighted with 95 b/w photographs, 16 maps. $12.50 ho
$8.95 SC

THg VIOLIN
by Robert Thomas Allen

Thls book brings to life all the beauty, emotion and humour  of
the award wlnning film of the same name.. . sum  to become a
well-loved classic. $8.95

THK COMPLgTfE  OUTDOORSMAN’S GUIDE TO BIRDS OF
CANADA AND EASVENN  MORTH  fX!lRRlCA
by John P. S. Mackenzie’and Lois K. Parkhill

Illustrated throughout by Terence Shorh of the Royal Ontario
Museum, one of Canada’s most noted bird Illustrators. this
book goes beyond the simple identification guides and
contains a wealth of information. $9.95
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ACTION  K I T
A Practical Guide to Buying and Selling Your Own Home
ROBERT M., HOLLAND, L.L.B.

Save hundreds, even thousands of dollars on real estate commissions, mortgage-related costs and
a variety of other items, by completing the transactions yourself. Each ActionKit  consists of an
up-to-date written guide and a number of working materials including, where possible, the actual

BUYING YOUR OWN l-lOME SELLING YOUR OWN HOME
$6.50 $6.50

This ActionKit contains all the information and materials necessary for the
average person to:

o Arrange financing at the best rate and the
least cost

o Take advantage of government grants
and subsidies and new-home buyer
protection plans

o Determine the value of any single-family
residence

0 Evaluate an older house and finance
future repairs at low cost

c Avoid problem areas on a condominium
(strata title) purchase

0 Select the form of title that will suit him
best based on estate plannlng and tax
considerations .

o Find out about ecfuel  selling prices
o Determine the value of his home
o Obtain low interest or even free money

for home improvements
0 Advertise his home for sale
0 Prepare and show his home
0 Assemble a financing package for his

buyer
o Prepare the sales contract
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- mainly by Garner himself- as the
largest Anglo-Saxon slum in North
America, Cabbagetown  barely exists
nowadays. It has been overrun by de-
velopers, subsidizers, and renovators.
And even Garner’s latest book. osten-
sibly on Cabbagetown. is really about
Don Vale, another reformed ghetto
slightly to the north of its more ilhtstri-
ous sister.

The Intruders is more a lament than a
novel, a Funereal dirge For a 10~1 way of
life. To Garner, old Cabbagetown  rep
resented simple virtues where people
led poor but mainly respectable lives in
concert with their neighbours.  SufFer-
ing From the roseat  nostalgia that even-
lually  engulfs  us all, Garner has Forgot-
ten Ihe misery, degradation, and de-
spair he himself depicted in his earlier
works.

In this new book the stability of the
community has been disrupted by the
infiltration of suburbanites, criminals.
freaks, developers. and time-wasting
bureaucrats. By Far the most serious
threat comes from the first group, rep
resented by Len and Bonnie Rawley
and their Friends Sheila and Gord Har-
court  Rawley is a corporation lawyer
who sports pre-Faded denims and al-
dermattic ambitions, drinks too much.
and has the sensitivity and perception
of a pregnant frog. He wattis  to or-
ganize the community - to his own
ends. Ultimately he comes IO his
senses, abandons his postures (and his
boltle),  and moves back to suburbia
with his wife. Bul they sell their re-
cently larled-up house lo a couple of
homosexual interior decoratoa-  little
ifany  improvement, at least in Garner’s
terms.

The suburbaniles  are in the vanguard
of a migration of well-heeled Fags,
Foreigners. and religious Freaks. who
are buying up real estale and thereby
inflating property values and forcing
the natives off their own turf. II is a
deplorable situation and the reader
must sympathize with Garner’s pers-
pective. But Garner handles his themes
rather heavily and lapses  more often
than not into an irritating pmachiness.

Corrupting the local youth are the
criminals, essentially a band of slow-
witted delinquents led by the psychotic
Rnlph  Kappek (originally From the
Prairies). Kappek commils  the ultimate
intrusion by raping and finally murder-
ing a local drunk, Lil Croydon.

Ranged against the might..oF  these
evil Forces are a hardy band of slal-
warts, namely Syd Tedland.  Elsie
Dales, Jim Travis, and Jenny Croydon.
OF these the most Formidable is Ted-

land. a man remarkably similar to
Garner in age. outlook. and attitude.
Tedland is a former newspsperman
turned printer. a regular guy who
abhors phonies and sycophants, and
who knows the ways ofthe  world. Still,
he is no match For progress and slowly
the loyal troops desert until finally
the communily  association Tedland
founded with Elsie Doles is disbanded
For lack of support. Jenny Cmydon
marries her employer’s son and Elsie
Dales sells her house to The Sons and
Daughters of Cosmic Light and moves
away. What else can she do? Her son
Billy is rapidly turning sour under the
influence of Kappek and his gang. In-
deed. what can any of them do?

Garner’s flat descriptive prose and
journalistic style maintain a sharp bal-
ancc  in a novel that could  easily slide
into maudlin sentimentality. The result
is a sociological study compelling in its
honesty and sincerity. The characters
don’t emerge in a monumental Fashion.
but then they are intended as illustra-
tions mther than portnits.

Finally, there is an error in the man-
uscript. at once so obvious and so
insignificant. that it is a reviewer’s de-
light. Garner (or his editor) has Bonnie
Rawley take off her slacks and sit in her
half-slip. A slip under slacks! Not even
asuburbanite would do that. 0

Ouija loud
and clea

Kelpie’s Burn, by John Latimer,
Musson,  165 pages, $4.95 cloth
(ISBN O-7737-0021-8).

By DoBARRY CAMPAU

totm LI\TIMER has written a thorough-
going ghost story - psychic. not psy-
chological. Even if you don’t swallow
it. it makes for not a bad. skin-crawl-
ing. midnigbi read.

Kc/pie’s  BWII  is n pseudo-Gothic
novel and the tille  is also the name of a

pseudo-Gothic farm house, se1  some-
where near Stratford. Ont. A man and
his wife. both of them actors at the
Shakespearian Festival. are its tenants
and they have employed a pretty young
school teacher to tend to their boy and
girl through the summer.

She is. naturally. one of those wit-
less. had-l-but-known types, who
wanders about al night inevitably rtm-
ning into manifestations of a couple of
former inhabitants, a Russian brother
and sister who wet-c victims of murder
and suicide. She also runs into a hand-
some. young - and live - actor and
theirromanceisbothswiftandsmooth.

Latimer creates a thoroughly
spooky. scary atmosphere, which he
conlrasts  with cheerfully realistic dabs
of local colour in Stratford, St. Marys.
and other nearby lawns.  There is even a
quick irip to Toronto where his charac-
ters must be the very first to have had
lunch atop the CN Tower (the view. he
indicates, is quite togreat  as we are led
toexpect  it will be).

But it is in a prettily decorated and
sunny upstairs library. back at the
Burn. that Latimer gives us his best
Mood-chilling biis. h is here that an
Ouija-board  not only spells out mes-
sages with the speed of a telegrapher
but also induces eerie trances in the
users of the plnnchette. In this room.
too. flowers roll over and die within
minutes  and. no matter how warm the
day. the heroine shivers and shakes.

There is an impression of hasty writ-
ing,in  the book. Latimer lingers quite
lovmgly  over the supernatural scenes
but hurries through the practical  pass-
ages. At times his paragraphs need to
be untwisted by the reader.

And there is one astonishing
inconsistency. the actor who has rented
the Burn For just the summer season has
brought with him several hundred
books and four horses. including a
dangerous stallion. This is the sort and
amonm  of luggage that probably has
not accompanied many members of the
fcrtival cast to Stratford.

The very end of the book has an
unusual twist. which can cause a cyni-
cal reader IO wonder if the young hero-
ine might. by chance. be an extraordi-
narily sly girl with an eye out for a good
piece of real estate. After tinally con-
vincing her employers and their neigh-
hours  that the house is well and truly
haunted. its value plummets. But she.
for reasons not made quite clear. de-
cide> that Kelpie’s Burn has been
miraculously exorcised. picks it up at a
bargain. and lives there. with her love.,
happily ever after. 0
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Newly released by Western  Pro-
ducer Pralrle  Books-a beautiful
new bock containing more than
150 of Doug Gilroy’s  finest phctc-
graphs. Superior  color pholo-
graphs  cf92 dillerent  prairie birds.
each accompanied by a brief de
scription.  habits and habitat, and
details of the photographic
methods used. Pure delight and
endless enjoyment for people of
all ages. Hardcover 814.95: sott-
cover $9.95.
Canadian  cataloguing in publica-
tion data included.

Smnnml bv th=

Oiling the
wheels of

f tic ion
Andr6 Tom Macgregor. by Betty

Wilson, Macmillan, 162 pages. $7.95
cloth (ISBN  O-7705-1329-8).

The Mind Cods. by Marie
Jakober, Macmillan, 165 pages,
$7.95 cloth (ISBN 0-7705-1328-X).

Adrin, by Ralldal Harker,  M a c -
millan, 247 pages. $7.95 cloth (ISBN
O-7705-  1327-I).

By DAVID WILLIAMSON

OIL GIVES  Albena  many advantages.
some “fwhich  *pill  over into the arts. A
few years  ag” that province established
a lherary  arts branch that evenlually
launched a ccntest  IO find a new Alberta
novelist. With the Alberta
government’s necessary financial help.
the firs1  winner and two runners-up
were published two years ago by Mac-
millan. The recent appearance ofa sec-
ond winner and IWO mere  runners-up
indicates that Alberia  wanls  to make
this an annual event. come hell or High
River.

While it is heartening to see a prc-
vince  use some of its wealth to foster
new wriling  lalem.  one can only wcn-
der if the quality can be so consistent
lhal there will be three worthy tirsl
novels every year. Furthermore. with
the emphasis on “new” talent. are the
more established writers being “ver-
locked? And just how much guidance
do the publisher’s editors give I” ccn-
lesl  finalisls chosen by people “iher
than themselves?

One of this yesr’r  runners-up. Adrifr
by Rondul  Hsrker.  cries cut for judici-
“us editing. if not rewriting. The slcry
“f a young man who hates work and
loves drugs. AdriJi  runs on and on
aboul pcl smoking  and LSD tripping. It
is the sort of thmg many American
writers were  producing IO or I5 years
ago - possible evidence of Canadian
subcuhure  lag. There ib lots of faluoqs
philosophy [“The  world revolved ar
the world would r e v o l v e . .
Tomorrow’s events do not exist”).
Joycean  diction (“breezeswayed.”
“bellyempty.” “waistcoatbulge”l
and hallucinatory perception. Cops are
pigs and insurance men are mcney-
hungry squares (can there be only one
Wallace Stevens?). There are some

good descriptive passages, but the con-
versation is dull. One might accept the
subject matter if the tone weren’t so
deadly serious! A line from the book
sums it all up: “Drugs in these quan-
tities must ultimalely  hnvk a negalive
effect but the paranoia passed and
as the edge of the stone dissipated I was
left feeling hollow and weary.”

Where Adrifi is badly over-writien.
the other runner-up, T/rc Mind  Gods by
Marie Jnkober. seems to” concise. This
science-fiction  yarn tells of life in cuter
space in the year 2350 when the planel
Janus declares war on a primitive col-
ony. Vilna.  Narrated by Colonel Tanya
Rasmv.  nubile Chief Research  and
Data Co”trol  Officer. the pared-down
prcse  reads like a better-than-average
comic book. featuring a stereotyped
super-hero named Christopher Barry
(“Here was a man who radiated
power. His face was drawn in stark.
simple lines.. His eyes were dark.
intelligent and unceasingly alert”). Be-
tween strategy meetings. Tanya and
Chris make it together. though the sex
passages could easily receive a “Clen-
eral”  rating. Best thing aboul  this novel
is its ironic twist: Tanya and her bcd-
dies are materialists trying to rid the
world of mind-manipulators whose
strongest weapon is faith and whose
leader. Roger Caron.  bears a striking
resemblance to Christ.

As laconic as T/I@ Mind Gods but
much livelier in ccntent  is rhe competi-
tion winner. Andri Tom Macgregor by
Betty  Wilson. It ccncerns  a teen-aged
M&is lad who. guided by a priest
named Father Epic.  graduates frcm
high xhool and. agains!  great social
odds. tries I” succeed in the white
manas  world. Andri leaves I” seek his
fortune in Edmonton. Brushes with
pimps. whores. and vicious landladies
wear  him down. but in his naively ex-
uberant way. he keeps getting back on
track. Through Father %pin’s help,
Andr6  star18  ~1 cccrse at the Northern
Alberta Institute of Technology and
m o v e s  in with o kind and well-
organized family. Then along canes
Dolores.

Betty Wilson uses a mark. tough-
talking rlyle that perfectly suits her
sometimes ribald. sometimes tragic
slcry. Action is presented in straight-
ahead sentences. without moralizing
and withoutdistractings~bplots.  Andti
is completely believable. as are his
new-found city friends who lry IO take
advantage of him. and his primitive
parents. whose squalid home he really
misses at firsl. All scenes are brief but
many nre vivid: the clash between
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And&  parems  and Dolores is beauti-
fully done. There are also some in-
spired touches; Andre  names his pet
bodgie  Gabriel Domom. What is mom,
in the face of so much nihilistic fiction
these days, Andri  Tom Macgregor
shamelessly offers a happy ending.

And so. prosperous Alberta adds
three more new faces IO the ever-
growing  CanLit  gallery. The big tesl
will be to see if we ever hear fromany
of thep  again. 0

‘PegLit in
pigtails

Corner Store;  by Bess Kaplan,
Qzwrtston  House, 263 pages, .&X95
cloth (ISBN o-919866-10-7).

By MARVIN GOODY

IF C&~.IT  is a genus, ‘PegLit  is a tbriv-
iq species and novels shoul  growing
up in Winnipeg a dislinct  subspecies.
Two previous examples IhaI spring
to mind are Dorolhy  Livesay’s
Beginnings (recently reissued in paper-
back by New Press) and Paul Klig-
man’s It All Ends Up in a Shop-
pi/lg Bag. Bess  Kaplan’s ComerSmre
is the latest addition to Ihe group, and a
very creditable one.

The novel encompasses a year in Ihe
life of Rebecca Devine.  daughter of
Russian-Jewish immigranls  who oper-
ate a corner grocery in Winnipeg’s
North End. The year is 1936 and
Rebecca is nine. Despite marginal eco-
nomic circumstances. her life is sIable
and secure. It revolves principally
around home and schools-the public
school and the chader,  or Hebrew
school, which she and her ‘younger
brother Saul regularly attend (and
\ihich she hates with an intensity with
which I can sympathize from personal
experience of that, a1 the time.
medieval institution). AI night in her
room she records her thoughts and feel-
ings in scribbler afler scribbler (which
she cadges from her faIher  on Ihe pre-
text Ihey are needed for school). all Ihe
while nurturing an ambilion  IO become
a writer. Then,  uncertainty-Mama is
chronically unwell; nexl.  joy -Becky
is going to have a baby sisler (she is
positive): followed by misery-Mama
and the baby are both gone (Mama
should have gone IO ihe doctor long
since. as she had been repeatedly urged
to do). Mama is barely cold in her grave

before the relaIiv& arc parading a pro-
cession of aspirants for the vacancy for
papa’s dismissal or approval while
Becky consoles herselfthat theybill  all
pmve to be “hopeless cases,” like
Miss BlusIein  of the panicky eyes and
-maidenly blushes. or horse-faced Mrs.
Markle. This hope is shattered with the
advent of Miss Cohen, and Papa remar-
ries with whal seems IO Becky indecenl
haste (she though1  10 years - read
“forever” - an appropriate inlerreg-
nom). Though Sy,lvia  is warm, wise
and understanding. the very anlithesis
of the nasty slepmolher  of folklore and

’ ficlion. to Becky she is Ihe usurper. In
vaili does Papa explain that it was
Mama’s dying wish that he should not
remain alone and that children need
someone to care for them. Allhough
bmther  Saul deserts to the enemy and
Becky wawxs,  Mama’s shade appears
IO her in dreams in Ihe aspccl  of a fear-
some and vindictive primitive deily
who bullies her into keeping faith on
pain of death. When she is at IasI pre-
vailed on to reveallthe  cause of her
evident dimress, thC ghost is quickly. . . . .

__.._  ~ii _.... ~_..

some a litrle crazy: the hopeful would-
be steomolhers.  The oassaaes  where
the latier  are pot on displaylike  mer-
chandise at an auction are perhaps the
most deliciously amusing in the book.

locale IS almost anonvmous.

Having been a contemporary of Ihe
author’s in Winnipeg during this
period, I am struck by how curiously
constricted in certain ways Becky’s
universe is. She mighI  for all the world
be still in a litlle Ukrainian village,
transplanted into a suburb of Winnipeg
but cot off I&m Ihe larger cily by some
impalpable barrier. I miss some of the
familiar experiences of my childhood:
Ihe drama of Ihe frequent summer
thunderslorms  (described early on in
Livesay’s  book); the vaslness  of Por-
Iage  Avenue; the thrill  of riding an old
double-ended Winnipeg streetcar as it
got beyond the buih-up  district and
sped swaying and wailing like a be-
reaved banshee inlo the outskirts (I ..
dciobl  it was going over 30 but il
seemed like 901; the parks and the riv-
era. As a consequence. there is little
sense of place or local ambience: Ihe. .

But ralher  than cavil abqut  whaI  may
be missing, I would suggest Ihat you
read Corner  Srore  for whal  it does
have, a rich and convincing self-
portrail of a young girl passing through
a crucial period of her life, and with a
little judicious help and her own con-
siderable resources, emerging whole.

Bess Kaplan has persuaded me that
Becky achieved her ambition. 0

ano  unspectacularly exorcIsco  by love
and logic. We leave her - now 10 -
with the crisis surmounIed.  her uni-
verse once more set  in order and no

.doubt  unfolding as it should.
Livesay’s work has a hauntingly nos-

Ialgic quality, oflooking  back through
corridors of time at IhaI distanr  child,
another person really. whose “soul had
noI opened.” Bess Kaplan’s book,
though also wrilten  in the past tense,
creates a striking sense of immediacy.
Parlly.  of course. this is because the
story is Iold.in the first person, but there
is more to it than that. Almost at once
we are immersed inBecky’s  world, see
things through her eyes. Ihink her pri-
vate thoughts. This illusion of being
inside a nine-year-old girl is skilfolly
sustained thmughout  the book. Al-
though a highly developed adult sensi-
bility and intellecl are at work here.,
Ihey contrive for Ihe most pan IO re-
main unobtrusive. What I think contri-
boles  most to Ihe verisimilitude is Ihe
author’s tlawless  ear for Ihe speech pat-
Ierns of her characters. The dialogue
never slrikes a false note. Combining
this gift with a fine descriptive talent
and a quiet but effeclive  sense of
humour,  she creates a collection of
clearly individualized personalities.
Becky herself is naturally the most fully
developed, followed by tier father; but
even the cameos are sharply etched:
Uncle Morris, who picks his noSe  in
company: scheming, ever-smiling
cousin Nankie; Papa’s customers,

.

Angels on
cowback

The Burning Wood, by David Wil-
iiims, House of Anansi, 241  pages,
$10.95 cloth (ISBN O-88784435-9).

By.MICHAELPUHRMAN

W H E N  J O S H U A  CARDIFF-,  t h e  y o u n g
protagonisl in The Burning
Wwd.  takes his first look at an In-
dian reservation and sees relics of his
own”white” civilization-arrustyold
car and a dilapidared  government-buill
house - quietly collecting weeds,
abandoned by Iheir  Cree  owners in
favour of ‘more traditional basic
amenities (rents and horses) Ihat these
now-discarded “impmvemenIs” had
supposedly made obsoleIe,  his surprise
is as great as Ihe reader’s.  Having been
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raised on a parlicularly  virulent brand
of fundamentalist preaching .in which
the Indian figured as a dark and satanic
being, the boy was expecting some-.
thing much more mysterious. For Ihe
reader, a similar kind of ironic inver-
sion has already been a source of sw
prise and delight. Earlier in the novel,
following much scriptural expostula-
tion on hearhen  savages (variously de-
scribed as the damned, the dangerous.
and the ungodly), Williamk presents
the image of an Indian urinating in the
snow, taking

The sight at the reservation is no1
only typical, in a way. of the sort of
wi11y  humour  we find thmughoul  lhis
novel, it also poinls more seriously to
Ihe book’s central theme of nalive cul-
tural integrity. How is one IO approach
the problem of recovering a distinclive
Indian cullure that is independent of
white sociely?  The whites around
Nisooskan, Sask., approach the prob-
lem with racial fear and hatred. which
is IO say they ignore and exacerbate it.
Joshua is 1he only one who seeks some
comprehension of the Indian lifestyle.
who atlempts lo communicate on un-
biased terms with Indian people.

He befriends a young Cree boy,
Thomas Singletree, whose unregener-
ate resistance to Chrinianity is played
against Joshua’s willing acceptance of
Indian cullure.  At a son dance, loshua
makes the Painful decision lo sacrifice
hi own cultural heritage that otherwise
would effectively block any true inle-
gration.  And laler. OUI of a desire IO see
Indian culture  recover its lost dignhy,
Joshua proposes his scheme of a buf-
falo huni - only with domestic callle
as the buffalo and with bloc-ribbon
Clydesdales  (stolen at dawn from a
local farmer) serving as mounts. Thi
whole affair turns into a game, a riotous
farce, until an unexpected tragedy oc-
curs. Thomas is accidentally killed.

The ending to Joshua’s scheme illus-
trates its wrongheadedness  fmm the
slat?,  and thus seems almost inevilable.
Joshua understands lhis  - for when we
se+ him laler, much older, his decision
IO marry an Indian and to live and work
(as a teacher) on the reservation consli-
tutes  a markedly differen approach to
what he sees as the Indian cultural pmb-
lem. His disownment by his grand-
father, the parriarchal  head of 1he fam-
ily, is also inevitable, since ‘*consort-
ing” with 1he Indians carries the ir-

revocable curse of eternal damnation.
Incidentally, Williams makes a point  of
showing that the religion that  unhesitat-
ingly condemns Joshua and his pagan
comrades contains both prejudice and
hypocrisy. Joshua’s father reveals his
own self-concern, rather lhan  charily IO
others (even of his own race); during a
boundary dispole ivith his neighbow,
he replies IO a preacher’s appeal for
Christian ideals by saying,- “I was
saved at my mother’s knee.when I was
six years old and my soul’s been secure
ever since.”

There is much IO think aboul in lhii
novel. Comparisons with Gone Indian
arise almost aulomatically, but they
soon become irrelevant when it is
realized that Williams’ novel is much
subtler, more provoca1ive. The Ian-
guage of the book is onen beautifully
suggeslive  and always full of drama
and excitement. For any novel - bo1
surprisingly. perhaps, for a first novel
- Tlzc  Bwning 44’ood is extremely
well writlen and on the whole. an im-
portant achievement. II unquestionably
signals the presence of a promising new
Canadian aahor.  0

Romdn A *

clay
The Case of the Cold Murderer,

*by Ellen Godfrey, Mosson, 156
pag@& $ 4 . 9 5  c l o t h  ( I S B N
o-7737-435-9).

By Pm SURGV

A YOUNG novelist is found dead in a
locked mom at Chinook. a small pub-
lishing house in Toronto. Apparently
he killed himself. However. his lover, a
pushy woman  who has just engineered
a takeover of Ihecompany,  doesn’t be-
lieve it and she asks Rebecca Rosenlhal
IO investigale.  At first Rebecca goes
along wilh the suicide theory, but then
someone driving Chinook’s communal
Volkswagen lries  to run her down. She
gels mad and the investigation begins.

The story takes place in 1969 (and
Chinook is situated at the old location
of House of Anansi, which a1 that time
was publishing the work of 1he author’s
husband. novelist Dave Godfrey). Re-
becca is 67 years old, a financially in-
dependent widow, a noted an-
thropologist and an amateur sleuth. She
tells us she has solved more than a
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dozen murders. including that of her what the twentieth century is really like
husband. So. although this is the.liat  of than you ever have before.” Hartley
her cases to be made oublic.  it’s clear makes good on the ommise.  As the olot
that more Rebecca dose&al  stories spins from Montreal to London to New
are in the works. York, we are .introduced  to such

For her first time out Mrs. Godfrey fiendish devices as the graffiti bomb
uses most of the traditional elements of and the phosphorous sprinkler system

for crowded suoermarkets.  The writinethe classic mystery, such as a gathering
of the suspects at an isolated cptttty
house and a policeman friend who dis-
approves of meddling amateurs. All the
pieces are there, but the central puzzle
is too easily solved without much actual
detective work, and it is quite obvious
who the murderer is. Moreover, the
characters seem somewhat constrained;
all are unique hut they are given little
room to strut their stuff. This lapse is a
surprise and a disappointment, consid-
ering the author has probably  witnessed
more than her share of these kind.of
people playing the terrible snakes-and-
ladders games tbat  go along with mar-
ginal publishing.

is pedestrian (’ ’ You’re absolutely in-
sane,’ 1 said through clenched teeth”),
the structure is episodic, and in the end
both hero and reader are crawling up
the wall. But Hartley’s vision of a cor-
porate and technical malignancy blot-
ting out our tomormws  lingers on in the
mind. Social masochists will find it all
delightful.

DM

A FIRST NOBEL by Sams Corasjee,
Good-Bye to .&Isa  (PaperJocks,  !53
pages, $1.95). is ao amusing story of.
Tristan Elliot, an Anglo-Indian history
professor. Blind in one eye, Tristan
comically relates his life’s misfortunes
(unhappy marriage to Elsa, dislike for
his son, sexual exploits. army experi-
ences) to the grocer’s daugher, Marie.
However. the humour occasionally
borders on the juvenile and slapstick.
His biting satire, though. is reseryed  for
the pretences of university life (tenure.
professor-student relations. staff-
meetings, Faculty Wives’ Association)
and the prejudices surrounding Anglo-
Indians in Canada. Hating all that he
comes to know. Tristan, armed with a
2Zcalibre rifle, retreats,to  a farmhouse
on the outskirts df Kamioops where he
plans his death and its consequences
with imaginative precision. Thestory  is
aseriesofgood-byes-firs1  to his wife
and son, his mistresses, his tenured job
at the university, and finally. to him-
self. This is an entertaining arid promis-
ing novel.

However, the book’s flaws are
largely mitigated by the depth and
strength of Rebecca Rosenthal. The au-
thor has created a truly original detec-
tiw, without the usual gimmicks. Un-
like so many fictional sleuths,  Rebecca
is an interesting person in her own
right. She is involved both practically
and emotionally with her suspects, and
her concern is what brings them to life
for the reader.

Ravmond  Chandler. who loathed the
pasteboard characters and situations in
conventional mysteries. owe said that
the ideal of detectiw-fiction writers
would be a work that can be read with
satisfaction even ifthe final, mv$latoj.
chapter is missing. Mrs. Godfrey
seems capable of doing just that. and
mystery fans should welcome her first
novel and eagerly anticipate her next
one. 0

THE KEY LONE  in Norman Hartley’s ir-
ritating thriller, The Viking Process
(Musson.  285 pages. $8.95 cloth.
ISBN O-671-  22198-I). comes soon
after the obligatory opening seduction
scene.  Our hero is B mild-mannered
expert on counter-terrorism held in
thrall  by ao SLA-type band dedicated to
the destruction of multi-national  eorpo-
rations. His chief tormentor is a super-
cool Madame who presides over the
world’s first 2hhour orgy psrlour with
a more than clinical interest. She titil-
lates him (and us) with this warning:
“You’re going to learn more about

MARY MoRoZt”K
IN 1949, British librarian Dr. Edgar
Osborne presented his collection of
1,800 early children’s hooks-one of
the 8nest  such collections in the world
-to the Toronto Public Library. Over
the years, the Tomnto  Public Library
and various private dpnors  added to the
collection and in 1958  a first catalogue
was published. It was reprinted in 1966
with minor corrections, and recently
went into a third printing with further
corrections. Now we have The OS-
borne Collectim of Early Children’s
B o o k s  1476-1910:  A Catalogse,
VolumeII, prepared byJudithSt.  John,
Dana Tenny. and Hazel Mactaggaa
($30. available from the’ Osborne
Room, Boys and Girls House, 40 St.
George Street, Toronto). Volume II con.

_

ta&2600newentries;subdivided  as in
Volume I into I6 categories fmni
fabulists to almanacs and birthday
books. Like Volume 1, the catalogue,
which has been printed by U ofT  Press.
is handsomely illustrated with draw-
ings and engravings fmm the books de-
scribed. Many of the descriptions are in
themselves a delight over and above
their bibliographical interest; fre-
quently we’regiven  samplesofthecon-
tents, as in the following snippet from
Ruthless Rhymes for Heartless  Homes
( 1899):

.%I#  hnli  rp,rirr  IM.&  cou,drhr&
Andreday,  err brcaL$w.  he
Broke his bubyirfef’s neck.
so he shmirlm~ujam/or  wa!

ihis  two-volume catalogue to the OS-
borne collection is an invaluable refer-
ence work for anypne  seriously in-
terested in early children’s literature.

lMORRls  wot.FE

SOME  OF our novelists are prolific writ-
ers, but others write so few booksPha1  a
critical study becomes. essen!iallY, a
look a~ only one or two works. That’s
really the issue in the two latest mooog-
raphs in McClelland & Stewart’s
Canadian Writers series. Alec LUCSS’S
Farlq  Mowat  (64 pages. S I .95.  ISBN
0-7710-9616-X). and Alan R. Young’s
Ernest Buckler (64 pages, $1.95.
ISBN 0-7710-9622-J). In order to deal
with Mowat’s large and varied output,
Lucas takes.a generic approach,  divid-
ing his book into evaluative chapters on
Mowat  the crpsader.  historian,

mariner. and creative writer. On the
whole his approach works well, though
I found the final section on Mowat  the
creative writer less convincing than
other chapters. This difficulty of having
to discuss many works in a short space,
however, is exactly opposite to the
problem  facing Alan Young in his
study of Ernest Buckler. a writer whose
reputation rests mainly ‘on the novel,
The Motttztain and the Valley. Hoping
to show that BuckIer  is not a “one-
novel” writer, Young ranges widely
into Buckler’s radio scripts, articles,
and short stories: he quotes often fmm
various biographical sources. and gives
us some interesting bibliographical
material. And though Young’s cop+

‘ments  are occasionally a bit repetitive,
he manages td provide  us with a sound
critical analysis of Buckler’s major
works. His book, and Alec Lucas’s
Farley  Mowat,  ate excellent intmdue-
lions to two Canadian writers wlio have
not yet received the critical attention
they deserve.

RoDERtCK  W. HARVEY
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Cree
de coeur

Strangers Devour the Land. by
Boyce Richardson,‘Macmillan. 330
pages, $ 1 3 . 9 5  c l o t h  (ISBN
0.77w.1370.0).

This Land Is Not For Sale, by
Hugh and Karmel McCullum,  Ang-
lican Book Centre (600 Jarvis St.,
Toronto). 210 pages, $3.95 paper
lISBN O-919030-10-6).

By DOROTHY EBER

wsuc  cwwoN now anticipates that
the federal and provincial governments
during the next few years will negqtiate
land claims with the Indians and lnuit
hnd make fair settlement. What is fair.
seitlement?  That is a dif&ult  question
and one that is likely to command our
attention for some time to come.

Boyce Richardson’s book,$rangers
Devour  f/w  Land. tells the story of the
Cree of James Bay. the campaign they
waged against the James Bay De-
velopment Corporation, and what
seemed to southerners the massive set-
tlement (!I 1.50 million in cash and royal-
ties and other considerations) they were
eventually offered where nothing had
been offered before.

To tell his story. Richardson must
manipulate a cast of tliousands and to
do so he makes use of the techniques of
the “new journalism,” that non-fiction
style of writing explained and used with
marvellous  effect by Tom Wolfe. It’s a
good model. Richardson writes in the
first person. making himself one of the
book’s personalities. As he zeroes  in on
several hunting families and the Crees
who negotiate for their people, he
quoter real-life characters in the ver-
nacular. presumably having recdrded
much of their comment. He changes
venue frequently, hopping back and
forth between the bush and Montreal.
He interspews  his text with sections of
the court record. and injects a great
amount of minute detail on animals.
Indians. and court  procedure.

The book is written from a strongly
- held point of view. During the years he

worked in Canada - he has now re.-
turned IO New Zealand - Richardson
earned a well-justified reputation as a
polemic journalist. supporting all the

never believed in commitment. He says
it gets in the way of the facts.) Richard-
son argues that the James Bay project is
redundant. that the energy needs of the
people of Quebec and the East Coast
can be met without.it.  But he doesn’t
convince me. However, his picture of
the degredation  that results when the
‘white technological society oveipow-
ers  the hunting culture is impressive.
There are many distressing vignettes of
people caught in the  squeeze between
two cultures. On one occasion,
Richardson describes what happens
when he shares his rum. He himself is
part oftheproblem. notofthesolution.

A drawback to Richardson’s book is
that it is a very large package indeed.

Presumably he wrote much of it from
notes he made while covering the story
from 1969 until 1974. We often feel
that every day of his involvement is
recorded in the book, and that we’re
rereading things we’ve already read be-
fore. We are. Richardson repeats him-
self and so do the people he quotes. His
good book would be better if his editors
had encouraged him to chop rather than
condense.

77ils  Lund Is Nor For Sale by Hugh
and Karmel McCullum  is also obvi-
ously written from a strong point of
view. II has been financed by six
churches in Canada - Anglican,
Lutheran.  Mennonite, Presbyterian,
Roman Catholic and United - all of
whom supp~%t the principle of just set-.
tlement  of the land claims.  The book is
a survey of land claims and where thry

.
are at; the authors declare that in the
past the native people have received
only “heads and blankets” for their
lands and suggest they will now
negotiate for continued title IO their
traditional lands and participation and
royalties rather than “land extinguish-
ment,” a convenient phrase coined by
the authors. 0

.,To write their book the aqthors
travelled  across much of.the North and
have dug up some interesting material.
For instance, the Nishga battle to retain
their land began 100 years ago, and as
early as 1909 the Nishga paid a lawyer
$500 for a legal opinion on aboriginal
title. The McCullums  are competent
writers and order their material well,
but I find the sympathies  of the writers
s&pronounced  that their book oAen
seems off balance and sometimes
naive.. And although they warn that
northwest British Columbia has the po-
tential for violence, they do not demon-
strate a real understanding of the enor-
mity of tbe social problems  caused by.
the massive intlux  of whites in the
North during the past two decades.

In their final chapter, the McCulhims
call for a new deal for native people: the
rewriting by the native people of the
Indian] Act; reassessment of treaties
signed before 1923; and scrapping of
the land-extinguishment approach.
Only leial title IO their traditional
lands, and the right, to use the lands as
they wish. will give native people the
‘%ecure  economic base” necessary to
their future well-being.

popular causes without much objectiv-
ity. (Here he loses Tom Wolfe. The .
spokesman for the new journalism has
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Can a secure economic base improve
Ihe chances of lnuit  and Indians as they
cope wilh the effects of the white tech-
nological society on their lives?
Perhaps. But  it cannot bring back whal
an old Eskimo woman once told me
were happy days. “the days before
there were loo many while men.” In
those limes. she explained, “we were
always happy IO see the white’man.”
Unforlunalely. Ihere appear IO be many
problems which even the most gener-
ous of land settlements may no1 solve.
Speaking of lhe young Cree in
Swonjirrs  D~rour  the Lnnd.  Boyce
Richardson writes: “These yotmgslers
are trapped: lhough mosl of them ark
great drinkers, they know. thal as drink
becomes more easily available, the In-
dian family will degenerale and the so-
cial life of Ihe village will be deslmyed:
Ihough most of them are locked into Ihe
white man’s cage of mortgage pay-
ments, wage packets. urility  bills, they
know thaI as the whire man arrives ih
gwat numbers. IhequaliIyofIndian life
will plummet: lhoogh  they are bu1  part-
time hunters. they know that in foll-
scale competition on Ihe white man’s
labor market they cannot compete, thac
onl) by living the Indian ,yay could
they really command their own lives.
And Ihey know thaI forthem this is now
impossible.” 0

Department
of Stealth

dflci wdrfdre
A Man Called Intrepid: The Secret

War, by William Stevenson, Lang-
man, illustrated, 512 pages, $14.50
cloth (ISBN  E-156795-6).

By GUY  STANLEY

THUS IS insider’s history, webs of war-
time intrigue described from 1he
spider’s side. Inlrepid.  code name for
William Stephenson (now Sir Wil-
liam). Canadian inventor, indusaialisl.
and film mogul, First World War air
ace and friend of Churchill. was appar-  .
enlly connecled with nearly every
major Western intelligence coup in the
European Iheatre. Author William
SIevensoit.  no relalion. a former To-
mnlo  Globe und Mail reponer, and
author of seven other books, was a
naval  combat tlyer  and Stephenson’s

associale  direclor of operations a1
British Security Co-ordinalion.
Intrepid’s New York ‘*firm” during the
war, which supposedly co-ordinated all
BriIish secret activities. Slevenson  has
had full access IO BSC papers. Despite
a spate of recen1  books on British war-
time inrelligence. he has much IO pm on
public record for 1he firs1 lime.

We learn. for instance, tha1
Rooseve.11  allowed Americans to fly on
mnri!ime patrol wilh British aircrew
and encouraged joint Anglo-American
intelligence activities while the U.S.
was still *I peace.

We learn how King George VI used
his constitutional prerogatives, on-
known lo Prime MinisIer  Chamberlain,
IO enable Churchill IO collect inform+-
lion on Hiller’s war plans and growing
military strength.

Welearn how Slephenson’s business
comacts  helped Britain find out about
Ihe Enigma coding device and how Bri-
lain obtained a copy of Ihe machine
used by Ihe German high command
(thus giving the Ullra  secret - advance
warning of German plans).

As head of BSC in Rockefeller
center, Stephenson occupied the apex
of the North Atlantic inlelligence
Iriangle.  Across his desk or lhmugh his
facilities passed the details of such
triumphs of clandestine or political
warfare as the anti-governmy coop in
Yugoslavia in March, 1940, IhaI
helped delay Hitler’s aIIack on the
Soviet Union: Ihe use of Enigma to
defeai the Lullwaffe over England: lhe
,Ierrible decision not td warn Covcntiy
of a coming raid so that the source of
that foreknowledge - Enigma -
would be protected; the assassination of
Rejnhard Heydrich, Hiller’s Butcher of
Prague; the demolition of heavy-water
plants in Norway and lhe rescue of
Danish acomic  scientist Nils Bohr.

A major par1  of lhe book is devoled
io Slephenson’s  work in the United
States  during the dark days between the
fall  of Franke and America’s enlering
the war. Unleashing a laundry bag of
“diny tricks.” including belrayal,
wire-tap, planting of fake information.
and occasionally murder. he and BSC
discomfited powerful American ap
peasers.  isolationisIs, and friends of the
enemy.

Perhaps for the sake of comprehen-
siveness. several belter-known inci-
dents involving Stephenson are also in-
cluded: Inlrepid’s aclivities in breaking
up Axis espionage in Mexico and
Brazil: the amorous exploits of
Cynthia, who seduced secrets fmm her
lovers while they bedded her: and dou-

ble agent Dosko Popov’s frubless  at-
tempts IO warn FBI chief 1. Edgar
Hoover of Japanese plans to attack
Pearl Harbour. Camp X, a spy training
camp near Oshawa. 0111..  is also de-
scribed. BUI lillle is added IO earlier
accounts in T/w Quiet  Canadian and
Cynrhin  by H. Mpntgomery  Hyde and
in Popov’s aaoplography.

Fascinating and riveting as some of
these episodes are, it .is questionable
how much this book contributes IO an
underslanding  of the conduct of intel-
ligence during the war. There can be no
doubt about the crilical imporlnnce  of
Enigma, the key to inI&epIing Ger-
man operational orders. BUI Stevenson
says liltle aboul how it was used and
hair i1 affected Britain’s deception of
information from olher. more conven-
tional sources. As well. considering
Intrepid’s 1ribute  IO resistance fighlers
who served under him, Ihere’is remark-
ably little aboui resistance in the book.
There is also less information than one
would like to know about Canada’s role’
in BSC 8nd clandestine operations  gen-
erally.

.

’

. .

Perhaps cbnnecled with Intrepid’s
rather inconclusive introductory re-
marks abou1  secrel services in democ-
racies. there is a tendency to downplay
more conventional altempts  to sway
public opinion. Perhaps Roosevel~‘s
grealest  coup against isolalionists  was
his destroyers-for-bases deal behind
which lay Inlrepid’s encouragement of
“Wild Bill” Donovan’s inspection trip
lo London in July. 1940. I I was on the
basis of Donovan’s favourable  report
that Roosevelt decided IO go ahead with
the deal. By Irading  a few old warships
for Brilish  bases in the West Indies, he
edged Ihe U.S. closer IO war and met a
long-standing isolationist demand for
acquisition of bases in’ the Weslern
hemisphere. As one U.S. senaIor  pot it
a1 the lime: “Listen. you can’t altack a
deal like that . . . lhe voters won’t stand
for ihal.  Roosevelt outsmarted all of us
when he tied up Ihe Iwo deals.”

These shortcomings of over-
simplificalion  are intensified by
Slevenson’s old-fashioned style whicli,
like thal of Waker Winchell or Adolf
Menjou in The, Front Page. is better
suiled lo a less complicated age and
subjecl. There is an old story  about the
diplomat who. on being informed by
his hosI  at a pany one evening of 1he .
death of one of 1he senior members of
the diplomatic corps, murmured IO

himself, “Now what ddes he mean by
Ihal?’ InIelligence  gathering, even Ihe
most overt variet);.  turns upon nuance.
In ignoring this, Stevenson has chosen .
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An Anthology
COf.IPILED.  TRANSLATED, AND
WlTti  AN INTRODUCTION BY
F.lAICOTO  U E D A

Thii bock of poetry presents 20 haiku  each
fmm the wcrk  ot 20 leading modern Japa-
nese haiku poets. The pcems  ha& been
chosen  bcth  forth& Gteraly merll  and tc
ill~~tratelhedominantlrends  h halkuofthe
last 100 years. Each translalicn  is accompa-
“ied by the original Japanese  and a word-
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Ihe reader to compose his cw”  poems.
24SO  paper, 212.50 cloth
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Club of Rome. these six papers by amine”1
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to write a spy story with few shadows,
upright as a John Buchan thriller. His
characterization of Chamberlain and
Halifax are one-dimensional; and
surely American co-operatioh  with
BSC was also a good way of keeping
an eye  on the Brilish  spooks. A r?&n
Called  Intrepid is a sensational read
for those who like their war stories
purged of ambiguity. It will disappoint
those hoping for more. 0

wayman who finds himself .on the
wrong end of a gun.

Heat in the
b Ioi er rooms

The fact is that Stock markets in
Canada have always consisted of a
symbiotic alliance between the Estab-
lishment a’nd  sleazy promoters. The Es-
tablishment had it inade: all it had to do
was shufne  around the huge chunks of.
capital that it controlled, taking its cut
off the top every time it dig an under-’
writing. Risk was anathema to h. So
cautious was it that over the years most
of our productive economy fell into the
hands of risk-taking foreigners.

Swindle! A Decade of Canadian
Stock Frauds, by Roger Croft, Gage,
198 Pages, $8.95 cloth (ISBN
0-7715-9934-X).

By’NICHOLAS STEED

AS CANADIAN  youth enters manhood, a
curious rite of passage occurs. Aged in
his early 20s. newly married, and
launched on a promising career. the
neophyte is ushered into the office of a
stockbroker. What happens next is an
experience most of us ,would  rather not
remember.

Yet the Establishment needed the
underworld. The cmoked promoters
served the essential purpose of allow-
ing the little guy to feel that he too was a
part of this wondrous  process. Thus
stock markets in Canada could be gikn
a  sur face  palina  of egalitariinism.
When accused of hogging the show for
itself, the Establishment could always
point to the plentiful opportunities for ,
the modest investor  to try his hand. It
turned a blind eye to the fact that these
markets were invariably crooked and
seldom, if ever, resulted in the forma-
tion of productive new enterprises.

For the hard truth is that stock mar-
kets in Canada have been for suckers.
This unpalatable fact is at odds with the
conventional wisdom that sees the
stock exchange as thd great  heart of the
capitalist system: Alas, it is not so. For
most investors in the last IO years,
Canada’s stock markets were a crap
game with odds favouring the house
that would embarrass even a Las Vegas
mobster.

In the 1960s.  this cosy  arrangement
started to go wrong. It became difficult
to tell where the Establishment ended
and hucksterism began. In fact, as this
book shows, the two became inextrica-
bly bound together. It was no coinci-
dence that the greatest operator of them
all, Bernie Comfeld, chose Canada as
the official domicile of his ill-fated’ln-
vest013  Overseas Services.

Who among us can say he hasn’t, at
some time or another, lost money on a
penny mine, a “junior industrial.” or a
mutual fund? And how we rationalised
the loss of our hard-earned cash.
Ashamed of the cupidity that prompted
our speculations. we write off the loss
to experience and silently go about our
business.

Croft’s book gives us a rehash of 10s
and its aftermath, the Allantic  Accep-
lance  Corp. collapse, the Raean
Photo-Copy swindle, and assorted
other sleazy episodes of recent years. It
is, at best, an adequate recounting of v
what are, by now, old stories. 1 pro- ,
vides  no neB research or insights into
how these massive frauds pmwssed so
far, and it offers no solutions for pre
vention  of repetitions other than a
ritualistic warning that stronger sec-
urities legislation can never replace
coveor  crnpror  as the investor’s best
defense.

But now. at last, times are changing. Ironically, Croft must also stand
Many economists, not the least being convicted of the same obfuscation and
John Kenneth Galbraith, tell us that omission of fact so beloved by the
stock markets have at best a marginal swindlers of whom he writes. On the’
role to play in the financing of industry. dust-jacket he is described as the
Andrhe  primeministerwarns,  however former editor of the Fi~r~cial  Times of
cryptically, that the free-market system Canada when, in fact, he was merely  a
may be failing us. and may have to be more lowly employee. He fails to men-
replaced. In the light of its track record, tion altogether that he left journalism to
the predictably outraged screrims  of the work as a flack for the infamous Irving
investment community must be com- KocS  a promoter whose many problems
pared to the indignation of the high- with the law could fill another book.
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CmfI  aside, the book leaves too
many  basic queslions  unanswered. No
less a speculator than John MayI@
Keynes once mused as to whether stock
markets are really necessary a1 all for a
healthy capitalist system. Perhaps it’s
time that a hard-nosed and disinterested
studem asked Ihe same queaion  of
Canada’s convicted ba unrepentanl
market system. q

. Colonial
d a*\e]d-vu

Friend and Foe: Aspects of
French-Amerindian  Cultural Con-

.tacl in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries, by Cornelius J. Jaenen,
McClelland & Stewart, 207 pages,
$10 cloth (ISBN O-7710-4394-5).

By PETER  SUCH

AS CANADIAN schoiars  begin IO dig
themselves out from the numbing av-

sterile calegorizing  that second-race
American academics have dumped on

. our universities. slowly Ihere  resumx~s
that unique interdisciplinary approach

30 Books in Canada, May. 1976

IO our physical and so&l  envimnments
that distinguished OUT  pre-colonial
scholarship under giants such as Innis,
Bailey, Frye, and others. Such scholar-
ship still has a h&d lime receiving ree-
ognilion in universilies  that continue IO
act as academic branch plants. Has
anyone even dared pose the suggeslion
tliat the drop in enmlmenc  81 our univer-
sities mlo~es  direclly to the irrelevant,
arrogan1  ethnocenlrism  of predomi-
nately American faculties IhaI have ho
understanding whatsoever of our cul-
tural predispositions? When Jaenen. in
this exmordinary  prize-winning book,
which look lhree years to find publica-
tion by M&S but which should have
been accepted immediately by any
academic publisher, tells of Indian
boys constandy  fleeing French schools
until  no1 one school remained open,
one canno  help drawing a somewhat
oliose  parallel, especially since mul-
IiIudes  of French youngsters freely
chose the Indian ways.

The hear1 of the matter is that culture
clash between empire and colony, be-
Iween  metropolis and hinlerland,  has
the same pattern of winners, losers,
compromisers, and survivors wherher

in Ihe 17Ih century or Ioday. Canada’s
uniqueness as an allernative  North
American society and the way il be-
came so makes this country one of the
mos1  fruitful bases’for  meaningful cul-
rural scholarship in the world. The facl
IhaI we have an ongoing culrure  clash,
buffered wiIh uneasy compromises ~
wi1htheU.S..  putsusmuchin Ihesame
sitwion  as the Indi?ns  with the French.
Like Ihe Americans, the colonial
French needed the Indians IO produce b
Ihe resources IO do business with, de- .
pended  on them for many necessifies  of
life, used them as exotic material. and
ye1, of course. held Ihem ultimalely  in
low esteem because Ihey  -could  no1
wield die strength of empire.

Pars  and parcel of the American way
is to stereotype,  categorize. and
pigeon-hole, IO control and manipulale
data so that it becomes academically
digestible ralher  Ihnn meaningfully 10
engage with il. Although he is predis-
posed as a hiitorian  to Gve one the
sense  now and again that Ihe ftle-cards
am flipping over. Jaenen has that qual-
ily of involvemen  that shines through
so much Canadian scholarship and pre-
vents it from being purely a descriprive
exercise. Let’s face it, the era of

“value-free” scholarship, particularly
in the humanities. was simply an ab-
rogation of responsibility, an unwill-
ingness IO commit oneself ih the face
of a seemingly cool and sophisticaled
academic bureaucracy where success
depended on a non-threatening style.
Jaenen is not quite so expressive as one
would wish, .buI the commitmen  is
Ihere and he understands.Ihe  interdisci-
plinary thrust of Canadian scholarship,
mentioning in his inlmduction  IhaI his-
torians have largely given over 10 pm-
fessional anIhmpologi.sIs  and ethnog-
raphers.  He might also have mentioned
geograpliers  such as Conrad Heiden-
reich  of York, a previous winrier of this
SainIe-Marie  prize id hlsIory sponsored
by the OnIsrio  Department of Natural
Resources - a department, inciden-
tally, Ihar has rocked archaeology in
[hat  province  by its exrrao~dinarily
creative work in provincial parks and
elsewhere.

Where Canadian scholarship has its
roots  is in the study of cultural forms
and communications - two “natur-
als” for us that  express themselves in
such diverse personalilies  as Marshall
McLuhan  and Margaret AIwood.  The
focusing of such studies into our
burgeoning Canadian Studies depart-
ments is one of the mos1 encouraging
signs Ihat our academic resources -
might yet be mpatrialed.
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As IO the work itself. one can say that
its appxemly  circumscribed area of re-
search is belied by its significance as a
means IO underslanding  the ongoing
process of cuhural  contact that marks
Canadian sociely.  II will sreve IO dis-
possess those who have previously
been isolated in disciplines other than
the study ofcuhural  forms of simplistic
notions ubout the French presence in
North America. II also helps IO confirm
Canadian scholars in many of their
heretofore entirely coned, but‘some-
what data-limited. notions of the im-
parlance  of this contact period. The
general reader will find valuable 9nec-
dotrl  material hem as w.11,  which will
help him IO overcome traditional no-
tions of Canadian Indians as uncultured
savages. The French alliance with the
Indians grew  out of series of uneasy
compromises more destructive to the
resourceful and independent native
peoples of 1he North-East This pre-
dominan1iy  Algonkian  population rep-
resented a uniquely sympathetic por-
tion of the Indians on this continent,
and it was their generosily  and hospital-
ity thai not only kept the French fact
alive in early times but also contributed
greatly to 1he humanist tradilions of
Europe. ultimately directly influencing

such landmark events as the French
pevolution. A society based on an or-
ganic symbiosis of man and namre.  in
which property was held in common.
where children and old persons were
functional integers. a sociely  whose
leadership was never hierarchical nor
inherited but wus spontuneous  and co-
operalive,  held a mirror to the un-
democratic. non-libertarian Clitisms  of
Europe wilh its hypocrisy. corruplion.
and poverly.

Territorially. 1he Fmnch  threalened
their native contacts far less than the
English. a point often made in their
favour  in Indian negotiations. The area
the French settled seems IO have been in
dispute and devoid of meaningful

sovereignty, as well as containing a
nomadic population with little sense  of
property. French settlements were
small and their desire mostly limited IO

trading for furs rather lhan destroying
for&t  tracts for dense agricultural set-
tlement. Nevertheless. the French
thought the Indians’ nomadism expres-
sed inherent buiness and atlempled  to
convert them into sedentary agricul-
turalists. Missionaries had some small
success influencing the native popula-
lion al fit% because Indian social struc-
lure had a strong visionary and religi-
ous matrix bindinp it. Although this
matrix seems to have been largely in- -
visible to the French. sometimes a
common chord was fortuitously struck
and converts resulted. especially with
those sects (not the Jesuits) who be-
lieved in sharingandcommunality. But
as Amerindian knowledge of France
and the French increased. it was plain
thal Christianity was merely a separate
component of a fragmented style of life
that could cheat, lie. steal. and gener-
ally (to the Amerindians) deceive ilself
with its own hypocrisy.

So missionizing. enforced educa-
tion. and agricultural reservations
failed, since ir became obvious to the
Indian that to become a Christian. to
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become literale,  or to become a farmer
would involve giving up the cultural
web woven by his people in symbiosis
with hisenvironment over thousandsof
years. Only disease and alcohol could
break the integrated fabric of Indian
culrure.  One might note that these were
the tools hereafter used to “conquer”
the West. Jaenen’s  sad conclusion is
that any cultural exchanges that took
place involved the transferring of the
worst characteristics of both sides.

As we now move into a rational
view of “Spabe  Ship Earth” as an eco-
logical global village. perhaps it is no
accident that our own scholars and our
own literary community are trying to
learn and to embrace what only
the courier-de-b&  among the French
realized was this country’s greatest of-
fering. When the cultural history of this
continent is written a few hundred years
from now, it may come to be seen that
present-day Canada. like those
couriers. was in the vanguard of a
humanist reassertion against the pre-
datory forces of empire-building in
North American. Read and weep for
the chances that were lost. but rejoice
that this work marks another milestone
on the way to our own zestful undcr-
standing of each other. 0

The hearth of
the matter

Renl Control: A Popular Paradox,
by M. A. Walker, F. A. Hayek, Mil-
ton Friedman e: al.. The Fraser
Institute, 212 pages, $3.95 paper.

By WALLY SECCOMBE

THE OHOST  OF Adam Smith is appar-
ently alive and well. in residence in the
Fraser Institute in Vancouver. Smith’s
undiluted disciples are hard at work in
Renr  Confrol:  A Pop&r Pumdox  (the
institute’s first volume in a series on
housing), arguing that there is abso-
lutely nothing wrong with the housing
situation in Canada that a return to the
“free market” would not cure. Now if
you happen to suspect that a housing
market already exists where developers
and landlords are only too “free” to
make a killing. please be informed by
Messrs. Walker. Hayek, Friedman. er
a/. that you have been brainwashed by
scheming s&alisrs after being sof-
tened up by misguided liberals. Please
be further informed rhat the poor de-

velopers and  landlords are being driven
right out of business by punitive gov-
ernment interference and are taking
their capital elsewhere. T/fur  is the
cause of the housing crisis, the Fraser
Institute’s assembled authorities cry in
unison. Ergo. the solution - raise
rents. ban all controls.  and if the poor
cannot afford to line the pockets of ab-
smtee  landlords, give them a subsidy IO

do so. Higher rents will reap fatter
profits, attract more investment. lead IO

more construciton, and thus “solve”
the housing supply problem.

To believe, of course. that reality
really does work this way requires a
complete suspension of all one’s criti-
cal faculties and several acts of vobm-
tary amnesia. Forget,,for  starters, that
the days have long since passed when
Canada had anything faintly resembling
a competitive open housing market. lg-
nore.  while you are at it, the basic ten-
dency for capital to concentrate - re-
sulting in an urban land market that is
decidedly uncompetitive. where price.s
are set far above value. and supply is
restricted to protect monopoly prices
and  reap windfall profits.

The theoreticians of free-market
magic present more than 200 pages of
argument in this book without once

DO0 mall Ilk! i see fiu
a novel by Stephanie J. Nynych

Nynych has been quoted as saying ‘*woman is either the great bitch or the pure
virgin”. Here is a woman who dares IO stand alone and fulfill her sexual appetite.
If man had written “. and like i see it” , he would be applauded for his insight,
envied for his sexual appetites. and get bravos for his attacks on the universe and
his contemporaries. - Pauline Rhind

. . expresses the thought and aspiration Of its protagonist as well in form as in
content. and these are not those of a bourgeoise  Canadian but rather of a growing
number of what Arnold Toynebee  calls the “Internal proletariat”. II makes her a
supporter of the oppressed minority. whether social. political. sexual or racial,
and leads her to a semi-mystical search for ‘transcendentalism’.

-Fred Cogswell

You have managed a rare thing: to compose a dithyrambic poem with characters
and circumstances and sweep and sensitivily.  Rare works are their own reward.

- J. R. Colombo

108 pages, soft cover $4.95: hard cover $8.95

also available: Reflections on Love. Art Edition (limited IO 143 copies)
poems by Stephanie 1. Nynych:
Line drawings by Jennifer Ryder-Jones
Designed and printed by Peter Dora,  1969. $65.00

$AANPB  Publiealo~s  Limited
Box 6209 811141  o Torottlo  M5W lP6

&
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mentioning the rapid monopolization
of the urban land market and the de-
velopment industry that has occurred in
Canada in the past 20 years. Contrast
this “study.” for instance, with the re-
cently baked one by Peter Spurr  (corn-
missioned for the federal govemment’s
Central Mongage  and Housing Corpo-
ration), which thoroughly documents
the monopolization of marketable resi-
dential property in Canada’s major
cities. Meticulously, Spurr demon-
strates that more than one half the price
of new housing lots in 1972-73 in To-
mato and Vancouver was siphoned off
by developers and speculators as pure
profit. He calculates that the major de-
velopment firms presently own
sufficient acreage in and around cities
to supply housing at the current rate of
construction and density for the next
decade.

Rent Corurols  is ostensibly about
rent controls but the subject is really
only a convenient means to the end of
projecting the uniformly ultra-
conservative vision of its authors. The
politics of this right-wing current
within the economics profession de-
serves some comment. The free-
marketers (whose current project is de-
fending the Chilean junta’s ?a-
privatization” schemes) have long
fought a rear-guard action against the
central proposition of the Keynesians
- that the state must intervene in the
economy to stimulate demand and
thereby to prevent the periodic ten-
dency for capitalism to slump and go
into crisis. In the heyday of the post-
war boom (1946-1971) the Keynesians
appeared vindicated and the umz-
pentant  followers of Adam Smith were
discredited and marginal&d  within
their profession. Fundamentally, they
had no answer to the fact that the “in-
visible hand” oftheircherished market
bdd  convulsed in the Great Depression,
nearly burying theentiresystem with it.
The Keynesians. at least, had faced the
fact (demonstrated by Marx a century
earlier) that the market could not make
it on its own.

But in the l97Os,  Keynes’ answer
has met its Waterloo. like Smith’s be-
fore it. The current recession has not
been halted by government
deficit-spending. which instead has
provoked skymcketing  inflation. Palp-
ably unable and unwilling to reconsider
the merit of the system in tom.  the
Keynesians. in all their varieties, are
giving ground  once again to right-wing
economic theory. State intervention is
fading as “the solution” and is increas-
ingly part of “the pmblem.”

If this is merely couched as a debate
between the liberal and conservative
defenders of capital. then the con-
servatives will score some points. Yes.
it is true that rent control is not “the
solution.” In the absence of measures
by government to provide more hous-
ing. contmls  will tend to decrease hous-
ing supply. Yes. it is also true (as the
Urban Development Institute has ar-
gued in Toronto) that reform city coun-
cils have restricted land use and thereby
made their own contribution to the
scarcity of housing, low vacancy rates
and soaring rents. The current popular
push for mot control  has the same
weakness as the drive to toughen up
zoning by-laws that preceded it. Both
are single-pronged state interventions
in the economy that constrict r/w tmr-
kc! wirhour  rrndercurring  ir. The result
is that the most visible problem recedes
at one point only to cmp up as an “unin-
tended effect” (ss planners call it)
elsewhere.

In these circumstances, it is not sur-
prising that the citizen groups and ten-
ant organizations in the early 1970s
have now become discouraged. They
would do well not to give up hope (as
the Fraser Institute would wish), but
rather to round  out their partial line of
attack into a more comprehensive pm-
gram. Let us begin by stating un-
equivocally that we consider decent
housing to be a right. and its con-
struction must not depend upon luring
private capital with the promise of
higher profit rates than can be made
elsewhere. The price of housing is into-
lerable because the supply is chroni-b
tally inadequate and the market is ’
monopolized. Urban land is a fixed.
locationispecific  commodity of finite
supply - and these characteristics ac-
celerate its monopolization and drive
up its price. Therefore acomprehensive
program based on human need and not
on profit must stand with massive pub-
lic land-banking and the prohibition of
speculation where the price of property
is bid upendlessly without any tangible
improvement in its use value. Sec-
ondly. governments must enter the dr-
velopment  industry to build low-cost
housing on a mass scale instead of con-
tinually sugaring the carmt for de-
velopers by subsidizing their profits, as
is presently done in the limited-
dividend schemes. Thirdly. we need a
public mongage  bank.

If rem control were accompanied by
such a program, then the developers
threat to withdraw capital if rent con-
trols ax imposed could be given the
Bmnx  cheer it so richly deserves. 0
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Growing a Green Thumb.
Lorraine Surcouf  A gardening
picture book filled with reward-
ing indoor and outdoor projects.
Ewything is based on organia
principles. $3.95 soft cover

All About Sailing. Mario Brunet
Presents the essentials of sailing
and seamanship in an aasy-to-fol-
low, refreshing way. Includes
games, quizzes and things to
rreke.  $4.95 soft cover

The Matric  Book of Amusing
Things to Do. Elisabeth
Hailamore,  Linda Bucholtz  Ross
A whimsical activity puzzle and
game book that makes going
metric lots of fun. $2.95 soft
cover $4.95 cloth

d
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Bachman-Turner Overdrive:
Rock is My Life, This is My Song, by
Martin Melhuish. Methuen, 178
pages. $ 4 . 9 5  p a p e r  (ISBN
O-438-91730-3).

The Led Zeppelin Biography, by
Ritehie Yorke, Methuen, 192 pages,
$4.95 paper (ISBN O-458-91740-0).

By GERALD LEVITCH

THE STANDARDS of rock journalism loI-
per indelicately between press-agent
puffery and eirwno  GrirC  invesligative
hanging-out. with a loving side-long
glance at the dolorous literature of
self-confession (nCe self-nggnndize-
meat).  The IWO volumes under review
obviously lean toward the former pole
ofcheerful flackery  (known in the trade
as “fan .books”).  There is nothing
necessarily wrong with an opriori  posi-
tive bias. but it makes rather dull read-
ing. Both volumes bear ihe imprimarur
of their  respective subjects. They are
“authorized” in every sense of the
word. Indeed. Messrs. York and Mel-
buish may have broken through Ihe pre-
tense of “biography” into a new tale-
gory of rock journalism-a subspecies
of Official Company History.

Treating a rock band in terms of cor-
porate history isn’l really far-fetched.
The “bottom line” is Ihe top of the
charts  in the rock business. And inlan-
pibles.  such as artistic meril.  aren’l
quantifiable. Nor are they especially
negolinble.  Melhuish wiles more
about “points” than XI. Percentages.
publishing. mechanicals. advances.
a n d  airplay myallies  constiwte  t h e
heart of the drama. To be sure. there are
real people making all this  money.
Wasn’t every company president born
in a log cabin’? And every rock slar  was
a struggling young musician once.
How long he struggled is the only vari-
able. And even that lacks tension  be-
cause you know how it’s all going IO
turn OUI. The poor musician becomes a
rich one.

There have been some excellenl
books on the rock scene: for example.
Bob Green’s account of Alice Cooper
on tour. called Billion Dollar Babies.
and the autobiography of Clive Davis.
former president of Columbia Records.
These books give some real thought  IO
the phenomenon of rock and iis extra-

ordinary commercial success. But
Yorke’s biography of Led Zep is
another matter. Using interminable in-
terviews by the band members, he
chronicles one tour after another. one
album after  another, and the gripes and
complaints that the media don’t ap
preciate them. Ultimately. even suc-
cess sounds boring when there’s  so
much of it - unrelieved by internal
tension. death. the occasional divorce.
or the usual noisy desperation. Aficio-
nados of bloopers may relish the
following bit of misinformation:
“Howlin’  Wolf. the legendary Chicago
bluesman  whose real name is Willie
Dixon.” The late Howlin’ Wolfs real
name was Chester Arthur Burnett; Wil-
lie Dixon is Willie Dixon. It’s small
reward for trudging through ihe self-
advertisements and fatuous prose.

The differences between Led Zeppe-
lin and Bachman-Turner  Overdrive are
considerable on the surface - Randy
Bachman  may be a Mormon and super-
straigbl  (little booze. no drugs, no
chicks in hotel rooms: B-TO’sgroupies
are mostly chartered accountants. any-
how) - but  essentially. they are both
bands composed of hard-working rock
musicians. B-TO are notorious for
crassly admitting thal they’re only in it
for the money. but who isn’t? And.
Randy Bachman’s also rather candid
about how the B-TO formula is a care-
fully calculaied pop equation based on
years of first-hand market research. II
sounds cynical. and ii is. BUI it sells
millions of records, and that’s not just a
matter of magic. Maybe a little luck,
but the resl is good book-keeping. In-
stead  of building factories or railroads,
B-TO and Led Zep produce hit record
albums and go on tour. And while that
may seem glamorous 10 a M-year-old,
it doesn’t hold a candle to the old robber
barons. Compared IO old John D. or
J. P.. Randy Bacbman  or the bass
player in Led Zep are just a bunch of
parvenu punks. 0

They
blue it

Policine  in Canada. br William
and Nor; Kelly, M&~&I, 704
pages, $ 2 7 . 5 0  c l o t h  (ISBN
O-7705-1334-4).

By HANS JEWINSKI

FUUCE  IN Canada have no mandate
from God. But they receive their pow-
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ers from the public, they do make mis-
takes, and Ihey are held responsible for
their actions.

If William and Nora  Kelly had wril-
hen  Policing in Cangda  with that in
mind, then perhaps they would have
wrillen  sonwhing useful about Canada
and how Ihe country htis  been, and is
being. policed. As iI is, their book sel-
dom rises above the level of a texl  book
for community colleges.

The writing is far too pedesirian:
“Much police work is done by police-
men acting alone and wiIh no im-
mediate help available. not only in
lonely hinterlands but even in urban
areas.” That is the mundane and obvi-
ous level of expression and Ihinking

.Ihn funs through much of the book.
Anolher example: “The criminal in-

vestigalor  PUSI  have a good knowledge
of the criminal law. especially of his
powers imder any particular slatute.
and of his general powers as a peace
officer, which include powers of arrest
and search of places and persons.”
This reads more like padding for a
tint-vear cm-and-paste essay than
w inlelligent  inquiry into Canadian
policing. .

lnleresting and provocative subjects
are again and again marred by this
pr&+like  approach. The.discussion of
the way a radio station acted as a go-
brween  for police and public in the-
Pierre Lapone tragedy is squeezed into
two paragraphs. Dr. Kirkham’s social
education as a Iacksonville,  Fla. police
officer rates a mere eight Paragraphs.
Both of these subjects give deep insight
into the obstacles and prejudices that
hamper police work: but as Ihe para-
graph counts indicate, neilher is given
iIs due.

There is a bright side. if the reader is
a nudent. The Kellys do a wonderful
job of writing up the regular essay sub-
iects. There are chamers on municipal
&icing. discretion&y powers, victim-
less crime, and police and the ‘news
media.

There is also a 34page appendix in-
cluding (among other things) acharI on
CRIUE, Percentage Of Offences
Cleared By Charge. Cleared Other-
wise. And Not Cleared. Canada, 1973.
Now that is real police talk! And if you
are of the curious kind. then you can
turn to page 665 and ponder the fact ihat
in 1973  Prince Edward Island had more
than I.400 municipal by-law offences
iper 100,000). while no oIher province
topped 600.

Whet is ullimately  more curious is
the Kellys’ stalement  that “police re-

.

sponsibilities are regarded first as the
prevention, and second. Ihe deIecIion,
of crime.” It seems ironic that after all
the platitudes about police work, the
Kellys do not know the first and most
fundatiental police responsibility: IO

keep the peace. Cl

_ Nobody;.:
tkum-Droot

Religion and Alienation: A
Theological  Reading of Sociology,  by
Gregory  Baum, Psulist Press
(Griffin.Iiouse),  2% pages, $12 cloth
(ISBN O-8091-0205-6) end $7.95
paper (ISBN 0-8091-1917-X).

By MARJORIE BOYLE

THE  FREE-MARKET  system and Ihe in-
justice that prompted Pierre Laporte’s
murder are scored as social sins in this
cutting analysis of ideology and
pathology. This is the book for those
who assume the Canadian critique of
religion ended when Berton  emptied
the last pew. With authority and in-
sight, Baum forges a “critical theol-
ogy” to detect the hidden social eonse-
quences  of religious doctrine and make
the churches responsible again.

“One of the besrideas  I ever had.”
BauGconfides.  was a leave-of-absence
fmtit teaching religious studies at St.
Michael’s College in the University of
TomnIo to study sociology at the New
School for Social Research in New
York. Through Marx he discovered a
liberating expose  of religion as a sanc-
tion of evil social structures Ihat
diminish human life and distort the
collective imagination. He equally re-
covered, fmm atheistic sociologisls
such as Durkheim and Weber, a respect
for religion as a powerful promoter of
Ihecreativesocial  process. Assimilating
this ambiguity. Baum has adopted a
perspective in which religion’s share in
social sinning is confessed and car-
rected  by religion itself. In the greal
world religions Baum finds the only
institutions that, despite their complic-
ity in human alienation. can obey a
summons to crilicize themselves and
urge themselves prophelically forward.
This summons i’s issued by God - not
the heavenly stranger IO human p&c-
aments,  but God as the mysterious mat-

. rix within human life and history whose
energy and wisdom can be tapped to
renew the earIh.

1 Canadian  women. in rape cases.
can suffer a legal ordeal es humiliat-
ing and invasive 88 the asseult  itself.

2 Canadian  women cannol’charge
theh husbands with rape.  regardless
of the extent lo which a husband
sexually esseulls  his wife.

S Canadian wives  musl  bear their hue-
bands’-“right”  to corporal punieh-
ment (reed: “mild”  wile beating).

4 Marriage  ce” diit e women of her
own credit rating or her ablllly lo
obtain credil  es en individual.

All lhle and more in The Law Is Not
for Womenl

Marvin A. Zuker.  noted leacher. writer
and attorney. and June Cellwood.
broadcaster and writer.  have produced
agemhard,clearlo~althe~sof
women  in Canadian law. Time1  , stmu-
lallng and imporlanl.  The Law Is Not
for Womenl  ie e book you can’t alford
lo miss.

$7.95 cloth $5.95 papers

Pitman  Publlihing
517 Welllnglon  street west
Toronto. Onlarlo  M5V 1Gl
(416) 366-4811
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The orgem task of critical theology.
Baum writes, is to “deprivatize”  the
gobpel.  to uproot  that excessively indi-
vidualistic interpretation .of salvation
that has sanctioned an otomistic social
order and an economic system of each
man for himself. In defining sin as de-
liberate, personal violation, theology
ignores land so makes legitimate) the
gmop  egotism that erupts in collective,
rvil. It contributes. for instance, IO
pegging Laporte’s murder as the pri-
vue sin of the FLQ instead of to confes-
sing it as Canadian social sin. Social
ain. Baum says. is unaware collective
involvement in destructive action. It is,
firsl.  institutional injustice; then, the
ideology thdt  reinforces that; then, the
false consciousness created by both.
which involves  people in destructive
decision and action. The sinner is all of
us: hell-bent otrmhievement. revelling
in individual and competitive spirit,
arrogant in our collective self-
understanding with its implicit racism.
Weareall  blinded by the flawed institu-
tions and ideologies that we perpetuate
with taxes and tithes in exchange for a
little creature comfort.

Conversion, Bnum argues. must
then be a collective deliverance from
the oppression and alienation inflicted
by the social structures of domination.
Citizens must begin to reflect do their
social history to detect Jhe alienatjng
ideologies it hi&s. and m,ore espe-
41~. to recover the significant, posi:
tive symbols that once produced  life
and vision and that could, if reinter-
preted. generate new social imagina-
tion and new social order. This will be a
hard conversion for Canada, Baum
fears. “What this mekns for Canada
has rarely been formulated; the unequal
union between the English and the

French was so problematic fmm the
beginning that it is not certain whether
Canadians ,aetually  share in any com-
mon symbols derived from their his-
tory.” He promises a theological essay
on Canadian socieiy, a promise in
which he should be encouraged, for
Baum has been too long neglected
above the border. although praised
below it.

A book IO be threshed in the academy
and the church. it is also a meditation
for Everyman.’  Baum’s style is bell-
clear, a di$inction  among theologians,
and will tutor any willing reader. (The
obfuscating divines will pass their hells
hotly parsing his syntax.) One caution:
generic female pronouns spring unstts-
pectingly from the prosy thickets, a
concession to the silliest demand of
feminists. whose struggle for liberation
Baum.of  course regards earnestly. q

The Grit who
liked to quit

Edward Blake: Leader  end Exile,
1881.1912, by Joseph Schull, Mac-
millan, 266 pages, $13.95 cloth
(ISBN  0-7705.1325-5).

By J. D. LIVRRMORE

“BLAKE WILL neither lead nor be led.”
Wilfrid Laurier’s  judgment, written in
1891 in the nfterniath  of the latest of
Blake’s crises of conscience, is the
main theme of the second and conclud-
ing volume of Joseph’ Scholl’s biog-
raphy of Edward Blake. Beginning in
188 1, a year after his assumption of the

Uring xcyclcd  wool and hand-carved crochet hooks and knit&
Roth  Recycling Book tells you how to make lamps;  N

needles, The &elyn

clothes. the family weater.  It tells ou how tn knit wir
p c!ap.s,  wall hangings;

f&lea!!!  Iiow to r&llr with seed
leather! with fur!1  with

.fibnn.  How to do leather auhwork. HOW to
m&e rhrggyy’hookiigs. Make  hats, c PUS, hammocks -1.
cwn P recycled videou
31 colour  plates and 77

world  of Evelyn Roth. With

leadershipofthenational  Libeial  party.,
it describes Blake’s classic but~unsoc-
cessfol  confrontations with Sir john A.
Macdonald over the ?4ational  Policy.
provincial rights, and the execution of
Louis Riel. After a superb series of
chapters on’Blake’s  years as a “bystan-
der” in Canadian politics between
1887  and 1892, it leads in short fashion
past  his 15 years of self-imposed
“exile” in the British House of Com-
mons as an Irish Nationalist, and back
toToronto. where Blakedied in 1912  at
the age of 78.

The heart of the volume is Blake’s
reluctance to lead the Liberal party, de-
spite hb obvious qualifications atid  the
absence of others of similar merit.
Seven years as leader saw him attempt
loresign at almost every parliamentary
session. Finally, sick, weary,  and dis-
pirited, he was. allowed to qoil after
another defeat at the polls in 1887. Yet
Blake’s unwillingness IO lead, as
Laurier knew. was only one half of the
story. When he returned IO full health,
hc ref&d to follow the lead of others
- not, as colleagues sometimes sus-
pected. because he coveted the leader-
ship-but because he felt compelledto
be true  IO his own ideas and goals. As
the Liberals drifted further from
Blake’s former policies in 1890 and
1891, his anxieties increased, asdid his
reluctance to bend lo the collective will .
of the party. Finally, with lhe Liberals
folly committed to a trade policy an-
tithetical IO Blake’s views, he puh-
lished his West Durham letter, a post- .
election bombshell that demolished
Liberal hopes in 1891,  when party
,pmspects were brightening. The West
Durham letter was rash, almosl suici-
dal, and effectively ended hisCanadian
political career. It was also vintage
Blake.

Leader and be is a skilfitl  combi-
nation of narrative and interpretation
that succeeds in bridging the wide gulf
between academic and popular biog-
raphies. Although containing only
small portions thal are new or original,
it displays a confident familiarity with

‘current historiography and a deft ability
lo summarize  complex circumstances
and events in succincl,  accurate
phrases. And unlike the previous ~01-1
ume, which was frequently vague in
both detail and analysis, the semnd
volume presents a slmng, interesting,
and persuasive interpretation of
Blake’s intentions and actions, which
Schull conveys largely in the subject’s
own words. The emphasis on personal
factors that shaped Blake’s response to
events enables the reader IO appreciate

,

_
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and undeistand  the lonely, misundw
stood  barrister behind the slouch hat
and steel-rimmed glasses.

Although in general sympathy with
Blake’s unending series of emotional
and ethical dilemmas, Scholl recog-
nizes their less noble origins. The West
Durham letter grew out of Blake’s
legitimate fears for the fragile Canadian
nationality. Yet it also grew out of a
resentment at his waning influence in
national affairs, a jealousy at Sir
Richard Canwright’s role in party poli-
tics, and an innate desire to control the
deitinies of his country, whether as
Liberal leader or not. As Scholl sees
Blake’s assault on party policy, it was
another manifestation of “the petty,

. juvenile, sanctimonious egoism of the
son of Catherine Blake.” The portrait
is as complex as the man, and probably
fairer than the subject could have
dreamed of in the retrospective md-
ments  of his final years.

.In his last thapter.  Scholl sum- ,
mar& the personality of the man who
has eluded the analyses of historians for
more than 60 years. “The child born on
the backwoods plot in Ontario had the
wars and the changed religions and the
griefs of Ireland in hi genes. He had
the guilts  and prides of the gentry, the

:... . . 7. __ .._ ~. .~ .

sense of pIice and privilege, and the
God of the Evangelic&  to see that he
kept his place. He had the Victorian
Toronto establishment as his ever-
surrounding  ambience. and he had Wil-
liam Home  Blake and Catherine Blake
as mentors. Dr&n, prayed. and pro-
vided for. seethiog  with worth and
duty, he rose in his own closed circle to
his own conceplion  of himself.” What-
ever Blake’s accomplishments and
reputation. this. surely. was the es-
sence of the man. 0

Ode to our
s\lightingales

Canada’s Nursing Sisters, by
G.W.L. Nicholson, Samuel Stevens
Hakkert  & Co., illustrated, 272
pages,. $12.95 cloth (ISBN
0-88&X6-567-g).

By CARLOTTA  HACKER

“FAT DRUNKEN old dames of fourteen
stone and over must be barred.” wrote
Florence Nightingale, when describing
tlie kind ‘of nurse she wanted in ihr

Crimea. Almost a century laler, in the
Second World War, the regulations for
Canadian nurses on active service were
equally bizarre. and timetimes  less
logical. True. the nurses had to be
graduates of an accredited school of
musing and so on. but if any of them
were so unfortunate as to beconie
WOoF (Women of Over Forty) or -
even worse - married, then they were
immediately dismissed from active
duly.

Colonel Nicholson’s Camda’s  Nurs-
ing Sisrcrs is full of such vignettes.
many of which will be new even to
the informedreader. Did you know. for
instance, that inTroyes.  France. during
the First World Wm. Canadian nursing
sisters got a bad name because the
town’s prostitutes  stole their uniforms
and wore them IO attract clients? Or that
in the Secdnd  World War the first casu-
ally to be evacuated from one of the
clearing stations was the doctor who
hadcome  to takechargeofthehospital?
He arrived tired and dusty, plunged
into a stream to wash - and came out
with a badly gashed foot. ”

Such stories add a spark to what

.

.

otherwise would be rather a dull
chronicle of No. I Stationary Hospital
being seni  here, No. 2 Stationary being

In &I, 1975 Betty Kennedy’s husband, Gerhard,  learned that he
had cancer. This book is an account of how they and their children
spent the short months until his death in December.

Thii is the simple straightforward s&y of two  brave people
manang to cope. Betty Kennedy tells her story in the only
possible way-wry directly, very personally, and very  honestly.
The result is a warm, deeply moving book that you will always
remember.

Betty Kennedy’s appearance on C.B.C’s FRONT PAGE
CHALLENGE and her daily radio show on CFRB In Ontario have
made her a familiar and admired figure in every Canadian home.

$5.95
.

Published by Macmillan of Canada
@ailable  at your favourite  bookstore
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sent there, and No. 3 Slationnry being
sent all over. But this is a histtiry,  and h
is only fair to read it as such. Its value
lies in the careful accuracy with which
the aulhor  has recorded the work of
Canada’s nursing sislers who haw
served with ot in our armed forces.

Inevitably. the opening chqer con-
centrales on that non-Canadian. Flor-
ence Nightingale (it’s almost impossi-
ble to write nboul any form of nursing
anywhere in the world, and nol begin
with her). but the author soon shifts
scene from the Crimea to Moose Jaw:
There. in 1885, a corps of seven
women nursed the wounded during the
Noith-West  Rebellion. From Moose
l&v he takes us to the Yukon. then IO
South Africa during the Boer War. on
to that Cirenl  War which was SUppDSed
to end all wars. and then on via yet
anolher  Greal  War and a Korean War to
the work of the modern Canadian
Forces Medical Service. both in
Canada and abroad. If. in passing. we
receive a message about the stupidhyof
killing one another on a large scale and
in an organized manner. well. Ihal’s  a
by-product of the book and. I think. on
unitttenlional one.

Obviously Nicholson’s first purpose
w& IO pm the facts on record. His sec-
ond was IO make them readable. Unfor-
tunately he hasn’t been loo successful
with the 1atle.r  aim.% sphe of his many
anecdotes. Of course. it was by no
means att easy task to outline whal all
the groups of nursing sisters were doing
when and where, lel alone to record
how much they were being paid, what
they were wearing. what clubs they
were forming . and still IO hold the
interesl  of the reader. But I feel this
could have been achieved throughout
the book. rather than spasmodically. if
more insight had been given into the
characters  of some of the individual
women. Too often they come across
simply as names.

Forlunately, a good selection of
photographs is included. and this cer-
tainly helps. Bm we shouldn’t have to
use a face in a photo as the main clue to
someone’s character. Besides. ihe il-
lustrations aren’t always revealinp.  I
could get very little from the portrsii of
Margare t  Macdonald who was
Malron-in-Chief during the Firs1 World
War. I’ve heard nursing sisters who
served under her speak of her with awe
and somelimes with affection. but
neither the portrait nor the texl have
added anything to my knowledge of
what she was like personally.

And how much are we told about
Eleanor Charleson, the Matron who

“either inadvertently or inlentionally”
took a cook with her when she was
posted to France in 1915?  A few yqars
ago I was lucky enough to meet Matron
Charleson. a sprightly 95year-old who
spent att afternoon emertaining me with
her war stories. Dedicated, deter-
mined. pragmatic. and extremely
willy. she could never have done any-
thing “inadvertendy”  in her life. It
wasn’t in her characler. But  it was very
much in character for her to worry
about the comfort of her nurses, to
realize thal tasty meals were good for
morale. and to outmsnoeuvre army
regulalions  and somehow smuggle a
civilian cook across the Channel in the
middle of a war.

Nicholson states thsl this achieve-
ment was a “tribute IO her ingenuity.”
which indeed it was, bul he leaves 8 at
that. Time and again he misses the op-
portunily  IO add the couple of exlra
semences  that would help us get IO

know the people whose actions he has
recorded so carefully. For m&y of the
readers of Canada’s Nursing Sisters.
this won’t be a serious~drawback,  for
they themselves will have been nursing
sisters and a name alone will beenough
IO evoke memories that will fill many of
the gaps in characterization. BUI for the
rest of us. it is sad that’ such a well-
researched and historically valuable
book shouldn’t have broadened its in-
fern{ end enlivened its pages by telling
us more aboul  the personalilies of what

* were surely some very courageous,
unselfish, and, in wme cases, truly out-
standing women. 0

c II0 ege
graduates

Many Cultures, Many Heritages.
ed i t ed  by N o r m a n  SheFFe,
McGraw-Hill Ryerson,  illustrated,
544 pages. $9.75 (ISBN
07-082277-8).

By KElTH GA.REBIAN

THIS BOOK is part  of McGraw-Hill
Ryerson’s  Canadian Studies Program
series inlo whwh has evidently gone
much time and money. I find it un-
-pteasant  IO report. then, that  this par-
ticular volume - which I forced my-
self IO stay with through  ils 544 pages
-manifests the concepmal  thinnessso
common andendemic tocanada’s  pub-
lic schools. To begin with. the editor.

r
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sets a confusing path - perhaps be-
cwse  he is himselfconfused about  both
the meaning and purpose of the ~“lluml
the&.  His introduction is nn wimple
of what, at best, is superficial and glib
and what. at worst. is patently preten-
tiuuh  and out of all proportion to the
intelligence attempting to support  the
pretensions. Even  granting. for the
sake ‘of argument. that Canada is a
mosaic  in John Porter’s terms. how are
we  I” accept the editor’s view of len-
sions  between an “existing Canadian
culare”  and the severs1  imponrd  “cul-
tures”? To what dcgrcc  is it proper to
spwk of an existing Canadian culture?
When did this culture come into being?
What makes it distinctively Canadian?
And what. in fact. does the editor con-
ceive of as B culture? Neither he nor his
writers and consultsnts  appear to have  a
subtle  definition of”cuhure” for in this
book culture is simply passed off as ‘*a
group of people who live together will?
common bonds of customs, language,
and life style. people who recognize
amongst themselves a kind of unity
which is B result of shared similar ex-
periences and backgroun&.” This is
the crux of the problem: what we have
in a nutshell is the mttle of desiccant’
ideas. Culture is equated with
sociopolitical group unity and B com-
mon sharing of similar values. yut
surely culture is neither simply the per-
sistence of a group nor merely the sum
of sever4  activities. It is rather  the “r-
pnic. incnmational-  product and con-
tinuation of a way of life, obtainedby o
cohesive rocieiy  aware  of its traditions
and world view.

One of the main purposes of this
book is to set a direction for lhe future
whereby each Canadian can look hon-
estly nod compassionately at his fellow
countrymen and  undersland  their needs
and aspimtions.  A laudable purpose but
miscarried here, 1 think. The several
writers assome  that cullwe is lenrhed
like B habit or language, and they re-
duce a difficult concepl  to a textbook
formula. Their over-simplification is
crystall,ized  when they gratuitously
consider the youth phenomenon a cul-
ture in itself, separated from a larger,
feeder organism.

Time and again. we see  how the
writers’ benevolent sentiments are
done a grave disservice by their untm-
able presumption that the Canadian
mosaic is ‘a” exciting ideal. They
blandly ignore the abundant histor/cal
data that gives the lie to their skeleton
treatment of many imponant  events.
Sensing,, perhaps, that Canadian hi&
tory in lhe mw is strong medicine on

occasion-t”” strong for our  students?
-they add spoonfuls of sugar and pro-
.duce a mixture that induces gagging.
Many of the sordid chapters in our  his-
tory are skimmed over. and con-
troversy is frequently side-sredped  as if
it yere dog’s excrement. They do nol
mention the ghastly steerage conditions
aboard the vessels that  brought over
many immigrants to pioneer Canada:
they speak blissfully of a trade
partnership between Indians and Buro-
pew:  and. not constricted by an
ullra-nationnlist  policy of exclusively
Canadian  content. they venture into
Caribbean history to report that al-
though West Indian  Federation failed
politically. it was a success culumdly
- B report that  will provide no little
comic relief to V. S..Naipaul.  if not. as
well, to Louise Bennett.

Are these half-truths a case of simple
ignorance? L’m not always sure, but I
feel they are certainly manifestations of
IL” uncritical approach symptomatic of
rampant nationalist feeling. Everything
that can be broadly construed as a
document of culture is grist to their
straining mills. Sometimes the grist is
interesting - note, for instance, some
splendid photographs ofpushcart pedd-
law.  sabbath  celebrations, family pic-

nits. parades - but in the main _jt is
mere fodder for amateur sociologsts.
On the surface the writers are up-to-
date about  events: the War .Measures
Acl gets mentioned, as does Quebec’s
infamous Bill 22. But the pmse  is flat,
and opportunities for intensive erplora-
tion are passed up for threadbarr  expos-
ition-sometimesas  a mereroll-call of
names and facts. As is frequenlly the
case with studies of popular culture, the
proportion between the irw~al  and the
significant is distorted. True, it is di-
verting to read recipes for such exotic
fare ns banana  fritters. linzertorte,
tzimmes. zabaglione, and bannock; but
discretion prompts me to wooiler  to
what extent such recipes help us under-
stand or improve the Canadian mosaic?

Despite an earnest attempt to escape
the drab. clinical textbook syndrome,
hfany  Culrwes.  hfany  Heritages fails
to achieve genuinely nov+  methods of,
presentation. The book deals with IO
groups: the &wks,  British, French.
Germans, Italians, Japanese. Jews. Na-
tive Peoples, Scandinavians. and Uk-
rainians. While each group is handled
in B different way, certain general
themes are explored in each section.
But there is a spuriousness of presenla-
lion: in the French section. one of the

est.
.i 60 bows  that transform vow  lifa

-Adelaide Sty
-Erhard  Seminars TraInins: also  refers to the Latin_~
a.91 (It is).
Nsmweek  riwgazinine  calls it “the hottest new ex-
perience on ihe human-potential circull”;  this is lhe
first book on es& telling what it is ail  about and how
it works.
The Secret Conversations AprilEg’5q
of Henry Kissinger
Stepby-Step  Diplomacy In the Middle Ens1
Matlt  Golan
The diptomatlc  correspondent and columnist for Ihe
Israeli newsoaoer.  Ha’areb  seen  behind the

Conjuring Up
scams lo pris6nt  a steulp-by&.$  account “I Henry
Kissinger’s dlptomatic moves from  October 1973 to

Philip the most recenl dkengagement  talks in Geneva.
AprirSlO.50

bis M. Owen
with MargaretS.oarmw Your Erroneolis  Zones
Is it possible to invent a Wayne w. Dyer
ghost? This remarkable A pracllclng  psychologist  offers  bold but simple
book describes how B lechnlques  for laklng  charge of e”’ unhealthy be
wow of “eo~le  in Toronto haviour  patterns. ’ Really  S8.25

dramatically that the an- Shirley Lord
swer  is YesI One of the  best gerieral  beauty books around, writ-

ReadyS8.95 ten by a former health and beauty editor of Hsrper’s
Bazaar  and Vogue, who is now a vice-pm.sidenl  of
Helena Rubi+n. Tips on make-up. ha alour.

4lffI
dii;iw,  exercloe. and the truth about  cellolite.  Ilbs-

MaySll.75
..&%-.
-Ye-
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Ava"ah,% at Bookstores
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For over thtrty-wmn years I%-
pcahtcn Press published book
manuscripls  equal  to  trade
standards In a” average  of
three m o n t h s - a  thhd  t h e
usual time. Our special Im-
prints, Exposition-Unlverslty
(scholarly), Banner (trade).
Lcchinvar  (AmerIcana),  TaStC
maid (raliglous).  are rasaN8d
fcr.deservlng  works I n  their
separate lields.  We clter a
complete publishing  sarvlce in-
cluding ediirial  sUpaNlslOn,
a dynamic advertising, rhar-
keting and pmmollcnal  pro
gram and trade disbtbutlon.
Inquiries ara invited: adltcdal
repcrta furnlshed  wlthcut  obll-
gallon.

F R E E :  Two fact-fllled  brc.
churcs  containing  a detailed
descrlptton  cl cur publishing
plan and presenting a bmak-
down of contract taram and
t7pical costs.

case studies of push-and-pull faclon  is
paIenIly  false; it’s much too general to
be truly relevant or even authentically
apposite IO nationalist feeling in
Quebec. AI times. too, the case sIudies
are obvious concoctions: the example
of a ~ypicalfilles  du roi transaction of-
fers blalant  evidence of mock hislory.
via mock documentation.

Added IO Ihe burdens of a deficienl
critical sense and some questionable
techniques ofpmsentation.  there isalso
a haziness aboul  the audience to which
this text is presumably directed. The
writers vacillate belween  two poles:
they eilher  expect the sIudent  IO possess
a considerable breadth of hislorical  data
or else Ihey expecl  Ihe studem  lo be
ignorant of some elementary facts.

Ye1 Ihis inconsistency turns oul IO
yield a positive side, for the book does
compel the sIuden1  IO do a large amounl
of research, and it does this in two
ways: by spurring his interns1  in trivia;
and by deliberately telegraphing facls
that require proper expansion and elab-
oralion.  And anylhing  that succeeds in
moIivaIing  school students IO read
books oulside  Ihe curriculum serves a1
leasi  one good purpose in our society.

All in all. Many Cid~rrres:  Many
Heritages is a hodgepodge of material
and methodology in acharacterisIically
Canadian melange of blandness and
glibness. The difficult and the con-
troversial am ignored or reduced to
their ,simplesI  Ierms, and Ihe whole
myth of the Canadian. mosaic is
plaIiIudiniaed  in an insufferable. high-
school way. II’S by our deliciencies  in
culune  that we’re haunted. 0

Straight twigs
and bent ones

The Adult and the Nursery School
Child, by Margaret I. Fkteher, IJ of
T Pr&. 96 pages, $6.50 cloth (ISBN
0-8020-2167-0).

The Learning .Environment:  A
Practical Approach to the Eduea-
tion of the Three-, Four- .and
Five-Year-Old, by Chris Nash,
Methuen,  195 pages, $7.95 paper
(ISBN  0-4589-1330-S).

If I Tell You. Will I Feel Less
Scared?; by Gregory Sass, McDon-
ald House, 91 pages, $5.95 puper
GSBN O-88942958-8).

By JANIS  RAPGPORT

IN THE I~~aooUcrtcm  IO the second
edition of The Adrdr  and fhe Nwse~
School Child, Mary Northway  of the

Brora  Cemre  in ToronIo  makes a state-
men1 IhaI is central IO the theory set
fonh throughout: “Good .human  mla-
Iionships form the essential ground-
work from which growth in skills and
personality is made possible.”

The nursery-school plan, detailed in
the ensuing chapters, is based on Ihe
“human security theory” of Dr. W. E.
BlaIz.who.  for 35 years. was the direc-
nor  of the lnstitule  of Child Study. Mar-
garet Fletcher, Ihe book’s author. was
the supervisor of Ihe InstiIute’s  nursery
school for 30 years.

The SeCQnd  edition of Ihe book
(which might be more accuralely  titled
“The Tear/w and the Nursery School
Child”), based on the apthor’s  experi-
ences of nearly 20 years ago, is a well-
thoyghi-out  and camfully  researched
account of logical preschool practices
that have t-101  dated eilher in their sensi-
bility or in their sensitivity.

An informative epilogue outlines the
theoretical concerns ofpreschool teach-
ing from the 1920s onward. A seleclive
inclusion of case histories of “gradu-
aIes”  from this method of early child-
hood education would have provided a
valuable addition.

With a struclural  analysis based on
the components of the home-learning
environment as isolared  by Chris Nash
(namely space, time, people, things)
her practical approach IO the education
of three-, four-, and live-year-olds de-
velops Ihese concepts in an educational

context.
Instead of dealing with the preschool

environment in an integrated manner,
as Margaret Fletcher does,.  Chris
Nash’s emphasis is on.isolaIing  mle-
van1 experiential factors. If one of the
purposes is clarity, her aim is not al-
ways successfully achieved. Her oul-
look is ecleclic  but arbitrary. For exam- ’
pie. she prefaces one chapter with an
excerpt from Montessori theory. an-
olher  by a semence  from F. 1. Steele’s
Physical Setrings and Orgmizarion
Develop~nenr,  and yet another by a
chunk of Jean Piaget’s  invesligalion  of
number concepts. Although Ihe pres-
ence of Ihese sometimes contradictory
philosophies does  nol  necessarily indi-
cate the influence of a parlicular
“school” on the author’s consider-
aIions,  it migh1  neverIheless  be use-
ful IO know why cerlain elements of
various theories are either included or
excluded.

In a chapter dealing with a prclical-
‘ity as basic as classroom space plan- -
ning. the aulhor  confuses the reader
Gith such nonspecific vacuities as: “In
its developmenl,  the conceplual
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framework came from psychology.” In Ihe Fletcher book. from the original
many instances Ihe use of the edition. are unfortunately more dated
first-person singular pronoun is oblru-
sive. The contemporary jargon iiber-

than the text they accompany and do
nothing to enhance it. Those in the

ally sprinkled throughout will soon be Nash book, though superficially
pass& In Chris Nash’s world, as well as “hip.” are IOO  mechanical in design
MargareI  Fletcher’s, all nursery-school (the people: disconcertingly, have
staff would awear IO be female and Ihe blanks or black blobs for eyes). The
children mal;.-

Despile  its shortcomings Thhr  Learn-
ittg Etwironnmt  does contain many
potentially useful models and summary
chars  in which the weallh of delail is
slripped to Ihe essenlial facts.

Whereas the concern of Fletcher and
Nash lies with “normal” chiidren.
Gregory Sass deals with “disturbed”
children who. for one reason or an-
other. have been placed in “special”
classes. Like the book’s title, the chap-
Ier headings are constructed  fmm the
children’s own words. ,

From the dialogue fragments (oflen a
surfacing of subconscious emotions)
that form the subslance of the book, a
clear impression emerges of the situa-
tion. from the inside, of eighl  boys  in a
“special” classroom.

A genuine and valuable point  of view
is presented here in a simple and direct
way. The result is a moving and cour-
ageous testimony of a difficult learn.ining
environment. SuggesIions  for change
are implied in the contrasting of the two
reachers’ attitudes and behaviour  and in
juxIaposing  the “objecIive”  evalua-
tions of the boys wilh Iheir actual
thoughts and actions.

One hopes Gregory Sass will some-
how. perhaps in an imminent sequel,
present some workable solulions  to the
appalling silualion he has depicted

illustrations in the Sass hook are half-
tone reproductions of the pkrticipants
artwork. The children’s drawings are.
ofcourse.. integral IO the text as well as
being highly meaningtid in’ their own
right. 0

Home and
School, then

and now
Family School & Society in

Nineteenth-Century Canada. edited
by Alin L. Prentice and Susan  E.
Houston. Oxford, 294 pages, $6.95
paper (ISBN o-19-540246-4).

The Passionate Educators: Voloa-
lary Associations and the Struggle for
Control of Adult Educational Broad-
casting in Canada, 1919-1952,  by
Ron Faris,  Peter Martin Associates.
2 0 2  p a g e s ;  $ 1 2  cloth (ISBN
O-88778-120-9).

A Matrix for Modern macation,
by John Bremer, McClelland &
Stewart, 207 pages, $5.95 cloth
(ISBN O-7710-1643-3).

Bv ROBERT STAMP

“AS CONTE~~PORARY  critics . . . take
issue with the assumption that educa-
tion can only-or best-take place in
schools. we are learning something that
in a way everyone has known all alorig,
namely that education and schooling
are not necessarily the same thitig.”
This statement from the introduction IO
Family School & Society is the theme
that unites. these Ihree  recent contribu-

Iions  to the literature of Canadian edu-
cation.

Through an examination of
documentary sources. Prentice and
Houston analyze the clash between in-
formal, family-based learning and in-
stitytionaliaed  schooling that charac-
terized much of 19th~century Canadian
education. Ron Faris  in The Passionate
Educators shows how Ihe Canadian
Association for Adult Education
avoided being “captured by the bureau-
cratic adminisirators  and [having] ie
life sucked out of it.” Finally. John

Bremer’s personal statemen,  of edoca-
tional philosophy in A Mafrir for
Modem Edttcation  demonstrates the
difIiculIy  of persuading the contempor-
ary educational establishment to accept
less formal learning struclures.

Family School & Jociety  represents
the revisionist interpretalion that
characterizes recent writing in Cana-
dian educational history. Rej&ting  ihe
“one oath to omaress”  aooroach  that

with the’ enlightenment of the
hdman race, Prentice and Houston
make skilful use of both public and
private sources to document the
smothering impact of creeping in-
sIitutionalization.  They examine the
role of the family in early Ilh-century
moral. religious, vocaIion&and  citi-
zenship education. the powerful cam-
paign for public funding and state con-
~rol, and the relenlless  push for com-
pulsory allendance  that by Ihe end of
Ihe century made schooling a fact of life
for nearly every Canad&  child.

When I was b&g indoclrinated into
the teaching profession I5 y.ears ago.
Ihe “public bchool triumphant” was
presented as a soccess srory  of the first
magnilude.  @mice and Houstoq  ask
us IO reconsider it as a horror story. ThF
book should be read by all well-.
menning  individuals who are consider-

Y$?%Sa ?eZ early 196Os,
Faris’  The Passionate Educators
would have been dismissed as a slory of
failure - the failure of adulI education
IO establish iIself  under complete public
financing and control. And certainly
Faris’  book is in pan a catalogue  of
shorl-lived  projects. IOSI  hopes. and re-

.peaIeddisappointments.  BUI IheCAAE
and Ihe CBC did get the social-action
oriented “Citizens’ Forum” and “Na-,
tional Farm Radio Forum”. on the air
during the 1940s:  these accomplish-
menIs  would no, have been possible if
adult education had been part of the
school bureaucracy.

Faris  takes us back to the turbulent
inter-war years when traditional volun-
tary Clitin associations and rural-based
social-action groups  slruggled  for con-
Iml ofadult education. Largely through
the efforw of Ned Corbw.  the CAAE’s
firs,, director. the social-action em-
phasis prevailed through Ihe years of
radio broadcasling  aclivity  in the
1940s. .The Passionate Educators is
part educational history and part intel-
lectual history. par1  social history and
pan political history. The book-like
the adull-education  movement itself-
could be criticized for not always
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knowing where it is going. But isn’t
that  very imprecision what  has made
adult educarion  such an exciting and
vital field For the past SO years?

Unforlunately,  Bremer’s  A Mofrix
for Modern Education is a slory of Fail-
ore. II explains why this  concerned and
humanistic individual-a “passionate
educator” in Faris’  terms - Failed in
his efforrs  as Brirish Columbia’s Com-
missioner of Education lo breathe new.
life into that province’s schools. Bre-
mer enjoyed earlier successes when his
efforts produced concrete resulrs  - the
Parkway Program (a school wilhour
~Yallsl  in Philadelphia and the lns6tute
oFOpen  Education (a radical approach
IO reacher training) in Cambridge,.
Mass. But his ideas do not have such
power of persuasion when presented in
the abstracl  - as here on paper or or-
ally 10 the citizens and Form& govern-
ment oFBritish  Columbia.

It’s no1  Ihat Bremer  is such amdical.
Granled,  his ‘ideas on open learning
owe some debt  (0 Illich’s concept of a
“de-schooled” society  and 10 Postman
and Weingarlner’s  Teaching as a Sub-
wrrire ActMv.  Yet  they rlre  ideas Ihal
many of us would support: every envi-

-- i _ -... _.._. _ ._~__ _ ~_

ronment  has the poteruinl 10 enhance
learning; students  need a combination
of swucture  and unstructure;  more al-
tendon  should be paid 10 process rather
lhan product: students should have
more choice in learning; and we need a
breakdown of rhe physical and
psychological barriers between school
and community.

But Bremer appeals 10 an earlier,
pre-public school world, a world
glimpsed in Ihe opening sections of
Prentice and Houston’s Family School
% So&r).  “Why is il.” he asks, “that
In some ways the nudm&,  the young.
the immature, have 10 be removed, pre-
sumably From the conlaminating  con-
I~CI  with their parents, so Ihat they may
be brought  up as citizens  of rbis soci-
ety? Why do they have 10 be sepa
rated?” His answer: “We must have
though! Ihat the young could best  be
prepared for membership in the Full
society if they are removed From that
sociely.”  Thaw  process ofseparadon-
with all hs presumed advantages of
equality and disadvantages of confor-
mity - is ably documented in Family
School & Society. How adult education
escaeed  that fare is clearly presented in

GROWING FREE
Poems of Love
and Revolution
By Robin Mathews
Robin Mathews brings fighter
and writer together in some of
the toughest and liveliest poems
being written in Canada. The
U.S. takeover in all its aspects is
his target.
$3.95159.95

and watch for
CANADA IN US NOW

’First Anthology of Black Writing in Canada
Edited by Harold Head
Works by Austin Clarke, Liz Cromwell, Vibert Cambridge and
17 other writers and poets.
$4.95/$11.95
TH!? PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
By Errol Sharpe
%x95/$9.95

and
HOW THEY SOLD OUR CANADA TO THE U.S.A. .
1or $9.95

PRESS Box 4tIi0, St’n A, Toronto tW5W IHS

Faris’ The Passionore  Educators. The
‘neglect oFBremer’s  A Ma:r&fbr ~%fod-
era Educarion  by our currenl  educa-
tional decision-makers’ shows how
much we have changed (and how much
we have lost?) over the past 150
years. 0

IN BRIEF
THE BUSYNESS  and laws pertaining lo
the arks  have been long neglected. Our
emerging film industry requires In-
formed advice and guidelines lo
flourish. Al lam the rules of ihegame
zire set down in Motion Picrurcsandthe
Arts in Canada (McGraw-Hill Ryer-
son. 208 pages, $14.95, ISBN
0-7-082298-O). A Former producer  and
publiqher, Garth  H, Drabinsky is uni-
quely qualified as the aahor.  Now a lop
entenninment  lawyer, he writes whh an
informed precision on all aspects ofrhe
industry. lmricate  logistics and
legalities are compiled in a concise,
readable manner. Using case examples
in a jargon-free text, chapters explain
copyright regulations, libel and slan-
der, laws of obscenity, principles of.
contracts. and the roles and duties  in-
volved in the pmducrion,  distribution
and exhibition of Feature films.  The dif
Ferences  (0 American laws are.noted,
deftly  illustrtiting  our need  10 expand
into international markets. The book is
concerned with lhe commercial in-
terests ofartistic activities.  Thus its ap-
plication affects all who work in the
arts. Businessmen planning venlures
into productions will be enlightened by
Drabinsky’s malerial. The artist espe-
cially benefits, recognizing the protec-
tion and potential rhrough  which he
may utilize his cratl.

GODFREY P. JORDAN

IF You haven’t  already joined the mass
return IO cross-country skiing, perhaps
Cross-Counrry  Skiing: Touring and
Compedtion  by David Rees (Copp
Clark, 207 pages, $4.95, ISBN
o-7730-4024-2) will win you over.
First. the book gives accurale  informa-
lion on organized clubs and sk’i areas in
Canada. touring ewnts  and comperi-
rions,  and the skiing equipment com-
mercially available here. Second, it’s a
mineofinformationon  rechnique,  From
the rudiments for Ihe beginning skier to
Ihe complexilies  ofcmss-country  com-
petition. The author is an impeccable
authority on his subject.  Rees  has com-
peted in skiing at the national level
$nce!he  age of 12. wastwiceCanadian
champion, was a member of the 1968
Canadian Olympic Team, and was a
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coach for the 1976 Olympic Team. De-
spite his expertise, he is careful not to
intimidate the beginning skier.

D. w. BUSSELL

By LINDA SANDLER

IS THE ctttxc  an obstructive middle-
man? Many writers would say that
communication must flow unob-
structed from the artwork IO  the audi-
ence - light into darkness. Critics, on
the other hand. believe that without
their intervention the flow of com-
munication would resemble the pas-
sage of rainwater into a gutter.

Obviously, you don’t need to read Al
Purdy  with a critical manual on .your
lap. and he wouldn’t like it if you did.
But what about the visionary “Fifty
City” episode in Dave Godfrey’s Mew
Aneesrors?  Godfrey has said that he
doesn’t know anybody who under-
stands that. bar Michael Ondaatje and
Frank Davey.  who are both writers.

What is a critic, anyway? And a re-
vtewe<? Do they write for other writers,

or for readers? These questions are
raised and answered in different  ways
in a recent issue of the Canadian
Theam  RevieIV (Fall, 1975) and al-
though they are discussed specifically
in terms of drama, many of the ideas
presented are relevant to criticism of
the arts in general.

Don Robin. CTR’s editor. opens the
forum with an investigation of the re-
spective functions of reviewer.
reviewer-critic (the educated reviewer)
and critic. The reviewer. he says. is
primarily a publicist. His job is to re-
port on his experience of the play. and
to get people into the theatre. The cri-
tic, on the other hand. is concerned
with questions of aesthetics. tradition.
and innovation. His function is to
evaluate, and one hopes. to set up lines
of communication between artist and
audience.

Fair enough. You can’t really quarrel
with that. But Robin is categorizing.
and look how he undermines his credi-
bility:

The revie*u !mhcn  confronted wilh Au-
rchwkz  might hnvc  rcponcd  on hs size.
shape  and number  of gal  OW”I.  The
reviewer-critic would have  also menlioncd
the rdmve  ha would hwe looked  a Ihe skill-
futnesr  Isir I of Ihe  design md the cfficicy of
dx ovem.  The cridc.  while evoking Ix. the

_. . . ~__

Snert critics hve)  its acmalily  would have
rlro qeeniomd  kr very  crinence.

Rabin has borrowed the illustration
from somewhere. but it’s clear that he
doesn’t read the newspapers.

Nathan Cohen was the kind of critic
who might have questioned the exis-
tence of gas ovens. He saw himself as
Canada’s first real drama critic (“All
the rest are reviewers!“) and. as David
McCaughna  says in his retrospective
article. Cohen’s critical attributes - a
first-class mind and an acerbic tongue
- had an immense influence on the
standards of theatre  audiences and of
reviewers.

Cohen fits the popular stereotype of
the critic as carping and revengeful.
Psychiatrist Philip Weissman  suggests
that the stereotype is worth investigat-
ing. The decision to become a critic
rather than a creator. he says. may go
back to childhood Oedipal conflicts:
“Coincidental and unevaluated is the
fact that many renowned critics have
also been biologically childless.”

But Weissman  is good on the relative
uses of criticism by artists and critics.
The artist. he says. has a lot to tell us
about inspiration and about the creative
process (this may be why Frank Davey
understands Dave Godfrey) - he’s not

% /I available  In paperback?” Is the qtt~tton  bslng asked
more and more  frequently by bookstore customers when they
are shopplng  tar cblldmn’s  books. Because Ihrely,  colourfut
childran’s  paperbeclmdellveraltihesparkleandexctlementof
hardcover bookadt  a fraclion of lhe cost.

BCHOLABTlChaslong  beenaleaderinthedevelopmentof
first-class paperbacks for children. That is why we can now
boast one of the largest seteotlons  of children’s paperbacks
avattablel

To better acquaint  booksellers with thisoutstanding  line of
children’s books, BCHOLABTIC  has Introduced the
SCHOLASTIC KIDSHELP. The first KIDSHELFmailing.  sent
out last month, features a SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY DIS-
COUNTFORBOOKSELLERSonaseleotlonolourbeeteellins

with all orders of $50.00or  more. SCHOLASTIC will also
provide on request e FREE KIDSHELF  DISPLAY CASE, e
sturdy, cardboard merchandiser that helps you create e lively
chlldren’e  corner In eny pert ofyourstore.

glvetheniatry?Foraverymodestlnvestmentyoucensiocklhe
besl  In Canadian books  . . . ptctura-story  books . . . read-
aloud llttes. . . cleeelce  . . . myrterlee  and adventurer . . .
juvenlles  end teenage reading. . . and moral

$CWOlASTIC  KIDSl4El.F  : TWE BEST I’LACE  TO LOOK FOR CWILDREN’S  BOOKS
Scholastic Book Services, 123 Newklrk  Road, Richmond Hill, Ontario.
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so good at judging the finished work,
because he grts hong up on the tulist’s
intentions. The critic, who is an in-
formed repmsentarive of the audience,
an respond lo, and evaluate, the final
eommunicalion.

There’s a general consensus that the
critic shouldn’t gel too involved in the
performance - he shouldn’t enjoy
himself. Harold Clurman, the Ameri-
can theatre critic, offers the Following:

l’hc cridc  is MI the one who is drinking Le
Colx  bul rather the chemill  who tells  you
what is in it and what  the tae is like.  He
!cUr yo’oy what  k can do to your  ryaem.
Some plays se poisonous

Has Clurman lefl anything out? Bertolt
Brecht would add that the critic’s busi-
ness is to expose the system that en-
courages people to drink poisonous be-
verages. (James L.orimer  would ask,
“Why are we importing Cokes?” And
Jack McClelland would say. “Come on
over to the Uncola!“)

II may not have escaped your notice
that Clurman is the first critic to suggest
that Brl may be bad For social or
pychological reasons, no1 just aestbe-
iii ones.

Brecht was the most influential of
revolutionarv critics. and ‘Clurman
probably le&ned From him. Brecht,
who was a great Formal innovator. de-

manded that an be judged by its social
effects, not by aesthetic standards
alone. Did it affirm the smrw  quo? Did
it demand social change? Did il educate
the people? For Brecht. the critic was
the people’s representative. and a
mediator with a very special Fimcdon.
He had to educate the masses, and to
unmask outdated (unrevolutionary)
sentiments and i&as wherever he en-
countered them in art. An For Brecht,
you see. was not the playground of the
leisured classes, but an inslrumenl of
socia l  change.  And as  Eros1
Schumacher points oul in his article.
“Brecht as Critic.” Bncht believed
that the critic must play his parl in
changing the consciousness of his
society.

Well, are we getting this kind of
criticism in Canada? Not a chance.
Margarel Atwood. whodoes write Fora
wide audience, and who does have a
sociological perspective, comes
qlosem,  but she directs mou of her at-
tention lo the Canadian pan.

What kind of criticism ore we gel-
ring? The Following items Found  lbeir
way to fhe periodicals’ shelfat B&s  in
Cmodu.

Item: Frank Davey argues that
thematic criticism, as practiced by AI-
wood and others. is a colonialist

phenomenon, originating with writers
like Callaghan  and Richler  who thought
they were good enough to explain fhe
nation to itself. but no1 good enough to
write literature (“From  Literature lo
Criticism: A Note.” Impulse,  Spring,
1975).  What we need. Davey says, is a
criticism that deals with writers as coo-
scious  artists. creating new Forms For a
new environment. IF critics were lo ex-
amine the forms of an. he adds, many
of the puzzles about Canadian con-
sciousness would automatically resolve
themselves. How? Davey doesn’t say
how. bul he clearly believes that the
medium is most ofthe message.

Item: W.H. New. who has spent
many years studying the evolution of
Canadian consciousness, is increas-
ingly sceptical  about the quest For a
national identity (“Canadian Literarore
and Commonwealth Responses,”
Canndim  Literarure.  Autumn, 1975).
But his advice is unappealing. For
reasons that escape me. New is obses-
sed wilh ironing 01 cultural differ-
ences. His honesty gets in Ihe way,
somewhal.  bur srill. he insisls that real
arlists will now Forget politics and
Focus on the spirit: “They seek their
culture’s imaginndve soul, lhey seek to
transcend tbe material landscape inrJ
order m be enfiancbised  in the discov-

-IO
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ery of spiritual illumination.” If I
didn’t respect New’s intelligence, I’d
say mar this sounds like so much obfus-
cadng  claptrap. New has perhaps taken
Ibe veil?

Item: Dorothy Livesay.  like most of
us. is not unduly impressed wirh  cur-
rent poetry criricism-consisting main-
ly, she says. of emotive praise and
deuaclion,  and some cursory reports in
elitist magazines. And so she has
founded CVIII (successor lo Alan
Crawley’s  Conremporary  Verse) at the
University of Maniroba,  10 be a na-
tional forum of serious analydc  criti-
cism. In her first editorial manifeslo
(Spring. 1975) she announces her pre-
ference for poetry “that best expresses
our craving for confmmation  with the
real, whh  direct, day-to-day living.”
Her bias. il seems, is slightly in favour
ofregional  andfeministpoetry.  slightly
against introspective and experimental
poetry.

OK. Lel’s  see what the reviews are
like. Here’s George Amabile.  mview-
ing Margaret Atwood’s You Are
Happy. Here’s wbar he says about
Circe: “Filled as she is with sexual
coldness and intellectual savagery, it is
not surprising that Circe should find
1ba1  ‘fresh monsters’ are breeding in her
mind . . . .” And #/#is  is serious
analysis?!! Amabile’s  talking about
Cime,  not Atwood, but there’s more
than a little vindictiveness in his tone.

But CVIII doesn’t go in exclusively
for he carping. opinionated brand of
criticism. Some poets, such as P.K.
Page, are praised very highly indeed.
In Poems  Selecwd  and New, says Ar-
thur Adnmson, “experience is incised
with a chrystalline  clarity that is not
always obvious or simple. BUI the
comple.uities  and obscurhies  are always
a msnoeuvre  of incisiveness, usually
brilliant. occasionally a bir awkward.
Bur.” he adds hastily, “even  the awk-
wardness is amactive.”  In case you get
the wrong idea, you know?

The anti-Atwood, pro-Page bias
seems to be obligatory of late (if we can
judge fmm recent issues of Tire Cona-
dim Forrtm).  but CVIII won’t earn a
repulation  for crilical  rigourrlmr  way. It
will have IO do beuer  than that. ARer
all, this bias has nothing to do with
analysis. and everything to do wilh
fashion. And a very narmw  fashion it
is, being confined mainly to
intellectuals. 0

By DOUG FETHERLING

IN JAN EADAR’S  film. Lies My Farher
To/d Mr. there is a supporting charac-
ter named Mr. Bumganen.  He operates
a small tailor shop in Montreal in Ihe
1920s.  He is also the neighbourhood
communist. Unlike most  of the other
characmrs  in [he film. Bumgarten
knows the way OUI of the ghetto, or
believes he does. As a communist he
simply foresees the eliminarion  of all
such slums when workers take comrol
of the state. He proselytizes once or
twice but none of the others pay much
auenrion  to him. The interesing aspecl
of all rhis is lhal the character is played
by Ted Allan.

Allan  is not only the author of the
screenplay and of Ihe short story from
which h’s taken. he’s also Canada’s
best-known communist. the co-author
of Tire  Scolpei.  The Sword. the biog
raphy of Norman Bethune.  his one-
time comrade in the Spanish Civil War.
Viewed at a disumce  this is a11  richly
ironic since. as a writer at lean. Allan is
not much for following communist doc-
trine. His production is geared for max-
imum profit rather than  for use, as can
bc seen from the history of Lies My
Father Told Me in ia several forms.
The lanzst  form is the “novelization”
by Norman Allan of his father’s
screenplay (Signet. %I SO). II illus-
irates that Ted Allan  is not above
achieving the capimlisl  ideal of keeping
his properly in the family.

The original story. wrhten  nearly 30
years ago. set the pauern  for everything
that followed. It was a scnlimental  little
tale. clearly amobiographical.  about a
young boy’s auachmcnt  to his grand-
father and also 10 the bmkm-down old
horse that pulled his grandfather’s junk
wagon. What develops is the child’s
loss of innocence. which comes about
in a double brush with monalily.  First
rhe grandfather dies: then  the horse.

.which  has been the subject of com-
plaints from rhe neighbours.  is sold and
put to death. II’S n plot  notable not for
hs subslance  but for its telling. and the
lelling has changed considerably over
the years.

Also integral to Ihe story arc ihe
boy’s mother and father.  In Ihe origi-
nal. the lauer  was a nebulous sort of
character. But in 1954.  when Allon

converted the story into a CBC-TV
script. which he subsequently sold in a
number of other countries as well. the
parenr  became more clearly defined.
He was now a successful man of husi-
ness  who supported his family without
too much strain. His residence in the
ghetto, it seemed, was more a mauer  of
ethnic ties than of penury. This is in
contrast with the film version. in which
the same  character, well played by Len
Birman.  is a gambler and a tinker with
crackpol  invenrions.  Here he resems
the grandfather noI only because the
grandfather is closer to the boy than  he
himself is. be also because he must
keep borrowing money from him.

BUI the grandfather undergoes rhe
more interesting change. In the original
story and in the TV play, he was not the
lovable wise old man he is in the film.
Instead he was a stern, onhodox au-
thoritarian figure, a fact that  made his
grandson’s admiration a little harder IO
figure out. The television version also
featured a grandmother. a superfluous
character dropped from the film.
Neither the story nor the IWO dramatic
versions contained Bumganen  or any
one like him. perhaps this was because
communists were lying low in 1954.
even in ficrion.  Or, more probably. be-
cause Allan  only lamr  conceived the
nodon  of including a figure who is him-
self in adulthood as much as the grand-
son is himself-when-young and thus  of
providing. in his own mind at least. a
cyclical effect.

What is important, though. is that in
the film both the grandfather. who was
formerly so strident. and rhe com-
munist. who once would have been de-
picled as Ihreatening.  are both laun-
dered. They are both made to seem, in a
word, cum. This is in keeping with the
white middle-class idea that  radicals,
foreigners. and other riffraff can be
made  harmless by being made Ihe ob-
ject ofgenrlelevity.  Ifyoucan’t  assimi-
late ‘em, distort ‘em. This Facl  only
comribules  to the feeling that Lies My
Farher  To/d Me is a son of ethnic Dis-
ney picture. what Howard Engel  has
called “a film for Jewish families of all
faiths.” If one watches it crilically. in
the light of Kadar’s  Czech films such as
The Shop ON Main Smer.  one suc-
cumbs to the same son of phy  one feels
watching the Westerns Fritz Lang made
after moving Born  Germany IO Holly-
wood.

That’s ifone  watches it critically and
in a cosmopolitan frame of mind.
Watching il as a Canadian one is con-
fronted with Ihe double standard so
troublesome for critics and audiences.
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One turns off his mind and concedes
that. yes. h’s a well-conswcted film,
with good if poslcardy  cinematography
and some fine performances. 11 thus
becomes an ethnic film in quite another
sense. One ends up saying Ihat at least it
will have a good effe.cecc on the perpetu-
ally anaemic Canadian film industry
and that therefore ic can’t be all bad.
This is where Norman Allan’s  noveli-
zation of rhe screenplay comes in.

anthologies and special cases, the
screenplay was unpublishable until the
1960s because h was assumed Ihat  few
people wanted to see a film more than
once, let alone pay money for Ihe
scenario. No doubt the spread of film
schools on this continent has helped
change puljlishers minds.

Among publishers, a certain critical
auirude has recently prevailed Howard
films. This has msulbxl  in the breaking

Viewed from the standpoint of the down of published scripts into several. _ _. . .
epnemera  mat feature nlms leave ae- categories. For insence, the scripts of
hind them - noveliralions  and sound- ._ classic films now are commonly issued

idea has the nsrmGve  in prose inlercut
with the dialogue in dramatic form.

Another type of book, increasingly
common. is Ihe behind-the-scenes vol-
ume, such as The GodfadurJour~xd  or
The Jaws Log. This is Ihe kind that
would have been suited to Lies My
Father  Told Me, 81 least for the Cana-
dian market alone, since the film was
made and released only after one of
those years-long bnckroom ordeals so
common in this counlry. AL least there
might have beenapublishedxreenplay
with a behind-the-scenes introduction
instead  of this novelization, which is in
the worst  tradition of such books, writ-
teb a1 the level ofa Harlequin romance.

track albums - Canadian cinema has
never been healthier. That is to say that
rhe producers are becoming a bit more
acme.  By acting as though the siluarion
were healthy for Canadian films, they
are forming a mental arlhude  more re-’
ceptive  to lhal eventuality. They are
also. of course, making a few petro-
bucks on the side for all concerned.
\Vhat the novelization of Lies My
Fc~rhcr  Told Me points up, horvecer, is
the necessity of ceasing to look upon
novelizadons  as the only kind of book
for promoting and enshrining the fea-
fure  film.

Most  people who think about it be-
lieve the novelization. with sdlls from
the production.  is a recenl phenome-
non. It’s not. William Wellman’s 1927
film Il’ings, for instance, was
novelized in the U.S. 81 Ihe lime. The
publisher was Grosset & Dunlip.  This
firm published a whole series of such
volumes in cloth. including a treatment
of Rrmdwny  Meelod~  by Jack Lair. the
newspaper columnist who . later; co-
authored Ihe “Confidential” seri& of
crime expos6s with Lee Mortimer.
Slill. h’s true that  rhe novelization idea
lay forgotten until  recent years, when
Ihe mass interest in serious films coin-
cided with the rise of rhe mass-market
paperback. The published screenplay
has had a shakier and more complex
history.

II is generally assumed that  Ihe first
screenplay published as a book was Ihe
script of The Mighfy  Barnm by Gene
Fowler and Bess Meredyth.  which
Covici-Friede brought out in dorh in
1933.  In truth. though,  the socialist
writer UptonSinclair  published Ifelf:,4
L&-an10  urrdPhotoplay  10 years earlier.
G’s  true that  Ihe script was unpmduced
and that the book wasself-published.  as
were most of Sinclair’s: but it achieved
an immense circulation for ia day. (To
give credit where it’s due. Sinclair also
conceived the idea of the book club
before Harry Scherman  created the
negative option Book-of-the-Month
Club in 1925.)  Still. save for a few

either in quality paperback or-even in
cloth. both singly and in series. With
films in currenl release, when the book
and film can be relied upon to help
promote each other, there is a further
breakdown. It is generally only the
scripts of serious yes commercially
successful Glms Ihal  are published in
pockerbooks.  An example is Penelope
Gilliall’s  Smdoy.  Bloody  Sunday. a
serious film that did belter  than ex-
pected at the box office. For frankly
commercial films, there are IWO other
possibilities: a nove.~ization;  or a ver-
sion of the script without camera angles
and other stuff that interrupts the flow
of the dialogue. A mill-more-recent

Still, one should be thankful foreven
such small gifts as this. There have
been until now few books keyed to in-
dividual Canadian films. One thinks
only of Scott Young and George
Robertson’s novelization. in cloth and
mass-market paperback, of Face-Off
-of this and the “film editions,” with
sdlls. from the productions ,of Duddy
Kravif:  and The National  Dream.
Clearly the time is ripe for some enter-
prising publisher to undertake a series
of Canadian screenplays with slills  and
critical introductions. The beauty of
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such an idea is that there is ai assured
educational market as well as trade
sales and that the cheaper the books are
produced- even unto unjustified type
and paper plates-the more authentic
they will look. Perhaps the reason this
has not been done already is that the
majority of Canadian publishers are, if
anything. even more cautious and con-
servative than Canadian film people
when it comes to putting their money
where their mouths are. 0

THE  ~NTRODKTORY issue of Books  in
Canudo  was dated May, I97 I, and ap
peared - portentously - in early
June. It was a handsome production on
good matt stock - too good for our
pane. as it soon turned out. The cover
featured a revirw by Dave Godfrey of
Mordccai Richler’s SI. Urbain’s
Hor~eoron.  Inside we carried a profile
of Robertson Davies. reviews by Al
Pwdy. Hugh Gamer, David Helwig,
Alden Nowlan. and Doug Fetherling. a
drawing of two erotically electrified
pigs by Foo (later to be revealed as
Howard Engel).  and a column about the
trials of book-editing by Stet (never to
be revealed as Doug Gibson). We also
carried a small house ad saying we
would welcome potential George
Woodcocks as contributors. A week or
so later we received our fiat friendly
letter. It came fmm Vaocouveraod  po-
litely wondered whether, at a pinch, the
real George Woodcock would do.

The real Gcor~e Woodcock would
indeed do. and his contributions have
often graced these pages - as have
those fmm many of the other names
listed above. lo fact, by happy coinci-
dence, this fifth anniversary issue con-
tains contributions fmm Purdy.  Fethrr-
ling.  and Foo. as well as reviews of the
latest novels by Garner and Helwig.

The first really wfiien& letters
began IO arrive around the time of out
firs1  anniversary. They came from sub-
scribers lamenting our infrequency of
publication. We had promised I8 is-
sues in the first I2 months. In the event.
we barely managed to pmduce I8 is-
sues in the f~rsl  2% years. Hbwever.
many of them were double and even
triple issues. Loyal readers will re-
member our splendid April/May/lone.
1973. issue. which appeared of course
in early July of that year. II is quite
pmperly a collector’s hem.
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About that time our letters column
became recognized as a convenient
forum for the ventilation of literary
rages - a tradition that continues 10
this day. Despite some recent excesses.
we think it is a healthy  tradition. And
amid all the sound and fury, only one
reader has become so incensed by a
particular review as to write demanding
that we cancel her subscription. We
sent her back her $9.95by  r&n post.
Only later did she remember that she
had never taken out a’subscription in
the firs, place. but had picked the
magazine up free in a book slore. -

During  the early years, the suspicion
was vo:ced abroad that Books in
Canada was being run by a monolithic
literary clique. We scotched that
romou~ by presenting ,ao editorial
masthead that has been matched for
volatility only by Ma&an’s  in a bad
decade. What with comings and goings
and witchings around, we have been
blessed with two editors, four manag
ing editors. three assignmenl*editors,
and two associate editors. There have
even been times when some of us have
been all of them at once.

Al one poinl we lost a managing
editor for a whole week. He was found
camping out in the stdck room. a
refugee from domeslic problems. A lit-
tle Iat& we lost,him for good. He got up
from an editonal meeting to make a
telephone call and wasn’t seen or heard
from again for six months. Evidently
the phone call had led directly to a
less-hazardous and better-paying job
- in fact, IO a job that paid, period:

Despite the editorial turnover. Books
in Conoda  has evolved. within a
remarkably consistent framework and
maintained a clear sense of purpme.
One reason has been the steadying in-
fluence of our advertising, business.
marketing, and art departments. They
have borne a heroic burden.

The other reason is that every editor
involved with the magazine, withoul
exception. has agreed with and made
valuable contributions toward realizing
the fundamental goal set by Vnl Clery.
the founding editor. We exist to pm-
mote (be besl  interests of Canadian
literature in an intelligent andentertain-
ing way.

We have now been striving toward
that goal for 44 hard-fought issues. Be- .
hind us lie nearly one million words of
criticism by some 400 contributors (see
page 2) reviewing more than 1,500
Canadian titles. The effort that has car-
ried us IO our present reasonably secure
state has never been easy. But it has

always been rewarding and. in retm-
spect at least, it has often been fun.

* * *

LATE HUSHES  on the GeeGees:  as we
go to press, we learn that one of the
non-resident longshots featured on our
April cover has captured the Governor
General’s Award for English ticlion.
The winner was Brian Moore’s The
Great Vicrorian  Collect/o~~,  reviewed
in OUT August issue. The award for Eng-
lish poetry went IO Milton Acorn for
The Island  Means Mnago (December
issue). Hallowed  Walls:  Church Arcbi-
temre of Upper Canada, by Marion
MacRea and Anthony Adamson
(March, 1976. issue) won the
non-fiction award. We reserve our ’
comments  until the next issue.

Incidentally. we must apologize to
Sylvia Fraser For not listing her fine
horse Tire Candy Fartoy  among the
1975 contenders. Our understanding
was that her book was actually pub-
lished ia 1974. If Cmd_v  Factory  was
indeed in the running for the 1975
stakes, we would have made it a co-
favourite.  And. as it turns o?t, we
would have been wrong.

We also ipologize  lo Morley Cal-
loghan  for listing his horse under the
wrong colours  on the April cover. A
Fine nod  Privore  Place was. of course.
from the Macmillan stable-not From
M&S. 0

FEW HOSANNAS . . .
Sir:
Why do you allow your reviewer.  Mr. Hubert  de
S”nana.  whom you describe as having  "recenlly
arrived in Canada.” n pondficale  and pass
judgcmsa  on lileralure  and publishing in
Canada? In hi review of three  recent  books fmm
V&y 9dkions  in Abe l%br”“ry  irsw of B&s b
Ciwrzdo  lhis man benays the “s”aI  mnderenrion
“IId paf”llcbxy  Imnmenl  characlerislic  or per-
10lls  wha know lillle and apprcciav  even less
abboa  publishing in Ihis rounwy.  Why must  we
suffer  the peramid  and pompous elichCs  about
the Canada Council. Canadiin wken and Cana-
dian publishing fmm ill-informed backs who al-
waysleek ~obot~lerlheirp”erilcjudgmcnU  wkh
quqlalionr  from  “rahoriliu”  from  abroad?
Surely a nadonal  jourlwl  such  ll~,  youn should
Htbhu choir reviewen  who me familiar  wbb
Candirn  mbinSand  publishing. oreloe~verely
limilthe~bililyoftheill-informedu,nrryonvilc
bdgcmems  abow the Canada Council in publie.

Allow me IO clarify for Mr. de Samula  and
your readers  P number  of pains.  Valley Edilianr
is not Ihe vain empire of Seymour  Maync Y Mr. .
de Sanmna  imp&. A lillle  cwehl rexarch by
this mm wuld  have  rewkd  that Valley Edi-



,iunr  b pm uf B dewloping  cons&urn  of Cana-
dim publishers who seek to reflect ,hediweified
andeulaully  vibran,  chwbxofCanadian  so&
e,y. Blwo,c Press. mgerberrilh  Valley Edi,ions.
is a, the rpcarkead  of ,hir conwdum  wbiih in-
cludes m;my  olherandacdrrpcrsone  andgmups.
Our publishing  progmmme  reflects Ibe cullurally
dircne cbamaerof  B* counuy.  Mr. Slahotsky*y’s
bnob. T/w ~lindo/Gwzs~s.  may he inaccessible
m the limiled  mind of Mr. de Samsnu.  hu, i, hns
ruccixd  significan, praise by many aher. more
imelligen,  dnd zw,hen,ic Canadkms.  This  book ie
a vrluable expression of one of ,he cukunl
wands which cons,i,u,e  Canadian culanl life.
AI;~..iMr.deSanl;m~o~h,lo  hweread,biihook
w,h wme sympnhy.  I weld only wish ,ha,  he
could wile wi,h a fraction  of Slaholsky’s fresh-
no+ ad  imagin&an.

In Ibis counlry  wz have  become acculomed  10
a fro* inlelleclual  insensilivily  which allows
p:nun~  “ncendy  yriwd in Canada”  u) pass
judgemen,  on Canadian  adare end writing. No
ti,hcrmunuy  inlhe wrldwould,olem,e,his.  his
a sandal lhd, your journal  gives such  persons
publicrdon  $xe! Howard Aster

Senior Edka
Masaic’Pxss

Oakville,  On,.

FOR DE S A N T A N A. . .
Sir:
NW:  is no lime 10  belch and complrin  abou,  the
qwlily  of the review in W&sin  Cm&a. Alter
ell. I’m dulighwd  Iha, ,ke conlen,  of Skellon’s
Gvwgcs  Zek impressed and perhaps ,i,illawd.
even waggled ,he imagination of Hubcn  de Ben-
,ana.  And now is no, ,he lime 10 quibble wlwher
ornn, he i> aware ,ha, all ci,izens  of ho,h Csnrds
and ,he U.S. of A. are nn jus, anicula,e and
cloquen,.  on occasion. on paper. I, might inam,
him 10 know ,ha,  some people OR lhis conlinen,
are no, in ,he leas, bit imeracd in writing or ,he
willen word.  Le, me sugges,.  Ihough.  ,ha, UT-
baniwlion  and. nwre speciiiccdly.  TV Iend IO
limit any  oral ,radi,ion.  and will d&we done  so
MC” in Dublin. Even before TV. Yea,srrmarked
of a, leas, vane Dublinen: “I have passed awhile
and raid/Poli,e meaningless worde.”  Those lines
hxdly  rygti, someone enchanted b lrirh rhet-
oric. A hi, remowd  from  comex,  and an implied
guwdizs,ion  ha then when I asked rnoldcmny
here in a pub loday if he’d ever  beard of a Huhen
dc Saman* he said.  “Nope. never laid eye m
kand onaman by,ha, name and I knowjunahou,
erery sotd’e ever  lied in ,his damn mink&.”
Horear. migh, I sugges, lha,  in amas,&  pnirie
M any  smdl rural or locrl  pub. for exweple. Mr.
de Swana will undoubledly find some person
inrulwd  in fishing. farming. whaaver.  who is
willing. prcparee  and nhle 10 x, his eara aringing
with ,ha, rhemriic  he finds  so a,,rx,ive.

And hell. we a,, know ,ha,  ,oo much is being
publirhed  in  ,his coumry.  but ,hsn I suspec,
Cmms  Hallmark qnd  K-Tel  provide us wi,h some
wan of balance  and pnspecdre  forpoedc  quali,y.
Nor will I compkdn  ahou,  ,he wmmems of any
mdividual  rho is concerned  wi,h the role of ,ke
,u.\G,N~I,oN.  lhmegh ,he eelekadon  of Ian-
guagc.  as ,he  basir  far **some profoundly xIious
obwvadonr  aboa ,he human mndilion.”  My
god. il’r here,&,.  if no, impossib,s.  10 imagine
my p0et~Xe”Ied abou,  much else!

Nor can I object 10 Mr. de San,ana’s  cridcism
,B, Ihe design and priming of ,lw Zuk book is
“shoddy.” ** lends an unwanamed  cheapness m
,he ,c’i,” and, finally. ni,h  all due apologies 10
Mr. Zuk and Mr. Shskon.  hm bu, sewed ,he pee,
and lranskuor no leulhar, “wmchedly.”  In fat,.
I mu,,  confess lha, I inwmionolly searched for a
typeface ,ba, would,  even 10 ,he  mos, discerning

eye. appear 10 bwe been ,ypwri,un.  And
funher.  I even  mmemplaled.  even emermined
,he ou,mgeous  and wicked possihili,y  of running
someoflhe  lex,off,he  pageand  primingsome  of
,be poems cm e nolbxnble  angle. Xl,! Bu, fonu-
na,ely. even my limited ,as,e for design md a
cerlain  respec,  for Zuk  himself prevemed  m e
from exercising ddi brief lapse  inm niadness. I
did. in rpi,c of myself. manage  ,o “squeeze”
every  word of ,he ler, on 10 one page or maher.
Bullhen.  you  see Mr. deSan,a,un.  I wassuffering
fmm this lerrible  delusion lhn, the ZuF mmu-
soip, was “ComC.”  La, Ibe Zuk  collages which
loh,ninedwi,hgrea,dillicul,y  were  mare in keep-
ing wi,h Ike lex, than ,he  wailable Dalis and fha!
somehow Zuk’s  own personalily  ules m all
appeemnces.  I, leas, on oeeasimn.  shoddy in it-
self. I can*,  imagine wha, i, is in pmfesror
Skekon’s lnlmduclion  or ZuL’s  own wiling tha,
misled me. crea,ed  ,his impresrion.

0. I could plead as an excuke ,ha, ,hc_e%ala,ing
cos, of tha,  expensive paperrlhe  inflaed  cost of
,ypeR,,ingMdsoon.all,apmdurr;lbookrvhieh
relails  a, ,be low price ofS3.SO.,were  ,he renwns
for my nlhcr desperate  measures. Bu, ,ha, would
be. by my own admission. a Iii. I admi, freely,
bu, obviously MI wilhou, pengs  of guil,.  ,ha, I
delibem,ely  planned and designed ,hc book. righ,
+vn 10 the firs, pbologmph  eve, lake,,  of Zuk
himself. u) appenrexx,ly  as you have. wi,h  your
own Iwo, eyes.  beheld il. So. in aII humilily.  I
apologize for allowing my “funny hone” 10 in-
lmde on Ihe seriollr  an of poesy.  And. wi,h all
due mpec,. I mus, pay sibre ,o ,hc finely ’
boned crilical  md mimic  sensibilily.  expressed
m Ihe, ap, and conclusive melaphor  with which
you,  Mr. de Samena.  so cmrec,$ wnpped  my
knuckles: “1,‘s a li,,k like finding II many-
coloured jewel wappd in a neweppr.” Such
poclic reilecdon. grace. such aurntfon  IO the
quality of ,he pocdc cnR can only kzd me bu,
10 wonder. R. Smilh.  Edilor

Oolichrn  Books
Lmtrville.  B.C.

P.S.. In case werhouldewr  be fonuna,e  enough
10 reprin,  Mr. Skehon’s  ,mns,a,ions  of Deorges
Zuk you may be assured Mr. de Samrne  ,hr, I
shall  reques,  of Mr. Dali on one of his frequen,
visit 10 Nanaimo tha, he consider ,he opponunily
10 illu,n,eZuk’smr.
P.P.S. And I do realize  how difiicuk  i, is ,o np
rnolker  person’s knuckks wi,h a memphor!

UNSWEPT HOUSES
Sir:
I would  like 10 submi,  o. brief addendum 10
Gemg&  Woodcock’s review aniele  (“Ancestral
Vo’oirr?;“)  in the Febuirv  issue of Wonts in
Ccl”‘&.

7%~ SpillOwr of Ihe rebellion in ,he. U.S. in
,he 1960s was in fat, wlw, cre~led ,ke  rebellion
~mmonpl English%paking  Canadian  you,h.  I n
,he early  1960s.  a demand for racial  eqtility
began in ,he U.S. By the mid-1960s. ,hs war in
Viimam.  was being quutlioned  and appwed by
American youth eligible for ,he draft.  Dmfi-cud
burning. duenion and dnf,-dodging  became na-
liorwl  iesues. involving Canada  because ,he dis-
a&led American ymkk  rough,  polidcal asylum
here. They hmugh,  &ii revoludonary  idesr  hut
what look mm blamed inlO Love-Ins.  Rock
fidvds.  S,uden,  Power. dop smoking. dmp-
ouU fmm high schwls  and univulities  and
demonr,m,ions  on ,ke American Embassy.

In Canada. ,ke mcial inequalily  and in’juuice
hae been dim&d  agains,  ,h-e lndirn  Naion  in our
midst. I, is perWpr  ,he self-consciousness of
Canadians tha,  rhe  young rebels did no, lake  up
Ihe cause of the Canadian  Indian and demand

-’ TUMUbT IN

John Hoare
$11.95
A Canadian flyer relates
with pride, affectlon  and a
sense of humour  the story
of the Fleet Alr Arm, the
war years, and his  aston-

-Ishlng tale of survival in
a near disastrous reoon-
naissanoe flight .over the
Bismamk In 1941.

ELVIS BRiESSb!EY
An Ill&bated Biography
W. A. Harbinson
$17.95 010th  $9.95 paper
The story of the most re-.
markable phenomenon in
the history of pop music,
thls book traces Presley’s
oarser wlth over 400 pho-
tographs - possibly the
most detailed pictorial cov-
erage of a pop star ever
p u b l i s h e d .

Thomas Nelson 91 Sons
(Canada) Ltd.
91 Cttrleu~ Drive
Don Mills, Ontario
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EC CORREbTS PS_
Sir
Re:  the review of John C. MacDonald’s Jw
I&xya Duntin’  by FS on page  31 of Le March

Saewe? Fliniur-Secund~s?. -
L wad  your magazine  from cover I0 cover

every month.
Eric Camemn

lialifa
P.S. Flinius  Secundus is the ~ulhar  of “Curiae
Canadenrer:  or. The Canadian  Law Courts: A
poem” (Tom”,0.  R&cll. I&u).

AdSSIE  BIRD TALKS BACK
sir:
Seeing  tkt Mary  Lawrcn. in her review of my
book (March). considers me 10 bc “intelligenl.
euy.  and fonhrighl”  (althoqh  whal character
has 10 do with rridng  abiliw 1’11 never knov&  I
had bellernpplylkrefineo~irwndinSqualilier  lo
Canadirnbing  my next baok. whiih concerns
a family of mice who live in the nlic of Ihe old
Globe Tkattrs  in Elirsklhan Eyland and be
come entranced with Shakespeare’s plays.
Would it please Ms. Lawson  and all those rabid
Canadian na~ionnlirlr  out there  if I changed Ik
scenario to a family of be&en  who live in’lhe
bwment of lk Tan~on Theawe  and become
entranced with David Freeman’s Crecpr?
Since 21 years of residence in Canada still gets
me cnlled an “expaiale  Australian.” I’ve
asked my imelliea.  Sulsy.  and forthright  ex-
paaiate Roumanim  husband for guidance: but
having lived in this couary  far only 54ysaa. k
feels k’s not  qualified m cora?mem.

While I’ma il. lshould  likelorelieve  Richard
Dawkins (Laws IO Ihe Edimr. Mmch) from
the burden of his incredulity  concerning
Apollinaire’s  considerable drawing abililies.  As
well as being D poet.  Apallinaire  was a fine visurd
artist  wilh whose twrka Mr. Dawkins should
immediitely  rquaim himseli. Bolh h e  and
Kownn  Shiikie should alar be complimenled  for
lenmingsowell  from lheirmaslerlk  uwfularlof
obfuscany  pmss.

Aviw Layton
Tomnlo

ONE OF  THE more light-beaned  intel-
lectual exercises ofthe  1960s  was com-
posing double-daclyl verses. Note the
form: there are two four-line slanzqs;
the first line is always a dum-di-di,
dum-di-di nonsense line and the second
a name or lille:  one other line (il doesn’t
mauer  u&h) musl  be a one-word dou-
ble dactyl: and the lasl lides  of each

stanza. which go dum-di-di-dum, most
rhyme. The usual prize (see below)
either for the best original double dactyl
on a Canadian theme or for the funniest
entry that begins: I

Fuddk&duddkiy.

Address: CanWit  No. Il. Books in
Canada. 366 Adelaide St. East,
Tomnto  M5A IN4. The deadline is
May 28.

RESULTS OF CANWIT  NO. 9
READERS WEIIE  asked to help refresh the
staid image of McClarkan  & New-
spider, the all-Canadian national pub-
lisher. by composing rejection slips in
lighl verse. An avalanche of entries.
most of which were remarkably vicious
in tone. Many conteslanls failed IO
grasp lhal would-he authors remain
customers; they will go on buying
books even if they can’t wile them. !f
lhe thing they love must be killed, the
aslow.  publisher does it with a kiss
rather than a ‘sword. The winner is Ian
C. Johnston of Malaspina College,
Nanaimo.  B.C. He receives a copy of
the award-winning ~11 book John Fil-
lion by Dorothy  Cameron and John
Reeves (Marllet  Ress,  519.50) for
three rejection slips that  would leave
the recipient whh  at least a shred of
self-respect:

.

Bu, rbe plrblir’s nol remfyfor bugsew

Honorable mentions:

No rlmrrk  JO,,.  my dear.
yo,,r  I,& is mos, qr,eer.

-Elizabeth  Hopper. Hop&  B.C.

. - Gcr,y  Sheah.  Vancowxr
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And what of:
The secret alliance with FDR?
The sudden exit of Joseph Kennedy?
The strange goings-on at Camp X near Toronto?

“It is an exceptionally fine book that puts
ignorant and pretentious big far and
utterly unreliable tomes like Bodyguard
of Lies to rights. Get the book A Man
Called Intrepid. You owe it to yourself as
a Canadian - there really are things and
people we have a right to be proud of.”
- Shaun  Herron,  Montreal Star

“Perhaps the most authentic and pro-
vocative history of World War II yet to
emerge. . Must reading for those who
want history put in perspective.” - Peter
Worthington. Sunday Sun

“A Man Celled intrepid  is the most ex-
citing popular history to date of the
Second World War, a brilliant light pene-
trating the shadowy world of espionage,
counter espionage, code breaking. sab-
otage. assassination. the L-pill. the knee
in the groin and the knife in the dark.
Time and again it corrects the record of
received history with the story behind
the story.” - Kildare  Dobbs. Globe end
Mail. $14.50

Look lor thfs and other Lenaman  Tiller
at your local bookstore.
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Y~e Bicycle Tree is a remarkably pow-
erful novel, a striking new work that
redefines the meaning of dreams and
nightmares, and in the process intro.
ducas Canadians to one of the most
exciting new literary talents to appear
in some time. It is a story of a man strug-
nlinu to achieve the dream he shares with_ _

his son, of a woman torn between two
men, and of the primitive passions that
erupt in the men who contend for her.

$8.95

Earle Bimey
Turuey  is back.. in a new unexpurgated
edition that doesn’t buck around, as
Private Turvey reports once again -with
his story still passing muster as the fun-
niest thing that ever happened in or to
the Canadian Army at war. $8.95

~Meet Montreal - specifically its loan
sharhing underworld with its heavies,
whores, hustlers and con men. Meet
them in one of the wildest books to come
our way in a long, long time.

” reads as if Donald Westlake. Damon
Runyan and George V. Higgins had run
into a collision marvellous  stuff.” -
The Globe and Mail

$10.00

Marian  Engel
“The theme of Bear is one of the most
significant and pressing in Canada in our
time .” writes Robertson Davies.

“It’s an astounding novel, both earthy
and mythical _” says Margaret
Laurence.

And Margaret Atwood writes “Bear is a
strange and wonderful book.”

$7.95

#‘LIP RQSES
Jacques Ferron
Translated by Betty Bednarski
Awarded the 1972 Prix France-Quebec,
lacque  Ferron’s Wild Rose has been ac-
claimed the finest achievement of his
long and distinguished literary career.
This modern masterpiece is translated
here with remarkable perception and
fidelity. along with the thematically
linked love Letter and Intmduction,  in-
cluded in the original French edition.

$6.95

Till MST SALT CIPT
OF BLQQD
Alistair Macleod
“These are moving, powerful and beau-
tifully crafted stories by one of North
America’s most promising writers. A
collection all admirers of good short
fiction will want to own.”

-Joyce Carol Dates
Here is a dedicated and brilliant writer
whose works has already appeared in
more than one edition of the annual
Best American Short Stories collection.

$8.95


